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Preface
This manual is designed to more clearly define the roles and responsibilities of charitable
bingo associations, charitable licensees, and charity bingo operators under a licensing
scheme that licenses both the charitable bingo association and the charitable/religious
organizations to conduct and manage the bingo activities: the enhanced dual licensing
association model, referred to in the Report on Gaming Legislation and Regulation in
British Columbia, January 1999.
The charitable bingo association is responsible to conduct and manage the bingo program
and to be the "operating mind" behind bingo gaming, while the charitable/religious
organization is responsible to "conduct and manage" their bingo event(s).
This manual is meant to be used in conjunction with the Terms and Conditions for
Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo
Halls.
This manual and its amendments are distributed by the British Columbia Gaming
Commission. Distribution is controlled, with the maximum distribution being:
• one copy per charitable bingo association; and,
• one copy per bingo operator.
The manual is also available at http://www.bcgc.gov.bc.ca on the Internet.
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Definitions
Definitions presently in the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to
Gaming Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls apply.
The following definitions will be incorporated into the Terms and Conditions and
Standard Procedures. They are new terms specific to the enhanced dual licensing
association model.
"bingo program" is bingo games grouped into bingo events with a variety of different
games played each day for weeks or months and periodically modified by the charitable
bingo association on consultation and discussion with the bingo hall operator.
"bingo hall operator" includes the gaming services company hired hall operator and the
self-managed charitable bingo association hired hall operator.
"bingo gaming services agreement" (formerly called a management or administrative
services agreement) is a contract negotiated between a charitable bingo association and a
bingo gaming services company for the provision of various services required for the
daily operation of a bingo hall. The agreement, which may be for up to 10 years, will
specify the services, conditions, expectations, standards, arbitration procedures and
contain a seven-day notification oftermination for cause. This agreement will be
separate but signed to commence and terminate on the same dates as the hall rental lease.
"bingo gaming services company" is a legal entity, including a self-managed charitable
bingo association, which is registered by the Gaming Audit and Investigation Office
(GAIO) of the Ministry of Attorney General that provides by a bingo gaming services
agreement one or more bingo goods or services to charitable licensees or registered
persons or companies in order to operate a bingo hall.
"charitable bingo association" (formerly "bingo association") is an association formed
by licensees in the bingo hall, registered as a society under the Society Act of British
Columbia and licensed by the British Columbia Gaming Commission "to conduct and
manage" the bingo program and other bingo hall activities for association members.
"charitable bingo manager licence" is a licence issued by the British Columbia Gaming
Commission to the charitable bingo association "to conduct and manage" the bingo
program and hall activities in accordance with the Terms and Conditions for Charitable
Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue, Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls,
Charitable Bingo Association Governance Manual, and any additional terms and
conditions attached to the licence.
"charitable bingo participant licence" is a licence issued by the British Columbia
Gaming Commission to a charity to "conduct and manage" a bingo event or events in
accordance with the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming
Revenue, Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls, Charitable Bingo Association
Governance Manual and any additionai terms and conditions attached to the iicence.
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"hall rental lease" is a contract negotiated between the charitable bingo association and
the gaming services company or the landlord for the use of the facilities. The agreement,
which may be for up to 10 years, will specify conditions, requirements, standards, contain
a termination clause, and other clauses. This agreement will be separate but signed to
commence and terminate on the same dates as the bingo gaming services agreement (if
one is required).
"self-managed bingo association" is a charitable bingo association registered with
GAIO and licensed by the British Columbia Gaming Commission "to conduct, manage
and operate" the bingo program and all other bingo hall activities for association
members. The self-managed bingo association hires the bingo hall operator and staff to
operate the bingo halL
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Background
Prior to 1986 bingo licensees structured individual arrangements with hall owners/lessors
for space and assistance in conducting their bingo events.
Charges varied and written agreements, if they existed, were not scrutinized by
regulators. Licensees accepted the charges as a cost of running their bingo and while
many lessors and operators provided good services and accommodation at a fair price,
others took advantage of the licensees and charged exorbitant rates and fees as they dealt
individually with the licensees. Many believed, rightly or wrongly, that they had no
choice but to accept the 'deal' offered by the lessor/operator.
In 1987/88, the British Columbia Gaming Commission (Commission) considered
imposing rent controls and limits to management fees, however, they rejected the
proposal due to the variation of rental costs and services offered. The Commission chose
instead to introduce the concept of associations of bingo licensees that would exist to
represent all bingo licensees in a hall for the purpose of negotiating leases/service
contracts and to deal with mutual licence issues, e.g., use of volunteers, scheduling, etc.

Associations developed slowly at first, however as the word of their success in
negotiation spread and as a result of seminars put on by the Commission, the advantages
became apparent to most licensees in bingo halls throughout the province.
To assist associations, the Commission required all rental leases and service contracts to
be reviewed by the Public Gaming Branch prior to signing to ensure that the services
provided under the operational services contracts were spelled out and that lease and
operator contracts were separated.
The creation of bingo associations and the subsequent negotiating between associations,
landlords and operators resulted in reduced costs to licensees but at a price. Negotiations
were often lengthy and conducted on the association side by volunteers, many of whom
were unfamiliar with the new role or found the activity time consuming.
Lessors/operators also found themselves spending hours in negotiations sometimes with
different volunteers and to the detriment of the operation ofthe hall.
By 1996 all licensees in bingo halls were represented by associations that contracted
bingo services in a variety of ways and some of whom managed and operated their own
halls. The charges for rent or service reflected fairly accurately the real cost plus the
reasonable profit margin. The operators had also reached the point where they
recognized that the purpose of charitable gaming was to provide maximum return to the
licensee and that while there was a reasonable business in bingo it was not a 'gold mine'
to be exploited by the lessor/operator.
The Lottery Advisory Committee, which was created by the minister responsible for
gaming in 1997, authored the Gaming Proceeds Distribution Regulation BC Reg. 362/97
dated 31 October 1997 under Section 7 of the Lottery Act. This regulation created a net
of revenue split formula that ended the requirement for associations, and operators to
negotiate management services contracts. All ofthe then existing contracts were
superseded by this Revenue Regulation.
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On 14 January 1998, Mr. Justice Dermod D. Owen-Flood found the regulation to be
unlawful, hence the requirement for associations and operators/lessors to negotiate
contracts was reinstated.
The Report on Gaming Legislation and Regulation in British Columbia (the 'white paper'
or 'Rhodes Report'), finalized in January 1999, presented two options with regard to the
responsibility of charitable bingo associations. One option recommended the creation
and incorporation of charitable foundations "to conduct and manage" bingo halls. This
proposal would meet the requirements under the Revenue Canada Income Tax Act. The
second option was an "enhancement" of the current bingo association.
The Commission, in consultation, with legal counsel and the British Columbia Bingo
Council, Associations Committee, decided to develop the dual licensing charitable bingo
model. This model includes the licensing of the association "to conduct and manage" the
bingo program and to govern the bingo hall.
The Charitable Bingo Association will be "the operating mind" behind the bingo gaming.
The licensed charitable bingo association will receive a small portion of charitable
monies, to a maximum of one per cent, as detailed in the Financial Model section of this
manual, to perform their responsibilities on behalf of all member charities of the
association. The charities will continue to be licensed "to conduct and manage" their
event(s) and receive the remaining profits to support their charitable activities.

Background
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Legal Authorities
The Criminal Code of Canada (Code) makes all forms of gambling illegal
unless the gaming is permitted by Section 207 of the Code.

Criminal Code Of Canada
The applicable provisions of the Criminal Code of Canada are the following:
s.206.(I) Everyone is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding two years who
(a)

-

(c) ..... .

(d)

conducts or manages any scheme, contrivance or operation of any kind for the
purpose of determining who, or the holders of what lots, tickets, numbers or
chances are the winners of any property so proposed to be advanced, loaned,
given, sold or disposed of;

(e)

conducts, manages or is a party to any scheme, contrivance or operation of
any kind by which any person, on payment of any sum of money, or the
giving of any valuable security, shall become entitled under the scheme,
contrivance or operation to receive from the person conducting or managing
the scheme, contrivance or operation, or any other person, a larger sum of
money or amount of valuable security than the sum or amount paid or given,
or to be paid or given, by reason of the fact that other persons have paid or
give, or obligated themselves to payor give any sum of money or valuable
security under the scheme, contrivance or operation;

(t)

-

(g) ..... .

s.207.(1) Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Part relating to gaming and
betting, it is lawful
(a)

for the government of a province, either alone or in conjunction with the
government of another province, to conduct and manage a lottery scheme in
that province, or in that and other province, in accordance with any law
enacted by the legislature of that province;

(b)

for a charitable or religious organization, pursuant to a licence issued by the
Lieutenant Governor in council of a province or by such other person or
authority in the province as may be specified by the Lieutenant Governor in
council thereof, to conduct and manage a lottery scheme in that province if the
proceeds from the lottery scheme are used for charitable or religious object or
purpose;

(c)

-

(t) ..... .
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g)

for any person, for the purpose of a lottery scheme that is lawful in a province
under any of paragraphs (a) to (f), to do anything in the province, in
accordance with the applicable law or licence, that is required for the conduct,
management or operation ofthe lottery scheme or for the person to participate
in the scheme; and

h)
(2) Subject to this Act, a licence issued by or under the authority of the Lieutenant
Governor in Council of a province as described in paragraph (1)(b), (c), (d) or (f)
may contain such terms and conditions relating to the conduct, management and
operation of or participation in the lottery scheme to which the licence relates as the
Lieutenant Governor in Council ofthat province, the person or authority in the
province designated by the Lieutenant Governor in Council thereof or any law
enacted by the legislature ofthat province may prescribe.
The scheme of licensing as presently reflected in the standard Terms and Conditions for
Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue, Standard Procedures for Bingos,
and other forms of licensed charitable gaming events, including ticket raffles, falls within
those permitted under s.207(1)(b) of the Code.

Lottery Act (British Columbia)
As amended by the Miscellaneous Statutes Amendment Act (No.3), 1998, the
Lottery Act (British Columbia) provides the following:
Section 2.1
(1)

The Lieutenant Governor in Council may license persons to conduct and manage
lottery schemes in British Columbia.

(2)

The LieuteIlant Governor in Council, by order, may delegate, to an authority
specified in the order the discretion under subsection (1) to license persons to
conduct and manage lottery schemes in British Columbia. [the British Columbia
Gaming Commission}

(3)

The discretion under this section to issue licences, of the Lieutenant Governor in
Councilor of any authority to which that discretion is delegated under this section,
includes the discretion to attach terms and conditions to the licences that
(a)

may differ for different licensees, and

(b)

must be consistent with the terms and conditions prescribed under section 7
[of the Regulations Section).

Legal Authorities
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To Conduct And Manage - The Operating Mind

The Criminal Code of Canada provides no definition or guidance on the words "to
conduct and manage."
The Oxford Concise Dictionary defines the words as follows:
"conduct"

"to lead; to guide; to escort."
"to lead; to command; to direct; to manage ... "

"manage"

"management; conduct (of affairs);
administration; direction, control."

There is also very little assistance to be found in Canadian case law to explain the words
"conduct and manage." In the 1990 Keystone Bingo Centre v. Manitoba Lotteries
Foundation the court interpreted "conduct and manage" to mean the "operating mind."
The words "to conduct and manage" must be interpreted generally. By way of an
analogy, a Board of Directors of an incorporated business is vested with the authority and
duty to manage their company. But there is no suggestion in company law that the Board
of Directors must have any hands-on relationship to the business. Their duty is that of
direction, supervision, and above all, responsibility and accountability for those activities
which are carried on in the name of the company.
The requirement expressed in the Code is that the charitable bingo association, jointly
licensed with the charitable licensee, is responsible as the "operating mind" for the
conduct and management of the bingo program while the charitable licensee is
responsible for the bingo event(s). As the "operating mind" the charitable bingo
association, with a charitable bingo manager licence, is responsible for:
• setting the vision and goals, the operating mind, for the charitable bingo in the bingo
hall;
• establishing a business plan to achieve the charitable bingo association goals;
• establishing a facilities development and a funding formula;
• controlling the bingo paper inventory;
• monitoring bingo hall operational services and cleanliness;
• liaising with the British Columbia Gaming Commission;
• approving:
* the bingo hall daily, weekly and monthly bingo game program
* the bingo hall game, event, session and program prices
* bingo hall prize board
* the bingo hall hours of operation
* the bingo hall game, event, session and program advertising plans
* the bingo hall bonus games
* the bingo hall promotional activities including: merchandise prizes, couponing,
and other promotions
* the acquisition of new equipment
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the distribution of charitable money to the licensed charitable and religious
organizations
* the cancellation of bingo events, games or sessions
negotiating and signing hall rental lease and bingo gaming services agreements and/or
contracts with the bingo hall operator;
training all charitable bingo association volunteers in the performance oftheir duties;
ensuring, monitoring and reporting on volunteer attendance, and participation;
reviewing committee recommendations and ensuring that the responsibilities of all
committees are carried out;
overseeing and evaluating the activities of the bingo gaming services company and/or
the hired bingo hall operator;
providing leadership for the charitable bingo industry;
reporting regularly to the charitable bingo association membership and the British
Columbia Gaming Commission;
reviewing and recommending changes to the charitable bingo association constitution
and bylaws;
ensuring that all policies and procedures are reviewed and updated; and,
filing an annual report with the charitable bingo association membership.

The charitable bingo licensee, with a charitable bingo participants licence, is responsible
for the "conduct and management" of the bingo event(s). The volunteer(s) representing
the licensee are required to:
• verify the opening and closing float;
• verify the opening and closing bingo paper inventory;
• verify bingo sales;
• conduct prize payouts;
• verify the closing reconciliation of bingo paper and cash; and,
• verify the bingo event records.
The charitable bingo association is responsible for the entire bingo program (all bingo
events) on behalf of all charitable licensees in the bingo hall and is the "directing mind"
behind the bingo program and hall management.
The charitable bingo association is responsible for approving the bingo rental hall lease
and the bingo gaming services agreement (if applicable) and ensuring hall operations are
conducted in accordance with the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and
Access to Gaming Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls and other
requirements of the Commission. The charitable bingo association may receive a
maximum of one per cent of charity revenue ofthe bingo hall to support the association's
conduct and management; i.e., to pay for a bookkeeper, auditor, Board of Directors'
liability insurance, etc.
Licensed charities will continue to receive all other funding in accordance with the Terms
nnA rn-nrlitin....,,,
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licensee continues to be responsible to oversee the conduct and management of their
bingo event(s) in accordance with the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and
Access to Gaming Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls.

Legal Authorities
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In the case of self-managed bingo halls, the charitable bingo association is responsible for
the conduct, management, and operations of the bingo programs and facility. Hired
operators and staffperform the day-to-day operations on behalf of the charitable bingo
self-managed association. The hired operator and staff perform the same daily hall
operational functions as a bingo gaming services company (formerly called a
management service company) in a commercially operated charitable bingo halL
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Structure
Introduction
A bingo hall is a complex business that must successfully compete with a large number
of other entertainment and gaming activities. It also must operate under a strict regime
of terms and conditions authorized by the Criminal Code of Canada.
Further, the "operating mind" for the conduct and management of this complex business
must be volunteers who typically are motivated more by the charitable or religious
purposes of their organizations than by the challenges of operating a bingo business.
Therefore, it is essential that there be an effective structure in place so that
responsibilities and accountabilities are clearly assigned and the work is divided
into manageable components assigned to various committees.
Objectives of the Association Structure
The structure of a charitable bingo association is intended to achieve the following
objectives:
1.
Ensure that the association and its member licensees are the "operating mind"
responsible for the "conduct and management" of the bingo activities.
2.
Ensure that there are strategic and operational planning processes in place to
develop the bingo business.
3.
Ensure that there is proper oversight of key aspects of the bingo operations.
4.
Divide the workload into manageable and meaningful components.
5.
Ensure clear assignments of responsibilities and accountabilities.
Committee Terms of Reference
The following terms of reference and structure are provided as guides or samples for a
possible structure. Each association must review its own situation and determine the
appropriate structure for its case. An association may prefer to have more or fewer
committees.
It is critical that all important responsibilities are assigned to the Chair of each committee
and that clear accountabilities be established. In this regard, the Terms of Reference for
all committees must be well articulated. Additionally, all processes and meetings must be
well documented.

Outside Members
Charitable bingo associations and their member licensees might consider recruiting
suitable individuals who are not members oflicensees for the Board of Directors. If this
is practical (which it may not be in many cases) it has the advantages of spreading some
of the workload and of providing the opportunity for more technical expertise to the
association. These director(s)-at-Iarge are to be non-voting members.
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Board of Directors
(Management Committee)
Objectives
• to be responsible for the conduct and management, the "operating mind," for the
operation of the charitable bingo hall;
• to be responsible for the overall conduct, management and oversight of the charitable
bingo hall bingo program;
• to comply with government regulations and operational requirements; and,
• to act in accordance with the charitable bingo association's constitution and bylaws.
Responsibilities

• to set the vision and goals, the "operating mind," for the charitable bingo association
for approval by the charitable bingo association membership;
• to establish, in conjunction with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired
bingo hall operator (the operators), a business plan to achieve the charitable bingo
association goals for approval by the charitable bingo association membership;
• to monitor bingo hall gaming services;
• to liaise with the British Columbia Gaming Commission regional office;
• to approve:
* the bingo hall daily, weekly and monthly bingo game program

* the bingo hall game, event, session and program game prices

*

*

the bingo hall prize board
the bingo hall hours of operation (subject to British Columbia Gaming
Commission approval)

*

the acquisition of new equipment

* the cancellation of bingo events, games or sessions (and advising the British
Columbia Gaming Commission of the cancellation, date, the charitable
licensee, and reason)
• to negotiate and sign bingo gaming services agreements and contracts with the bingo
hall operator for approval by the charitable bingo association membership (these
agreements/contracts are subject to review by the British Columbia Gaming
Commission prior to signature by the parties);
• to train all charitable bingo association volunteers in the performance of their duties;
• to ensure, monitor and report on volunteer attendance, and participation;
• to review committee recommendations and ensure that the responsibilities of all
committees are carried out;
• to employ, oversee and evaluate the activities of the bingo gaming services company
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• to provide leadership for the charitable bingo association;
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• to report regularly to the charitable bingo association membership and the British
Columbia Gaming Commission;
• to establish ad-hoc committees as necessary;
• to review and recommend changes to the charitable bingo association constitution and
bylaws;
• to ensure that all policies and procedures are reviewed and updated; and,
• to report annually or more frequently to the charitable bingo association membership.
Chair

• to call and facilitate Board of Director meetings and general and annual general
meetings; and,
• to liaise with and provide direction to the hired bingo gaming services company or
hired bingo hall operator.
Members

• to attend meetings ofthe Board of Directors;
• to fulfill their designated responsibilities and to report to the Board of Directors; and,
• to work on ad-hoc committees as needed.
The members ofthe Board of Directors are the charitable bingo association's President,
Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary, Past-President, Chairs of all the Standing
Committees and Directors-at-Large (if any).
Staff

• the hired bingo gaming services company or the hired bingo hall operator will provide
information, reports, and support as necessary and may attend Board of Director
meetings, as non-voting members, on invitation from the Board of Directors.
Accountability
The Board of Directors is accountable to the charitable bingo association members.
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Finance Committee
Objectives
• to ensure oversight and accountability for all financial aspects of the association; and,
• to work within government regulations and operational requirements.

Responsibilities
• to ensure the preparation and distribution of gaming monies, and other monies (as
approved by the charitable bingo association) to the licensed charities, monthly, when
approved by the British Columbia Gaming Commission;
• to provide regular reports to members on the charitable bingo associations;
• to ensure all financial obligations and reporting requirements are met;
• to ensure that Board of Directors' directives on finances are followed;
• to maintain a system of financial checks and balances for the charitable bingo
association;
• to ensure proper control ofthe bingo paper inventory;
• to review budgets for the various committees and charitable bingo association as a
whole and present recommendations to the Board bfDirectors;
• to review and recommend to the Board of Directors bingo prices and the bingo hall
prizes;
• to review budget projections and financial reports for the bingo hall with the auditor
and the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator; and,
• to report regularly on the charitable bingo association's progress on the auditor's
management letter and reports.
Chair

• to be a member of the Board of Directors;
• to call meetings of the Committee;
• to set the agenda for meetings;
• to liaise with the hired bingo gaming services company or the hired bingo hall operator
for meetings;
• to report to the Board of Directors and the general membership;
• to liaise with other committees on overlapping responsibilities; and,
• to designate a member to take minutes and ensure their distribution to committee
members.
Members

• to attend meetings of the Committee;
• to participate in the evaluation of the charitable bingo association's needs and the
planning of appropriate responses to those needs;
• to work on sub-committees as needed; and,

Structure and Terms of Reference
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• to prepare special reports as needed.
Staff

• the hired bingo gaming services company or the hired bingo hall operator will direct
required financial information and issues of importance to the Finance Committee;
• staff (the hired bingo hall bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator
and the hired accountant) may attend the Finance Committee meetings, as advisors by
invitation; and,
• staff will maintain the Finance Committee manual and make recommendations on
changes.

Accountability
The Finance Committee is accountable to the Board of Directors.

Note: This committee could be modified to become the Finance and Audit Committee.
The aUditing functions will need to be documented.
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Facilities Committee
Objectives
• to address the physical plant requirements, services, and cleanliness of the charitable
bingo hall as identified by the members ofthe charitable bingo association, members
of the Committee and hired staff; and,
• to work within government regulations and operational requirements.
Responsibilities:
Chair

• to be a member of the Board of Directors;
• to call meetings of the committee;
• to set the agenda with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall
operator and/or landlord and staff;
• to liaise with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator
and/or landlord and staff;
• to negotiate hall rental lease;
• to develop long- and'short-term facilities development plans, including a funding
formula, for consideration, review and approval by the Board of Directors and the
charitable bingo association membership (the plan is to be reviewed by the British
Columbia Gaming Commission, prior to approval); and,
• to designate a member to take minutes and ensure their distribution to Committee
members.
Members

• to attend meetings of the committee;
• to participate in the evaluation of the charitable bingo association's need and the
planning of appropriate responses to those needs;
• to work on sub-committees as needed; and,
• to prepare special reports as needed.
Staff

• through the hired bingo gaming services company or the hired bingo hall operator to
provide the support and resource the committee requires to carry out its
responsibilities; and,
• staff (the hired bingo gaming services company or the hired bingo hall operator) may
attend the Facilities Committee meetings, as advisors on invitation of the committee.
Accountability
The committee is accountable to the Board of Directors.

Structure and Terms of Reference
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Marketing Committee
Objectives
• to operate within the goals and vision ofthe charitable bingo association;
• to develop the overall marketing vision and an accompanying yearly marketing plan in
conjunction with the hired bingo gaming services company or the hired bingo hall
operator; and,
• to work within government regulations and operational requirements.
Responsibilities
• to work with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator
(staff) in the development and implementation of a yearly marketing plan that keeps to
the vision of charitable bingo association, government regulations and the day-to-day
practicalities of the business;
• to ensure effective and timely implementation of the marketing plan;
• to monitor outcomes ofthe marketing plan and evaluate its success;
• to develop plans and revise them as needed according to evaluation outcomes; and,
• to provide budgetary oversight on marketing activities to the Board of Directors.
Chair

• to be a member ofthe Board of Directors;
• to call meetings ofthe committee;
• to set the meeting agenda with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired
bingo hall operator;
• to liaise with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator
and staff;
• to report to the Board of Directors and the general member$hip;
• to liaise with other committees on overlapping responsibilities;
• to ensure that work commitments of the committee are met by committee members
and with their hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator; and,
• to designate a member to take minutes and ensure their distribution to committee
members;
Members

• to attend meetings ofthe committee;
• to assist in the development and oversight of the marketing vision and yearly plan;
• to provide creative input to marketing strategies;
• to assist when necessary in the implementation of the marketing plan;
• to work on sub-commiuees as needed;
• to participate in the evaluation of the charitable bingo association's needs and the
planning of appropriate responses to those needs; and,
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• to prepare special reports as needed.
Staff

• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator will work with
the Marketing Committee as non-voting members; and,
• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator may attend the
committee meeting as an advisor to bring marketing issues and expertise to the
committee.

Accountability
The committee is accountable to the Board of Directors.

Structure and Terms of Reference
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Members Committee
Objectives
• to provide education, training, licensing infonnation and support to members of the
charitable bingo association; and,
• to work within government regulations and operational requirements.

Responsibilities:
• to set up education and training plans for the charitable bingo association members;
• to set up a monitoring system for attendance at committee and general meetings;
• to set up a process to support members;
• to provide the link between members and management;
• to create a link from the charitable bingo association members to the British Columbia
Gaming Commission regarding licensing;
• to establish a system to assign members to committees and monitor attendance;
• to set up an overall reporting system;
• to make recommendations to the Board of Directors on admissions, policy and
procedure and member compliance; and,
• to establish appropriate oversight measures.
Chair

• to be a member of the Board of Directors;
• to call meetings of the committee;
• to set the meeting agenda with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired
bingo hall operator;
• to liaise with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator
and staff to ensure that committee members have the necessary infonnation and
materials to make decisions;
• to report to the Board of Directors and the general membership;
• to liaise with other committees on overlapping responsibilities; and,
• to designate a member to take minutes and ensure their distribution to committee
members.
Members

• to attend meetings of the committee;
• to participate in the evaluation of the charitable bingo association's needs and the
planning of appropriate responses to those needs;
• to work on sub-committees as needed; and,
• to prepare special reports as needed.

Charitable Bingo Association Governance Manual
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Staff

• the hired bingo gaming services company and hired bingo hall operator will prepare
the information needed by the committee for review and discussion;
• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator will liaise
between the committee and members as needed;
• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator will keep the
committee apprised of changes in licensing or regulatory requirements; and,
• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator will provide the
support necessary to assist new organizations.

Accountability
The committee is accountable to the Board of Directors.

Structure and Terms of Reference
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Volunteer Committee
Objectives
• to ensure that all members ofthe charitable bingo association are aware of, and
maintain, their volunteer responsibilities; and,
• to ensure that the volunteer component of the gaming regulations and the compliance
policy of the British Columbia Gaming Commission and the charitable bingo
association are met.
Responsibilities:
• to implement and oversee volunteer guidelines, policies, training and job descriptions,
compliance and consequences, including managing incident reports; and,
• to liaise and communicate with member agency representatives, volunteers and hall
staff as needed.
Chair

• to be a member ofthe Board of Directors;
• to call meetings of the committee;
• to set the meeting agenda with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired
bingo hall operator;
• to liaise with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator
and staff;
• to report to the Board of Directors and the general membership;
• to liaise with other committees on overlapping responsibilities; and,
• to designate a member to take minutes and ensure their distribution to committee
members.
Members

• to attend meetings of the Committee;
• to participate in the evaluation of the charitable bingo association's needs and the
planning of appropriate responses to those needs;
• to work on sub-committees as needed; and,
• to prepare special reports as needed.
Staff

• to inform and update the committee on all issues affecting volunteer activities in the
bingo hall; and,
• to work with the committee on special projects as needed.
Accountability
The committee is accountable to the membership through the Board of Directors.
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Personnel Committee
Note: The Personnel Committee may be more appropriate for a self-managed charitable
bingo association with a hired bingo hall operator instead of a hired bingo gaming
services company.
Objectives

• to ensure that the charitable bingo association is a fair and equitable employer that
creates a positive employment atmosphere which reflects the general values the
charitable bingo association represents;
• to work within government regulations and operational requirements; and,
• to operate within the goals and vision of the charitable bingo association.
Responsibilities
Chair

• to be a member of the Board of Directors;
• to call meetings of the committee at least once per month;
• to set the meeting agenda with the hired bingo hall operator;
• to act as liaison with the hired bingo hall operator;
• to report to the Board of Directors and the general membership;
• to liaise with other committees on overlapping responsibilities;
• to participate in the process for evaluation of the hired bingo hall operator which will
be carried out by the Board of Directors; and,
• to designate a member to take minutes and ensure their distribution to committee
members.
Members

• to attend meetings of the committee;
• to participate in the evaluation ofthe charitable bingo association's needs and the
planning of appropriate responses to those needs;
• to provide oversight on the implementation of the charitable bingo association's
policies;
• to facilitate the development of personnel policies, along with the hired bingo hall
operator;
• to act as a research and resource team on personnel issues;
• to facilitate staff development
• to work on sub-committees as needed; and,
• to prepare special reports as needed.
Accountability

The committee is accountable to the Board of Directors.

Structure and Terms of Reference
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Lottery Committee
Note: The Lottery Committee may be more appropriate for a self-managed charitable
bingo association with just a hired bingo hall operator vice a hired bingo gaming
servIces company.

Objectives
• to oversee the operations of breakopen and other lottery products on behalf of the
general membership or to oversee the distribution of the charity share of revenues
from breakopen and other lottery products of the charitable bingo hall; and,
• to work within government regulations and operational requirements.

Responsibilities
• to suggest policies regarding volunteer involvement;
• to secure an upgrade sale sites at the charitable bingo hall;
• to oversee concerns and assist in resolving problems; and,
• to ensure equitable distribution of breakopen net income on a regular basis to
charitable bingo association members.
Chair

• to be a member ofthe Board of Directors;
• to call meetings of the committee;
• to set the meeting agenda with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired
bingo hall operator;
• to liaise with the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator
and staff;
• to report to the Board of Directors and the general membership;
• to liaise with other committees on overlapping responsibilities; and,
• to designate a member to take minutes and ensure their distribution to committee
members.
Members

• to attend meetings of the committee;
• to participate in the evaluation of the charitable bingo association's needs and the
planning of appropriate responses to those needs;
• to work on sub-committees as needed; and,
• to prepare special reports as needed.
Staff

• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator will provide
breakopen information to the Chair;
• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator may attend
committee meetings on invitation of the Chair;
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• the hired bingo gaming services company or hired bingo hall operator will provide the
committee with fmancial statements on a timely basis and advise of problems as they
arise; and,
• the Chair, committee and staffwill work together on other projects as needed.

Accountability
The committee is accountable to the Board of Directors.

Structure and Terms of Reference
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Constitution and Bylaws
This sample constitution and bylaws provides for the dual licensing of the charitable
bingo association and the charitable licensees.
This example is provided to assist charitable bingo associations in the development of
new or revised constitutions and bylaws.
All charitable bingo associations' constitutions, bylaws, organizational structure,
proposed budget and committee Terms of References will be reviewed by the British
Columbia Gaming Commission prior to licensing the charitable bingo association.
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Society Act
Constitution
of
[Name of Charitable Bingo Association]
I.

The name of the association is [name of charitable bingo association}.

II.

The purposes of the association are:
a)

to raise revenue for and distribute funds to charitable and religious
organizations exclusively for purposes that the law regards as charitable
through the conduct and management of charitable gaming pursuant to a
licence issued by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

b)

to perform such other acts and things as are incidental to or necessary for the
advancement of the purposes of the association to enable the association to
achieve its purposes.

III.

The activities and purposes ofthe association shall be carried out without purpose
of gain for its members and any income, profit or other accretions to the association
shall be used for promoting the purposes of the association.

IV.

In the event of the winding up or dissolution ofthe association, all funds and assets
of the association remaining after the payment or satisfaction of all costs, charges,
expenses, debts and liabilities of the association including the remuneration (if any)
of a liquidator shall be given, transferred and distributed to charitable and religious
organizations for such charitable purposes as may be approved by the British
Columbia Gaming Commission.

V.

Paragraphs III, IV and this paragraph are unalterable in accordance with section 22
of the Society Act.

Constitution
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[Name of Charitable Bingo Association]
Bylaws
Bylaws relating generally to the conduct of the affairs of [name of Charitable Bingo
Association} at [address}.

Part 1 - Interpretation
1.1

Definitions
In these bylaws and all other bylaws of the association, unless the context otherwise
requires:
"Act" means the British Columbia Society Act and any regulations made under the
Society Act, as amended from time to time;
"Association" means the [name of Charitable Bingo Association}
"bylaw" or "bylaws" means any bylaw or bylaws of the association from time to time in
force and effect;
"Commission" means the British Columbia Gaming Commission or any successor
organization responsible for granting charitable bingo licenses in British Columbia;
"Directors," "Board," "Board of Directors," "Management Committee" means the
Directors of the association for the time being;
"extraordinary general meeting" means every general meeting other than an annual
general meeting;
"licence" has the meaning set out in British Columbia Lottery Act;
"registered address" of a member means its address as recorded in the register of
members; and,
"site" means [address} or such other site at which the association is authorized to locate.

1.2

Society Act Definitions
All words that are used in these bylaws and defined in the Act shall have the meanings
given to them in the Act unless the context of these bylaws requires otherwise.
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Part 2 - Membership Categories and Rights
2.1

Members
The members of the association shall be the applicants for the incorporation of the
association together with those charitable and religious organizations who may from time
to time be admitted to membership in accordance with these bylaws and, in either case,
who have not ceased to be members.

2.2

Eligibility
A charitable and religious organization shall become a member of the association
immediately upon the Commission granting to the charitable and religious organization a
licence to conduct and manage bingo event(s) at the Site (the "Licence") and the
association receiving notice that this licence has been issued.
lfthe regulatory structure of gaming in the province of British Columbia should change
such that licences are no longer issued by the Commission, or any other government
body, then the charitable and !-"eligious organization shall become a member in such other
manner and after satisfying such other requirements as the Directors shall determine.

2.3

. Membership
a)

Bylaws

Every member who is an individual shall:
1.

uphold the constitution and comply with these bylaws;

11.

regularly attend meetings of the members of the association;

111.

share in the work of the association as determined by the members;

iv.

make such financial and corporate information as reasonably requested by the
Directors of the association from time to time; and,

v.

not personally benefit from distributions made or to be made by the
association to a charitable or religious organization.

b)

Each member shall identify an official representative (the "Official Representative")
and an alternate (the "Alternate") in writing to the association. Official
Representatives and Alternates must be members in good standing of the charitable
and religious organization they represent. A member may change its Official
Representative or Alternate by delivering to the association written notice of its
intention to do so. Such notice shall identify the new Official Representative or
Alternate, and be signed by an Officer of the member.

c)

The members may from time to time, by general resolution, direct the Directors to
withhold funds otherwise payable to the members in order to facilitate the continued
operation, or certain activities, specified in the resolution, of the association.
Notwithstanding any other provision of these bylaws, no member, including
without limitation any member that ceases to be a member of the association, shall
have any claim of any kind against these funds.
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d)

The Official Representative, or in his or her absence the Alternate, shall be deemed
to be the member for all purposes of the association, and without limiting the
foregoing, shall vote on behalf of the member.

e)

The association shall keep a register of members and a list ofthe Official
Representatives and Alternates.

f)

An individual shall represent only a single member at any given time.

Termination of Membership
a)

Any member who ceases to be a member ofthe association forfeits all rights,
claims, privileges or interest arising from membership in tQ.e association, other than
the right to receive any funds earned by it while a member and retained for the
member by the association.

b)

A licensed charitable and religious organizations shall cease to be a member of the
association:

c)

d)

1.

by delivering a resignation in writing to the Secretary ofthe association or by
mailing or delivering it to the address ofthe association, in any case at least 30
days before the effective date of the resignation; or,

11.

upon cancellation of its licence; or,

111.

if it is not granted a new licence within 30 days following the expiration of its
then current licence, unless the Directors have passed a resolution during this
30-day period, extending the membership of the member for a specified period
not to exceed a further 30 days.

Notwithstanding any other provision in these bylaws, no member shall cease to be a
member solely because the government changes the regulatory structure of the
bingo industry such that licences are no longer issued. In such an event, every
member as ofthe effective date ofthe change in the regulatory structure shall
continue to be a member in good standing, with all the attendant rights and
obligations of membership, for a period of six months. The member shall continue
to be a member in good standing after this six-month period expires provided that
within the six-month period:
1.

the Directors establish by general resolution, alternate requirements for
membership in the association and provide notice of these requirements to the
member; and,

11.

the member indicates, in writing, its desire to continue to be a member of the
association and satisfies the requirements set by the Directors.

Members who are not in good standing or have otherwise violated these bylaws, or
any rule or regulation of the association or have engaged in conduct improper or
unbecoming for a member of the association, shall be subject to such sanctions as
the Directors may, by a resolution passed by 51 per cent of the Directors, decide.
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Such sanctions may include but are not limited to, the imposition of fines provided
that such fines are set off against, and do not exceed, the revenue (excluding
revenue accruing to the member by virtue of it conducting and managing a licensed
bingo event at the Site).

2.5

e)

If any member learns that a member has violated these bylaws or any rule or
regulation of the association, or has engaged in conduct improper or unbecoming
for a member of the association, it shall immediately report this to the President of
the association. The President will refer the report to the Directors who will
investigate and notify the member who is the subject of the report in writing of the
action to be taken, if any.

f)

Notwithstanding any other provision in these bylaws, no member who holds a valid
licence may be expelled from the association. If a dispute arises between the
association and a member who holds a valid licence and the parties to the dispute
are unable to resolve the matter within one calendar month of the dispute arising,
then the matter shall be decided in accordance with the procedures, if any, set out in
the then current Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to
Gaming Revenue (or any successor or supplement to that document).

g)

All members are in good standing except for members which have failed to attend
two consecutive general and/or committee meetings of the association or to pay
their current annual membership fee, if any, or any other fee, due, SUbscription,
levy, fine or debt due and owing by them to the association. These members shall
continue to be not in good standing until they attend a general meeting ofthe
association, or pay all amounts owing to the association, as the case may be.

Member to be Informed
The association Secretary shall promptly inform a member, and the Commission, of any
sanctions taken by the association against the member and the reason for the sanction.

Part 3 - Dues and Assessments
3.1

Dues
The annual dues payable by the members, if any, shall be those fixed from time to time
by the Board of Directors on approval of the general membership.

3.2

Secretary to Notify
The association Secretary shall notify each and every member, and the Commission, in
writing of the dues at any time payable by the member and for what the dues and
assessments relate.

Bylaws
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Payment
Each member shall pay the association the dues fixed in accordance with the bylaw 3.1
by delivering the amount of the dues to the Treasurer within 30 days of the day of receipt
by the member of the notice referred to in bylaw 3.2.

3.4

Waiver of Due/Assessments
The Directors may, by resolution, waive the requirement for the payment of any dues due
to the association by any member because of hardship or extenuating circumstances.

Part 4 - Meetings of Members
4.1

Annual Meeting
The first annual meeting of the members shall be held not later than six months after the
incorporation of the association and the annual meeting shall subsequently be held:

4.2

4.3

a)

once in every calendar year and not more than 15 months after the holding of the
last preceding annual meeting; and,

b)

on such day in each year and at such time and place, as has been decided and is in
accordance with the provisions of the British Columbia Society Act, as the Board of
Directors may by resolution determine.

Extraordinary General Meetings
a)

Every general meeting, other than an annual general, is an extraordinary general
meeting.

b)

General meetings of the association shall be held at least four times per calendar
year.

c)

The Directors, on the requisition of 10 per cent or more of the voting members of
the association in good standing, shall convene a general meeting of the association,
in accordance with the British Columbia Society Act.

Notice of Meetings
Not less than 14 days notice of all annual and extraordinary general meetings shall be
given to the Commission and every member of the association. Notice shall be in writing
and must specify the place, date and time of the meeting and shall be sent to the
registered address of each member; and, in the case of extraordinary meetings shall set
forth the purpose for which the meeting is called. Such notice shall be given in
accordance with bylaw 13.1.

4.4

Waiver of Notice
The members may waive or reduce the period of notice of a meeting of members by
unanimous consent in writing.
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Omission of Notice
An accidental irregularity in the notice of any meeting of members or the non-receipt of
any notice by any member or members or by the auditor ofthe association (if any) shall
not invalidate any resolution passed or any proceedings taken at any meeting of members.

4.6

Entitlement to Attend Meetings
Only members and the auditor may attend meetings of members provided that the Board
of Directors may invite non-members to attend meetings of members for specific business
items. The Commission and/or a person appointed by the Minister responsible for
gaming shall be entitled to attend any meeting with or without notice.

Part 5 - Proceedings at a General Meeting
5.1

Chair of the Meeting
The President shall be Chair at any meeting of members. If the President is absent or
unable to act as chair at a meeting of members, then the Vice-President shall be chair of
the meeting of members. If the Vice-President is absent or is unable to act as chair at a
meeting of members, then the members who are present and entitled to vote shall choose
another Director who is present and able to act as chair ofthe meeting and if no Director
is present and able to act or if all the Directors present decline to take the chair then the
members who are present and entitled to vote shall choose one of their number to act as
chair of the meeting.

5.2

Directors Reporting
The Directors shall deliver a report at each general meeting that shall include a summary
of all significant decisions made by the Directors since the last general meeting. The
Chair of each committee of the association, or the designate thereof, shall deliver a report
at each general meeting, outlining the activities of that committee since the last general
meeting.

5.3

Bylaws

Adjournment
a)

The Chair of any meeting of members may, with the consent of a majority of the
members present at the meeting of members and entitled to vote, adjourn the
meeting from time to time to a fixed time and place and no notice of such
adjournment need be given to the members.

b)

When a meeting is adjourned for 15 days or more, notice of the adjourned meeting
shall be given as in the case ofthe original meeting.

c)

Any business may be brought before or dealt with at any adjourned meeting of
members wrtich might have been brought before or dealt with at the original
meeting of members in accordance with the notice calling the meeting.
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d)

5.4

5.5

5.6

It is not necessary to give notice of an adjournment or of the business to be
transacted at an adjourned general meeting except as provided in this bylaw.

Quorum
a)

A quorum at any meeting of members shall be 51 per cent of members in good
standing and entitled to vote. No business shall be transacted at any meeting of
members Unless the requisite quorum is present at the time ofthe transaction of
such business. If a quorum is not present at the time appointed for a meeting of
members (or within 30 minutes after the time appointed for the meeting) then the
members present and entitled to vote may adjourn the meeting to a fixed time and
place but may not transact any other business and the provisions of bylaws 5.4 and
13.1 with regard to notice shall apply to such adjournment.

b)

No business, other than the election of a Chair and the adjournment or tennination
of the meeting, shall be conducted at a general meeting at a time when a quorum is
not present.

c)

If at any time during a general meeting there ceases to be a quorum present,
business then in progress shall be suspended until there is a quorum present or until
the next meeting.

Minutes
a)

Minutes of all meetings of members shall be kept by the association Secretary (or
his or her nominee) and signed by the Chair of the meeting of members. Minutes
shall be kept of each meeting of the members and shall be distributed to all
members in good standing at the time of that meeting and the Commission, not less
than 14 days prior to the next general meeting.

b)

A resolution consented to in writing signed by all the members and placed with the
minutes of the members is a valid and effective as if regularly passed at a meeting
of members held on the date specified in the resolution for it to be effective, or if no
such date is specified, then on the date the last of the members signed the
resolution.

Special Business
Special business is:
a)

all business at an extraordinary general meeting except the adoption of rules of
order; and,

b)

all business conducted at an annual general meeting except:
1.

the adoption of rules of order;

11.

the consideration of the financiai statements;

111.

the report of the Directors;
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iv.

the report ofthe Auditor;

v.

the election of Directors;

VI.

the appointment of the Auditor; and,

Vll.

such other business that, under these bylaws, ought to be conducted at an
annual general meeting, or business that is brought under consideration by
report of the Directors issued with the notice convening the meeting.

Rules of Order
The Directors may, at any time, adopt such rules of order to govern the meetings of
members as the Directors may determine. Any such rules of order will be available for
review at the registered office of the association or from the association Secretary.

Part 6 - Voting at Members' Meetings
6.1

Voting
Unless provided otherwise these bylaws:

6.2

a)

every resolution proposed at a meeting must be seconded and the Chair of a meeting
may move or propose a resolution;

b)

every question submitted at a meeting of members shall be decided in the first
instance by a show of hands; and,

c)

in the case of an equality of votes, the Chair of the meeting shall have a casting
vote, but not in addition to the vote he may have as a member.

Secret Ballot
Any member who is entitled to vote at the meeting of members may demand a secret
ballot either before or after any vote by show of hands. If at any meeting of members a
secret ballot is demanded on the election of a Chair or on the question of an adjournment,
the secret ballot shall be taken forthwith without adjournment. If at any meeting of
members a secret ballot is demanded on any other question or as to the election of
Directors, the vote shall be taken by ballot in such manner and either at once, later in the
meeting or at an adjournment of that meeting as the Chair of the meeting directs. The
result of a secret ballot shall be deemed to be the resolution of the meeting at which the
secret ballot was demanded. A demand for a secret ballot may be withdrawn.

6.3

Entitlement to Vote
No member shall be entitled to vote at any meeting of members unless the member is
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Simple Majority
At all meetings of members every resolution put to the vote at a meeting of members
shall, unless otherwise required by these bylaws, be decided by a simple majority of the
votes duly cast on the resolution; one member one vote per resolution.

6.5

Evidence that Resolution Carried
At any meeting of members, unless a secret ballot is demanded in accordance with bylaw
6.2, a declaration by the Chair of the meeting following a show of hands that a resolution
has been carried unanimously, carried by a particular majority or not carried by a
particular majority shall be conclusive evidence of the fact.

6.6

Voting by Proxy
V oting by proxy is not permitted.

Part 7 - Board of Directors
7.1

7.2

Number of Directors on the Board
a)

A Board of Directors who shall be elected from the membership in accordance with
bylaw 7.2 shall manage the affairs ofthe association

b)

There shall be a minimum of seven and a maximum of 15 Directors. The
immediate Past-President of the association shall be a Director ofthe association,
unless he or she is unable or unwilling to serve, or unless the members by special
resolution decide otherwise.

Eligibility of Directors
a)

b)

7.3

A member of the association is eligible to stand for election as a Director or officer
if:
i)

the member is a member of the association in good standing; and,

ii)

the member's term, ifhe or she is elected, will not overlap with the term of a
Director to whom he or she is related.

The members of the association may elect a citizen of good standing in the
community, who possesses special expertise, but is not a member of any licensee in
the association, as a Director-at-Large. The Director(s)-at-Large would be nonvoting Directors.

Term of Director
a)

Directors shall be elected to hold office for staggered tenus of two years; with onehalf of the number of Directors up for election each year. Provided, however, that
ofthe first set of Directors, a minimum of three, shall be elected for a term of one
year (commencing at the close of the annual general meeting and terminating at the
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close of the next annual general meeting thereafter), a minimum of four Directors
shall be elected for a term of two years (commencing at the close of the annual
general meeting and terminating at the close of the second general meeting
thereafter). At the close of each annual general meeting, a number of Directors
(equal to the number whose terms expire at the close of the immediately preceding
annual general meeting) shall take up office and shall hold office for terms of two
years in order to perpetuate as closely as possible the staggered terms structure set
out above.
b)

7.4

Members shall determine which of the Directors shall hold the offices of the
President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer at the time they elect the
Directors. If a vacancy occurs in any of these offices after the election and prior to
the next annual general meeting of the association, the Directors may fill the
vacancy from amongst themselves.

Vacancies
If the office or any Director shall be or become vacant more than three months prior to
elections of Directors, by reason of the death, resignation, absence, disqualification,
termination pursuant to bylaw 7.10, or inability or refusal to act of any Director, then:

7.5

a)

if the Director was elected by the members, the Board of Directors shall by
resolution appoint a Member to act in the Director's stead until the next election of
Directors, at which time the members shall elect a replacement Director who shall
hold office for the balance of the term of office of the Director whose office was
vacated;

b)

if the Director was appointed by the Directors, the Board of Directors shall by
resolution appoint a Member to act in the Director's stead for the remainder of the
Director's term.

Re-Election of Directors
Each and every Director who has served the prescribed two-year term shall retire at the
annual general meeting in accordance with the provision of bylaw 7.3 Retiring Directors
may be elected to a different Board of Directors position for a further two-year term.
Directors may serve on the Board of Directors if elected to different positions for a
maximum of three consecutive two year terms. A Director elected to the maximum of
three consecutive two-year terms may seek re-election to the Board of Directors after an
absence of two years.

7.6

Powers and Duties of Board
a)

Bylaws

The Board of Directors shall be responsible for conducting all business of the
association and may exercise all such powers and do all such acts and things as may
be exercised or done by the association that are not by these bylaws or by statute or
otherwise lawfully directed or required to be exercised or done by the association in
general meetings, but subject, nevertheless, to the provisions of:
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1.

all laws affecting the association;

11.

these bylaws; and,

111.

rules, not being inconsistent with these bylaws, which are made from time to
time by the association in general meetings.

b)

No rule, made by the association in general meeting, invalidates a prior act of the
Directors that would have been valid if that rule had not been made.

c)

Acts or proceedings of the Board of Directors are valid if 51 per cent of the
Directors vote in favour of the Board motion.

Delegation of Powers
The Directors may delegate any but not all of their powers to committees consisting of a
Director or Directors as they think fit.

7.8

Convening Meetings
The President at any time, but at a minimum ofbi-monthly, must convene a meeting of
the Directors.

7.9

Power of Board if a Vacancy
Where there is a vacancy or vacancies on the board, the remaining Directors may exercise
all the powers of the board as long as a quorum of the board remains in office.

7.10

Termination of Office .
A Director shall automatically be terminated if any ofthe following events occur:
a)

the Director's terms of office expires in accordance with bylaw 7.3;

b)

the Director is removed from office in accordance with bylaw 7.11;

c)

the Director becomes bankrupt or suspends payment of his or her debts;

d)

the Director is found to be mentally incompetent person or becomes of unsound
mind;

e)

the Director is suspended if charged with an indictable offense and terminated if
convicted of an indictable offense;

f)

the Director becomes related with another Director; and,

g)

the Director resigns from his or her office by notice in writing to the association.
Any such resignation shall be effective at the time it is received by the association
or at the time specified in the notice, whichever is later.
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Removal of Directors
a)

The members may, by resolution pass at least 75 per cent of the votes cast at a
meeting of members of which notice specifying the intention to pass such resolution
has been given in accordance with these bylaws, remove any Director before the
expiration of his or her term of office and may, by the majority of votes cast by the
members present and entitled to vote at that meeting of members, elect any person
to serve in the place ofthe removed Director until the next annual meeting ofthe
members.

b)

The Directors may expel a Director who is absent without reasonable cause from
two consecutive Directors' meetings or from any three Directors' meetings in any
12-month period.

c)

If a member who is expelled from membership in the association or who ceases to
be a member in good standing has a representative who is a Director, then that
Director is deemed to have resigned as a Director effective at the time the member
is expelled or ceases to be a member in good standing.

Remuneration
No Director shall be paid for serving as a Director but may be reimbursed for actual and
reasonable expenses incurred by him or her in the performance of his or her duties as a
Director of the association.

Part 8 - Meetings of the Board of Directors and Committees
8.1

Place of Meeting
The Board may meet together at the times and places for the dispatch of business and
adjourn and otherwise regulate their meetings and proceedings as they see fit.

8.2

Holding of Meetings
Any two Directors may at any time convene a meeting of the Board of Directors. The
association Secretary (or hislher nominee) shall convene the meeting at the request of any
two Directors.

8.3

Bylaws

Notice
a)

Notice of each meeting of the Board, or of any committees of the Board, shall
specify the time and place of the meeting, may be mailed, postage prepaid,
addressed to each of the Directors (or committee members) at the registered address
of the licensee or may be given to each Director (or committee member) either
personally, by facsimile, by E-mail, or by leaving it at his or her usual business or
residential address or registered addreSS of the liCensee.

b)

Notices shall be given at least five clear days before the time appointed for holding
the meeting or such lesser time as may be reasonable under the circumstances;
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provided always that a Director (or committee member) may in any manner and at
any time waive notice of a meeting of Directors (or a committee) shall constitute a
waiver of notice of the meeting except where a Director (or a committee member)
attends a meeting for the express purpose of objecting to the transaction of any
business on the grounds that the meeting is not lawfully called. Notwithstanding
the above, it shall not be necessary to give to any Director notice of a meeting of
Directors immediately following an annual meeting at which that Director has been
elected or notice of meeting of Directors at which that Director was appointed.
c)

8.4

The accidental omission to give notice of a meeting of Directors, or the non-receipt
of notice by a director, shall not invalidate the proceedings of that meeting.

Telephone Meetings
The Board of Directors (or members of a committee) may hold meetings by means of
conference telephone or any other communication facility whereby all Directors (or
committee members) participating in the meeting can hear each other and make
themselves heard (a "Telephone Meeting"), provided that all the Directors (or committee
members) consent to the holding of a Telephone Meeting. Such consent may be made
generally or in respect of a particular meeting. A Director (or committee member)
participating in a meeting in accordance with this bylaw 8.4 shall be deemed to be present
at the meeting and to have so agreed and shall be counted in the quorum for the meeting
and shall be entitled to speak and vote at the meeting.

8.5

8.6

Quorum
a)

The Directors (or committee members) may from time to time set the quorum
necessary to conduct business, adjourn and otherwise regulate their meetings and
proceedings as they see fit. Unless so fixed the quorum shall be a majority of the
Directors (or committee members) then in office.

b)

No business, other than the election of a chairperson and the adjournment or
termination of the meeting, shall be conducted at a meeting of Directors when
quorum is not present.

Voting
Each Director (or committee member) shall have one vote. Questions arising at any
meeting of Directors (or committee meeting) shall be decided by a majority of votes. In
case of an equality of votes, the Chair of the meeting shall have the deciding vote.

8.7

Written Resolutions
A resolution in writing signed by all the Directors (or all committee members) shall be as
valid and effectual as if it had been passed at a meeting of Directors (or committee
meeting) duly convened and held. Such resolution may be in one or more counterparts,
all of which together shall be deemed to constitute one instrument.
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Acts Valid
All acts done at any meeting of Directors (or committee meeting) or by any persons
acting as Directors shall, notwithstanding that it may afterwards be discovered that there
was some defect in the election or appointment of any such Directors or persons acting as
such, or that they or any of them were disqualified, be as valid as if every such person had
been duly appointed and was qualified to act as a Director.

8.9

Rules and Regulations
a)

The Directors may by resolution make such rules and regulations for the conduct of
their affairs and ofthe affairs ofthe association as they deem necessary or desirable,
provided that such rules and regulations are not inconsistent with Terms and
Conditions and Policies established by the Commission or any federal or provincial
statutes or regulations.

b)

Except to the extent that they conflict with these bylaws, Roberts Rules of Order
shall govern if an issue of procedure arises as at any general meeting, committee
meeting or Board meeting, of the association.

Part 9 - Officers and Committees
9.1

Officers and Assistants
From time to time the Board shall appoint any other Officers as the Board may
determine, including one or more assistants to any of the Officers so appointed. One
person may hold more than one office. An Officer shall at all times be a Director.

9.2

Removal of Officers
The Board of Directors may, by resolution, remove any Officer of the association.

9.3

Terms of Reference
The terms of reference of the Officers appointed by the Board shall be settled from time
to time by the Board.

9.4

Bylaws

President and Vice-President
a)

The President shall be Chair of all meetings of members and of all meetings of the
Board.

b)

The President is considered a member of all committees.

c)

During the absence or disability of the President, the Vice-President shall exercise
the President's duties. Ifthe Vice-President is also indisposed the duties shall be
exercised as may be directed by the Board. The President shall, subject to the
authority of the Board, have the responsibility for the general management and
direction of the association's affairs.
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The Vice-President shall cany out the duties ofthe President during his or her
absence.

Secretary
The Secretary (or his or her nominee) shall:
a)

give all notice required to be given to association members and Directors;

b)

attend all meetings of the Directors and the association and prepare and enter (or
cause to be prepared and entered) in books kept for that purpose, accurate minutes
of all proceedings of the meetings of Directors and association.

c)

be the custodian of the common seal of the association and of all books, papers,
records and other instruments belonging to the association;

d)

conduct the correspondence of the association;

e)

maintain the register of members, and the list of Official Representatives and
Alternates;

f)

keep (or cause to be kept) full and accurate books of account which record all
receipts and disbursements of the association and, under the direction of the Board,
control the deposit of money, the safekeeping of securities and the disbursement of
the funds of the association (ifthere is no Treasurer);

g)

provide the Board with an accounting of all transactions of the association and the
financial position of the association and report on the financial position of the
association to the members at the general meeting of the members (ifthere is no
Treasurer); and,

h)

perform any other duties prescribed from time to time by the Board.

In the absence of the Secretary from a meeting, the Directors shall appoint another person
to act as Secretary at the meeting.

One person who shall be known as the Secretary-Treasurer may hold the offices of
Secretary and Treasurer.
9.6

Treasurer
The treasurer shall:
a)

keep such financial records, including books of account, as are necessary to comply
with the Society Act and directions from the Commission;

b)

keep (or cause to be kept) full and accurate books of account which record all
receipts and disbursements ofthe association and, under the direction of the Board,
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c)

provide the Board with an accounting of all transactions of the association and the
financial position of the association and report on the financial position of the
association to the members at the general meeting of the members; and,

d)

render financial statements to the Directors, members, the Commission and others
when required.

Duty of Other Officers
a)

The Directors may appoint other such Officers, consultants, employees, agents or
persons as they think fit, including without limitation, an Executive Director and
General Manager for Gaming Operation and, subject to these bylaws, may define
the duties, responsibilities, remuneration and authority of such persons. Paid
officers may be invited to association and committee meetings as non-voting
participants.

b)

The duties of all other Officers of the association shall be set out in their terms of
reference or as the Board requires. Any of the powers and duties of an Officer to
whom an assistant has been appointed may be exercised and performed by that
assistant, unless the Board otherwise directs.

Variation of Duties
From time to time the Board may vary, add to or limit the powers and duties of any
Officer or Officers.

9.9

Bylaws

Committees
a)

The Board may appoint committees consisting of such Director or Directors and
such members as they think fit. The Chair of each committee shall be a Director.
The Directors may delegate, any, but not all, of their power to committees
consisting entirely of Directors. The Directors may not delegate any decision
making authority to any Committee consisting of both Directors and representatives
of members who are not Directors. Such committees may only make
recommendations to the Board, and may not make decisions binding on the
association.

b)

Each representative of a member of the association who serves on a committee of
the association and who is, or whose respective member is, directly or indirectly,
interested in a proposed contract or transaction with the association, shall disclose
fully and promptly the nature and extent of that interest to each other member of the
committee. A representative or member who is so interested shall account to the
President of the association for any profit made as a consequence of the association
entering or performing the proposed contract or transaction; unless:
1.

the representative discloses his or her interest as required in these bylaws;

11.

after his or her disclosure the proposed contract or transaction is
recommended by the other members of the committee and approved by the
Directors; and,
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the representative abstains from voting on the committee recommendations or
any other approval of the proposed contract or transaction; or

unless:

c)

9.10

1.

the contract or transaction was reasonable and fair to the association at the
time it was entered into; and,

11.

after full disclosure of the nature and extent of interest of the member in the
contract or transaction it is approved by special resolution of the members.

Each representative of a member who wishes to serve on a committee must first
disclose to the Directors any conflict of interest or any potential conflict of interest,
direct or indirect, which the representative or members has 'or may have due to the
matters considered by such committee, and the Directors may decide that such
representative may not serve on such committee or that such member may not have
a representative serve on such committee. The Directors may, at any time, remove
from a committee any member of such committee who is, directly or indirectly, in a
position of conflict of interest with respect to the matter considered by such
committee, provided that no member of a committee shall be removed until he or
she has been given notice of the proposed action setting out the reason(s) for the
proposed action, and an opportunity to be heard by the members at a general
meeting.

Powers of Committees
Every committee constituted by the Board shall have the authorities, powers and
discretion which may be delegated to it by the Board and shall act in accordance with any
requirements, including reporting, which the board may impose upon the committee.

9.11

Meetings of Committees
a)

Questions arising at any meeting of the Directors or of a committee shall be decided
by a majority of votes.

b)

Resolutions proposed at a meeting of the Directors or of a Committee must be
seconded and the Chair of a meeting may move or propose a resolution.

c)

In case of an equality of votes, the Chair does not have a second or casting vote.

d)

The Chair of a committee shall be Chair of its meetings; but if at a meeting the
Chair is not present within 30 minutes after the time appointed for holding the
meeting, the members of the committee shall choose one of their number to be
Chair of the meeting.

e)

The members of a committee may meet and adjourn as they think proper.
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Part 10 - Registers
10.1

Register of Members
The Secretary shall keep, or cause to be kept, a register on which the names of all
members and the list of official representatives and alternates are listed together with the
following particulars:

10.2

a)

the full name, resident address and telephone (and facsimile) number of each such
member;

b)

the date on which the member is admitted as a member and the category of
membership;

c)

the date on which any member ceases to be a member;

d)

the dates on which any member is suspended or reinstated to full membership
privileges following a suspension; and,

e)

any other information that may be required by the Commission.

Register of Directors
The Secretary shall keep, or cause to be kept, a register in which the names of the
Directors of the association are listed, together with the following particulars;
a)

the full name, resident address and telephone (and facsimile) number of each
Director;

b)

the date upon which each Director was last elected or appointed as a Director;

c)

the date on which that Director ceases to be a Director; and,

d)

any other information required from time to time by the Directors or the
Commission.

Part 11 - Financial Powers and Use of Seal
11.1

Bylaws

Financial Powers
a)

In order to carry out the purposes of the association, the Directors subject to
obtaining any necessary Commission or member approvals, may on behalf of and in
the name of the association, raise or secure the payment or repayment of money in
such manner as they decide and in particular but without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, by the issue of debentures.

b)

No debenture shall be issued without the sanction of a special resolution, which
resolution may refer to a particular issue of debentures or may confer on the
Directors a general power to issue debentures for a period not exceeding one year
from the date on which the resolution is passed.
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11.2

c)

The members may by special resolution restrict the borrowing powers of the
Directors but a restriction so imposed expires at the next annual general meeting,
and no such restriction is effective against any person other than a member or a
Director of the association.

d)

The Directors may invest the funds of the association only in interest-bearing
investment accounts permitted by the Commission which the Directors in their sole
discretion consider in the best interests of the association.

Charge on Property
To raise or secure the payment of any sum of money borrowed by the association in
accordance with the bylaw 11.1, the Board may mortgage, pledge, hypothecate and
charge all or any part of the property of the association.

11.3

Common Seal
The Board may' adopt a common seal which shall be the seal of the association and when
required may destroy the seal and substitute a new seal in its place.

11.4 Custody
The seal of the association shall be kept in safe custody by the association Secretary.

11.5

Use of Seal
The seal of the association shall not be affixed to any instrument except as authorized by
a resolution of the Board and then only in the presence of the persons prescribed in the
resolution. Ifno persons are prescribed in a resolution of the Board, then the seal of the
association shall be affixed in the presence of any two Directors of the association.

Part 12 -Indemnification and Liability of Directors
12.1

Directors' Liability
No Director of the association shall be liable for:
a)

the acts, omissions or defaults of any other Director;

b)

any loss or expense incurred by the association by reason of the insufficiency or
deficiency of title of any property acquired for or on behalf of the association;

c)

the insufficiency or deficiency of any security in or upon which any of the money of
the association shall be invested;

d)

any loss or damage arising from the bankruptcy, insolvency or tortuous act of any
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e)

any loss occasioned by any error of judgment or oversight on the Director's part; or,
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f)

12.2

any other loss, damage or misfortune which occurs in the execution of the duties of
the office of Director or in relation thereto unless such loss, damage or misfortune
happened through the Director's own dishonesty or willful misconduct.

Indemnification
The association shall indemnify each Director, Officer, former Director or former Officer
of the association and his or her heirs and personal representatives against all costs,
charges and expenses, including an amount paid to settle an action or satisfy a judgment,
actually and reasonably incurred by him or her in a civil or administrative action or
proceeding to which he or she is made a party by reason of being or having been a
Director or Officer of the association, including an action brought by the association, if:
a)

he or she acted honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the
association; and,

b)

he or she had reasonable grounds for believing that his or her conduct was lawful.

Part 13 - Notices
13.1

Notice
a)

Any notice required to be given to a member or a Director pursuant to these bylaws
shall be sent by prepaid mail or shall be hand delivered as the Secretary (or his or
her nominee) deems appropriate to a member of Directors of the association, and if
no address is shown in the records of the association, then to the last known address
of such member or Director.

b)

Any notice shall be deemed to have been given when the notice has been deposited
in the mail or when delivered by hand as determined by the Secretary (or his or her
nominee), provided that the association prepays the cost of such notice.

c)

A notice of a meeting of members shall state the day, time and place of the meeting.
and the general nature of the business to be transacted at the meeting and, where any
special business will be transacted at the meeting, the notice shall state a sufficient
amount of information regarding the special business to allow the members to make
a reasoned decision regarding the special business.

Part 14 - Auditors and Accounting Records
14.1

Auditors Required
The association is required to have an Auditor.
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Appointment of Auditor
At each annual general meeting of the association, the association must appoint an
Auditor to hold office until the auditor is re-appointed or a successor is appointed at the
next annual general meeting.

14.3

Remuneration of Auditors
Members at an annual meeting (or the Directors if authorized to do so by the members),
shall fix the remuneration ofthe auditors.

14.4

Removal of Auditor
An Auditor may be removed by an ordinary resolution ofthe members or by a 75 per cent
vote of the Directors.

14.5

Notification of Appointment/Removal
An Auditor must be promptly informed in writing of the hislher appointment or removal
as an Auditor.

14.6

Director/Employee Prohibited
A Director or employee of the association must not be the association's auditor.

14.7

Attendance at General Meetings
The Auditor may attend general meetings of the association.

14.8

Annual Audit
The association must be audited annually.

14.9

Financial Year
The financial year ofthe association shall terminate on a day in each year to be fixed by
the Board and the financial statements of the association's affairs for presentation to the
members at the annual meeting shall be made up to that date.

14.10 Accounting Records
The accounting records of the association shall be kept at the registered office of the
association unless the Directors resolve otherwise.

14.11 Books and Records
a)

Any member and the Commission may inspect the books and records of the
association at the office of the association upon giving reasonable notice to the
Secretary.
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b)

Upon request, members and Directors shall be given copies of any documents open
to their inspection upon payment of not more than $1.00 per page.

c)

On being admitted to membership, a member is entitled to and the association shall
give it, without charge, a copy of the constitution and bylaws of the association.

d)

These bylaws shall not be altered or added to except by special resolution.
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Dated the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, (year)

Applicants for Incorporation

(Witness Signature)

(Print Name)

(Address)

(Witness Signature)

(Print Name)

(Address)

(Witness Signature)

(Print Name)
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Accountability Reporting
Introduction

There are a number of parties involved in the operation of a bingo hall including the
association, the licensees, the bingo gaming services company or association-hired
manager and the hall landlord. These parties have interconnected roles and
responsibilities. The success of the bingo hall and the compliance with the regulatory
requirements of the British Columbia Gaming Commission necessitate an appropriate
accountability framework amongst all of these parties.
Objectives of Accountability Reporting

There are four main objectives that accountability reporting is intended to achieve:
1.

The accountability of Directors of the association to the membership for the conduct
and management of the bingo program and governance of the hall.

2.

The accountability of Licensees to the association for their participation in the
activities of the association and for the conduct and management of their event(s).

3.

The accountability for the planning, analysis, monitoring and operation of the bingo
gaming and related activities in the hall.

4.

The accountability for the maintenance, improvement and development of the bingo
facility.

Methods of Accountability Reporting

Accountability reporting can be achieved in a variety of ways. Written reports may be
required on an annual or more frequent basis. These reports may be circulated to all
licensees, may be presented at association committees and/or may be tabled at Annual
General Meetings (AGM).
On the other hand, the reporting may be done verbally. This may be done at the AGM. It
also may be done at committee meetings and the committee then reports at the AGM on
its accountabilities.
The methods of reporting will depend on the number of licensees, size of the hall and
preferences of the members. The establishment of a comprehensive and effective
accountability framework is the issue of primary importance.
Charitable Bingo Association Accountability Reporting

The Secretary is responsible for ensuring that the appropriate Regional Office of the
Commission is sent notices of all general meetings of the association at the same time as
they are sent to members. The Commission will normally have a representative attend
A r"\llK
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At the AGM the Board of Directors must ensure that the following information is
reported or provided to the members:
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1.

The financial statements of the association for the last completed fiscal year.

2.

Details of meetings of the Board of Directors for the last year and a summary of
major activities and decisions of the Board.

3.

Details of committees of the association, the responsibility of those committees,
names of committee members, details of committee meetings during the last year
and a summary of the committees' activities during the year.

A copy of the AGM minutes is to be forwarded to the appropriate BCGC Regional Office
ofthe Commission.

Licensee Accountability Reporting
Each licensee will report the following information, at least annually:
1.

The particulars of their official representative and alternate for their licensed
event(s).

2.

The particulars of their members who are on the Board of Directors and/or
committees of the association.

3.

Details of any failures to meet the volunteer requirements for bingo event(s) and
corrective action taken.

This reporting may be to a committee that in tum reports on this accountability at the
AGM. Alternatively, the reporting may be verbally at the AGM or by way of a written
report tabled at the AGM.

Reporting on Bingo Gaming and Related Activities
There must be, at least, an annual reporting on the results of bingo gaming and related
activities for the hall and on the planning, analysis and monitoring of the bingo
operations. This reporting may be made verbally at the AGM or by a written report
distributed prior to the AGM.
This accountability reporting may be done by the Board of Directors, a committee of the
association, the bingo gaming services company or the hall manager. The reporting
should include:
1.

A summary of the financial results of the last year, a comparison of those results
with the previous year and any analysis done of the reasons for changes between the
years and trends in the operations.

2.

Details of products, games and/or activities added, dropped or changed during the
year together with an assessment of the impact of these items.

3.

An analysis of bingo gaming and related activities for the current year and the
future and financial projections for the current year.

4.

A summary of any deficiencies and observations by Commission audit and
inspection staff and details of corrective and/or follow up action taken.

Accountability Reporting
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5.

Results of any non-licensed business activities in the hall.

6.

Financial statements for the operation ofthe hall for the past year.

Reporting on the Bingo Facility

There must be, at least, an annual reporting on work done on the facility and plans for
facility development in the future. This reporting may be made verbally at the AGM or
by a written report distributed prior to the AGM.
The Board of Directors, a committee of the association, the building owner and/or the hall
manager may do this accountability reporting. The reporting should include:
1.

Details of facilities improvements and developments requirea for the bingo hall
under the hall rental lease and/or the approved facilities development plan, details of
the improvements and developments done, and details of what was not done and
explanations of why it was not done.

2.

Details of facilities improvements and developments required for the current year
under the hall rental lease and/or the approved facilities development plan.

3.

Details of any major facilities problems or issues that occurred during the past year.

4.

Details of any other matters of general interest to all licensees.

British Columbia Gaming Commission Monitoring

Inspection and audit staff of the Commission will routinely review the accountability
reporting framework. In addition, the association and individual licensees may be
required to submit documentation on some ofthese items as part ofthe licensing process.
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Membership Agreement
The charitable bingo association is responsible to all charitable licensees in the bingo hall
for the "conduct and management" ofthe bingo program and the bingo hall.
The charitable bingo participant licensees are responsible for the "conduct and
management" of their bingo event(s) and will provide volunteers(s) to represent them at
the events(s).
The charitable bingo association and the charities licensed by the British Columbia
Gaming Commission must read and sign an agreement immediately on being licensed
into the charitable bingo hall. The Membership Agreement on the following page covers
the licence period approved by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
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Charitable Bingo Association
Membership Agreement
[Name of charitable bingo association}, the charitable bingo manager licensee, is
responsible on behalf of the charitable bingo participant licensees and the British
Columbia Gaming Commission for the "conduct and management" of the bingo program
and bingo hall.
[Name of charitable bingo participant licensee}, the charitable bingo participant licensee,
is responsible to the charitable bingo association and the British Columbia Gaming
Commission for the "conduct and management" of their bingo event(s) and will provide
volunteer(s) to represent them at the event(s).
[Name of charitable bingo participant licensee} as a member charity of the [name of
charitable bingo association} agrees to:

1.

abide by the Terms and Conditionsfor Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming
Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls (British Columbia Gaming
Commission);

2.

abide by the Constitution and Bylaws of [name of charitable bingo association};

3.

abide by the Rules and Regulations of [name of charitable bingo association};

4.

provide representatives from its charity to:

5.

a)

attend and oversee the conduct ofthe bingo event(s) at the bingo hall during
the licensed allotted time;

b)

serve actively on one of [name of charitable bingo association} Committees;

c)

attend all General Meetings and the Annual General Meeting of the [name of
charitable bingo association};

d)

collect monthly charitable funds on the distribution date or the alternate
month; and,

e)

ensure a Board Member of its charity attends the Annual General Meeting.

actively promote the goals of [name of charitable bingo association).

President of [name of charitable bingo association]

Chair. of [name of charitable bingo participant licensee

Date

Membership Agreement
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Conflict of Interest Policy
The integrity of charitable bingo is essential for the industry and for the patrons of bingo.
Cheating at play, dishonesty and real or perceived conflicts of interest cause irreparable
damages to charitable bingo in the province.
The British Columbia Gaming Commission investigates all complaints and inspects and
audits bingo facilities and licensees.
"Conflict of Interest" has been the cause of numerous complaints and considerable
damages to the bingo industry's reputation hence the following guidelines are provided to
assist charitable bingo associations.
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Conflict of Interest Guidelines
For committee volunteers, event volunteers, Board members and employees
Introduction

The public has high expectation for the trustworthiness and impartiality of those involved
in the operation and management of a charitable bingo. The confidence of the public and
the regulatory bodies is essential to the effectiveness of the organization in achieving the
goal of meeting the needs and interests of its members and players. Given that committee
volunteers, board members and employees all act as steward of this operation, any and all
possibilities for conflict of interest must be disclosed. While the presence of a conflict of
interest does not necessarily constitute a wrongdoing on any individual's part, it does
require a set of rules to be followed. This policy aims to guide actions of committee
volunteers, event volunteers, board members and employees involved with a charitable
bingo to ensure the maintenance of public trust at the highest level.
Conflict Of Interest Guidelines
Definition

A conflict of interest is a situation that involves:
a)

your personal interests;

b)

the interests of a close friend, family member, business associate, corporation or
partnership in which you hold a significant interest, or a person to whom you owe
any obligation that may prevent you from acting unfettered.

General Duties

1.
·2.

3.

You must arrange your private affairs and conduct yourself in a manner to avoid a
conflict of interest.
Unless authorized to do so, you may not:
a)

act on behalf of the charitable bingo association, or deal with the charitable
bingo association, in any matter where you are in a conflict of interest; nor

b)

use your position, office or affiliation with the charitable bingo association to
pursue or advance your personal interests or those of a close friend, family
member, business associate, corporation or partnership in which you hold a
significant interest, or a person to whom you owe any obligation.

Committee volunteers, event volunteers and board members involved with the
charitable bingo association must immediately disclose a conflict of interest in
writing to the Board of Directors or a person the Board designates. Staff persons
must immediatelv disclose a conflict of interest in writins:! to the bins:!o han onerator.
It is important to make the disclosure when the conflict first becomes known. If
you become aware of conflict only after a transaction is concluded, you must make
disclosure immediately.
-'
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4.

If you are in doubt about whether you are or may be in a conflict of interest, you
must request the advice to the Board of Directors or a person the Board designates.

5.

Unless otherwise directed, you must immediately take steps to resolve the conflict.

6.

You must not personally benefit directly or indirectly, from any transaction
involving the charitable bingo association. An "indirect benefit" is:
a)

a benefit derived by a close friend, family member, business associate, or
corporation or partnership in which you hold a significant interest; or

b)

a benefit which advances or protects your interests although it may not be
measurable in money.

7.

No voting members of the Board of Directors shall be in direct relationship with
one another or with key staff that could be perceived as leading to a conflict
(i.e., spouse, children, in-laws, business partner, etc.).

8.

You must not use your relationship with the charitable bingo association to confer
an advantage on yourself or on a close friend, family member, business associate,
corporation or partnership in which you hold a significant interest, or a person to
whom you owe any obligation.

Using Charitable Bingo Association Property and Information

1.

2.

You must have authorization to:
a)

use property leased or owned by the charitable bingo association for personal
purposes; or

b)

purchase charitable bingo association property unless it is through usual
channels of disposition equally available to the public. Even then, you may
not purchase the property if you are involved in some aspect ofthe sale.

You may not take personal advantage of an opportunity available to the charitable
bingo association unless:
a)

it is clear that the charitable bingo association has irrevocably decided against
pursuing the opportunity; and,

b)

the opportunity is equally available to members of the pUblic.

3.

You may not use your position with the charitable bingo association to solicit
clients for a personal business or one operated by a close friend, family member,
business associate or a corporation or partnership in which you have a significant
interest. This duty does not prevent you or anyone else from transacting business
with other people connected with the charitable bingo association.

4.
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by reason of involvement with the charitable bingo association and which the
charitable bingo association is under an obligation to keep confidential.
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5.

You may have access to charitable bingo association information only for charitable
bingo association purposes.

6.

You must not use charitable bingo association information for your personal
benefit.

7.

You must protect charitable bingo association information from improper
disclosure.

8.

You must report any incident of abuse of charitable bingo association information.

9.

You may divulge charitable bingo association information if:

10.

a)

you are authorized to release it; and,

b)

it is to a person who has a lawful right to the information.

If you are in doubt about whether charitable bingo association information may be
released, you must request advice from the Board of Directors or a person the Board
designates.

Transactions That Cannot Be Authorized

1.

You may not directly or indirectly benefit from a transaction with the charitable
bingo association over which you are in a position to influence decisions made on
behalf of the charitable bingo association.

Rules About Gifts and Gratuity

1.

You may accept a gift in the following circumstances:
a)

the gift has no more than token value;

b)

it is the normal exchange of hospitality or customary gesture of courtesy
between persons doing business together;

c)

the exchange is lawful; and,

d)

could not be construed by an impartial observer as a bribe, pay-off or
improper or illegal payment.

2.

You personally may not use charitable bingo association property to make a gift,
charitable or political contribution to anyone on behalf of the charitable bingo
association. Any gift must have the authorization ofthe Board of Directors or a
person the Board designates.

3.

Event volunteers and staffmay not accept personal gratuity (tips) from bingo hall
customers.
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Gaming Regulations

1.

All gaming regulations pertaining to the management and conduct of a licensed
bingo event and/or management and/or conduct of a series of events will take
precedence over any other regulations. The Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls
and the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming
Revenue, the Charitable Bingo Association Governance Manual, and any other
future regulatory documents that refer to conflict of interest regulations will
supersede all others.
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Financial Model
Introduction
For years, the financial model for bingo halls has required that a minimum of25 per cent
of gross sales be distributed to licensed charitable or religious organizations. This model
was developed when all of the legal gaming in the province was regulated by the British
Columbia Gaming Commission, except for the lotteries operated by the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation.
At that time, the Commission regulated all of the gaming facilities and the industry
generally so that competition was not much of a factor. In addition, there had been little
in the way of major outside influences that affected the operation of gaming such as the
anti-smoking by-laws that have been implemented in some communities and the
province-wide Workers' Compensation Board non-smoking policy to be effective
January 1,2000.
This fixed percentage model did not take into account that there are significant fixed costs
(e.g., facilities and staff) which do not increase proportionately as revenue increases.
Therefore, the fixed percentage model created difficulties in smaller halls and/or when
revenues dropped, and created a significant benefit to the operators in larger halls and/or
when revenues increased significantly.
Mr. Justice Dermod D. Owen-Flood made two statements of significance to the financial
model in his "reasons for judgement" dated January 14, 1998 in the matter of the action
taken by the Nanaimo Community Bingo Association against the Attorney General of
British Columbia. On page 23 of his reasons, he states: "Proceeds from charitable
gaming must be used for a charitable purpose." Later on page 24 of the reasons for
judgement he states: "Further, I conclude that the provisions ofthe Regulations, which
provide for payments of fixed percentages to the for-profit bingo management companies
are ultra vires of the legislative power of the provincial government. These provisions
are inconsistent with s.207.(1)(b) of the Criminal Code as they expressly contradict it."

Objectives of the Financial Model
There are four main objectives which this financial model is intended to achieve:

1.

The model is consistent with the Criminal Code of Canada. For-profit bingo
gaming services companies will not share in the profits of gaming.

2.

The model specifies the amounts that, as a minimum, must be distributed to
charitable and religious organizations.

3.

The model will ensure fairness to players in that a minimum portion of the gross
sales must be available for prizes at bingo events.

4.
promote their bingo games and compete reasonably with other forms of gaming and
entertainment.
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Distributions to Licensees

The model requires increasing percentages of gross sales to be distributed to licensees at
each incremental level of gross sales. This concept is similar to income tax under which
each higher marginal level of income is taxed at higher marginal rates. The following
table details the incremental gross monthly sales amounts and the minimum marginal
percentage to charities for each incremental level.
Note: The gross sales are the total of all sales for all bingo games, including progressive
and bonus games, that are licensed by the Commission for the hall.

Incremental Gross
Monthly Bingo Sales

over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over

$150,000
$200,000
$250,000
$300,000
$350,000
$400,000
$450,000
$500,000
$550,000
$600,000
$650,000
$700,000
$750,000
$800,000
$850,000
$900,000
$1,000,000
$1,100,000
$1,200,000
$1,300,000

up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
u3l to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to

$150,000
$200,000
$250,000
$300,000
$350,000
$400,000
$450,000
$500,000
$550,000
$600,000
$650,000
$700,000
$750,000
$800,000
$850,000
$900,000
$1,000,000
$1,100,000
$1,200,000
$1,300,000

Minimum
Marginal per cent
to Licensees
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

The following table shows how to calculate the minimum amount to be distributed at
various gross monthly sales amounts.
Note: The gross sales are the total of all sales for all bingo games, including progressive
and bonus games, that are licensed by the Commission for the hall.
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Calculation of Minimum Amount to Licensees

On Gross Monthly
Sales Up To:
nil
$150,000 is
$22,500
$200,000 is
$30,500
$250,000 is
$39,000
$48,000
$300,000 is
$57,500
$350,000 is
$67,500
$400,000 is
$78,000
$450,000 is
$500,000 is
$89,000
$550,000 is $100,500
$600,000 is $112,500
$650,000 is $125,000
$700,000 is $138,000
$750,000 is $151,500
$800,000 is $165,500
$850,000 is $180,000
$900,000 is $195,000
$1,000,000 is $226,000
$1,100,000 is $258,000
$1,200,000 is $291,000
$1,300,000 is $325,000

Plus:
15% of excess up to
16% of excess up to
17% of excess up to
18% of excess up to
19% of excess up to
20% of excess up to
21 % of excess up to
22% of excess up to
23% of excess up to
24% of excess up to
25% of excess up to
26% of excess up to
27% of excess up to
28% of excess up to
29% of excess up to
30% of excess up to
31 % of excess up to
32% of excess up to
33% of excess up to
34% of excess up to
35% of excess

$150,000
$200,000
$250,000
$300,000
$350,000
$400,000
$450,000
$500,000
$550,000
$600,000
$650,000
$700,000
$750,000
$800,000
$850,000
$900,000
$1,000,000
$1,100,000
$1,200,000
$1,300,000

One point that should be emphasized is that the model specifies the minimum marginal
percentages and amounts to be distributed to licensees. In many situations and,
particularly, at higher revenue levels, associations may be able to structure their
arrangements and operations so that more than the minimum is distributed to the
licensees for their charitable or religious purposes.
The Association as a Licensee
The association is a licensee and a portion ofthe proceeds to be distributed to licensees
may be distributed to the association for its use. The portion to be distributed to the
association is to be approved by the association at a general meeting. The maximum that
may be distributed to the association is one per cent of the gross monthly sales.
These funds are to be deposited in a "Gaming Account" at a financial institution in the
name of the association plus the designation "Gaming Account." All disbursements from
this "Gaming Account" must be by cheques, the account must require two signatures on
each cheque (at least, one of which must be an officer of the association) and the
cancelled cheques are to be available for review by staff of the Commission. The
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association may transfer or deposit funds not immediately required in a second "Gaming
Account" for the purposes of earning higher interest. Funds may not be disbursed from
this second "Gaming Account" and may only be transferred to the chequing "Gaming
Account."
These funds are not intended to be used for the direct costs and expenses of the bingo
operations. Rather, these funds are intended for the general use of the association to
promote and support the raising of funds for charitable and religious purposes of its
members through licensed gaming activities. Without restricting the generality of the
foregoing, these funds may be used for:
•

audit and legal services pertaining to the affairs of the association;

•

for travel and other expenses to attend conferences, workshops, seminars and other
forums relating to licensed gaming and charitable fund raising;

•

the portion of the mortgage payments applicable to the principal for a bingo hall
purchased by the association;

•

for association memberships fees to organizations that support and foster the
objectives of the association; and,

•

for travel and other expenses to meet with parties concerned with gaming and
charitable fund raising.

Funds for Prizes
The Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue
specify that a minimum of 50 per cent and a maximum of 65 per cent of the gross sales
must be provided for prizes.
Costs and Expenses
The balance after the distributions to licensees and the payment of prizes is available for
various costs and expenses of operating the bingo halL The following sections provide
some information and guidance with regard to such costs and expenses.
Hall Rental Lease
The hall rental lease covers the cost of the facility itself and may cover additional services
relating to the facility such as utilities and janitorial services. Generally, the hall rental
lease should specify the fees to be paid for the use of the facilities (including other
services provided with the facility) and should provide for cost of facilities maintenance,
improvements and development. Basically, rent is a fixed cost and, in most situations,
there would not appear to be any rationale for having the rent vary with the volume of
sales.
under a hall rental lease is not a simDle
Drocess.
Negotiating
the rent to be paid
...
...
Obviously, the parties are motivated by opposite objectives. The best indicator of a fair
rent is the rent currently being paid for similar buildings in the same area. However,
determining what is a similar building and what is the same area is quite SUbjective.
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Another approach is to consider the ongoing costs that the owner has to incur plus a
reasonable return on the amount that the owner has invested in the building. Determining
a reasonable return on the owner's investment also is very SUbjective. The interest rate on
government bonds represents the rate of return on a very secure investment; the rate of
return on investments in high risk ventures can vary. Therefore, a reasonable rate of
return on an investment in a bingo hall would be somewhere between these two extremes.
In the end, the rent will likely be a compromise determined by negotiation between the
two parties.
The ambiance of the bingo facility is an important part of the bingo playing entertainment
experience. Accordingly, it is important that the facility be maintained, improved and
developed to meet changing needs. Therefore, the hall rental lease should contain
provisions that recognize the costs of facilities maintenance and development. The hall
rental lease could specifically state what improvements and maintenance will be provided
by the owner and the rent could be increased to cover these commitments. The hall rental
lease could specify a monthly payment to the building owner in addition to the rent for an
annual facilities' plan proposed by the owner and approved by the Charitable Bingo
Association; the additional payment could be a percentage of the gross sales. The hall
rental lease could provide for the payment, on a monthly basis, of a percentage of gross
sales into a trust account which could be disbursed for facilities improvements as agreed
upon by the building owner and the association. The details of how these arrangements
are established do not really matter as long as it is recognized that funds must be available
for facilities enhancements and there is a mechanism for both parties to agree on the
disbursement ofthese funds. The term of the hall rental lease should be sufficiently long
enough to provide for the funding of facilities development and improvements and to
allow for long-term business planning. Commission auditors may periodically review the
facilities development and improvement aspects of hall rental leases.
If the hall rental lease covers facilities for other than licensed gaming events, such as food
and beverage concessions, gift shops, and breakopen sales, rent for these facilities should
be separated in the agreement from the fees in support of the licensed gaming events, see
''Non-Licensed Activities" below.
Before being signed by both parties, the hall rental lease is to be sent to the appropriate
regional office of the Commission for review. The Commission will advise both parties
in writing ifthe hall rental lease is consistent with the Commission's Terms and
Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue.

Bingo Gaming Services Agreement
Some of the operating costs for a bingo hall are fixed such as basic management and
administrative costs and a minimum stafflevel. Other costs, such as additional staffing,
bingo paper and supplies, increase as the volume of sales increase. The Agreement
should be developed with such costs in mind.
The gaming services agreement may specifY that the bingo gaming services company
provides all services for the bingo hall. However, the association may decide to keep
some functions and responsibilities to itself, such as advertising and promotion. The fees
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for services under the agreement should take into account the nature and extent of the
services to be provided.
If the bingo gaming services company is required to provide furniture and equipment for
the bingo hall, the fees should provide for compensation for the use of this furniture and
equipment.
If the gaming services agreement covers services for other than licensed gaming events,
such as food and beverage concessions, gift shops, and breakopen sales, fees for these
services should be separated in the agreement from the fees in support of the licensed
gaming events, see "Non-Licensed Activities" below.
Before being signed hy both parties, the agreement is to be sent to the appropriate
regional office of the Commission for review. The Commission will advise both parties
in writing if the bingo gaming services agreement is consistent with the Commission's
Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue.
Self-Managed Bingo Halls and Activities

For halls that are managed by the association itself, the same minimum returns to charity
are required. Costs and expenses incurred to generate bingo sales may be charged against
the bingo revenue. Care must be taken to allocate these costs between those incurred to
earn bingo revenue and those generally in support of the association. Those costs
generally in support of the association and not specifically incurred to generate bingo
revenue are not allowable as charges against the bingo revenue. (Note: A portion of the
bingo revenue may be distributed to the association for such purposes. Information on
these funds is under "The Association as a Licensee" above.) The same principle applies
to an association that decides to be responsible for some of the hall operations, such as
advertising and promotion, and use bingo gaming services company for the remainder of
the operations.
Costs and expenses for non-licensed activities should not be charged against bingo
revenue, see ''Non-Licensed Activities" below.
Associations that manage bingo halls themselves or that manage some ofthe operations
must maintain accounting systems that separate financial information for licensed bingo
operations, non-licensed operations, and "Gaming Account" financial activities.
Commission staffwill conduct routine audits of associations' activities and financial
records.
Association-Owned Facility
In situations where the association owns its own hall, the costs and expenses of operating
the hall are allowable, but not the capital costs of the facilities. Therefore, mortgage
interest, property taxes and insurance would be allowable expenses. However, the
portion of the mortgage payments applicable to the principal would not be allowable as a
charge against bingo revenue. (Note: A portion of the bingo revenue may be distributed
to the association which could be used for this purpose. Information on these funds is
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under "The Association as a Licensee" above.) Repairs, maintenance and improvements
to the facilities would also be allowable expenses.
The association would be allowed to charge a reasonable amount for facilities
development and improvements and accumulate these funds in an account to be used for
capital improvements of the facility. The association would be required to demonstrate
that these charges are reasonable based on the value of the building and plans for
improvements. Commission auditors may review these charges and the use ofthese
funds. If the Commission determines that the amounts being charged against bingo
revenue as an expense are excessive, the association will be required to distribute the
excess amounts to licensees.
Only the costs relating to the portion ofthe facility actually used for licensed bingo
operations could be charged against bingo revenue, see "Non-Licensed Activities" below.
Non-Licensed Activities
It is recognized that non-licensed activities, which are not regulated by the Commission,
are part of the normal operations of bingo halls. Such activities include food and
beverage services, gift shops and breakopenllottery sales. They may also include offices
and rooms used by the association, by licensees and for other purposes.
Bingo gaming services agreements and hall rental leases should be structured so that the
fees and costs that relate to licensed bingo activities can be segregated from those that
relate to non-licensed activities. (Note: Facilities space used for British Columbia
Lottery Corporation operated electronic, linked and hand-held!card-minder bingo
operations is deemed to be space used for licensed activities. Accordingly, the costs and
expenses related to this space are allowable charges against the bingo revenue.) In
particular, facilities space and dedicated staff for non-licensed activities should not be
charged against bingo revenue. The allocation between licensed and non-licensed
activities should be based on some reasonable allocation methodology. The Commission
auditors will review these allocation methods as part of bingo hall audits and, if the
Commission feels that these allocations are not reasonable, the Commission may direct
that the method of allocation be changed.
Normally, it will not be necessary to separate a portion of common overhead costs that
apply to both the licensed and non-licensed activities to non-licensed expenses. In other
words, normally, all common operations management, supervision, accounting an~
payroll costs and expenses can be deducted from the bingo revenue even though a portion
of these items pertain to non-licensed activities. However, ifmore than 20 per cent of
these common overhead costs relate to non-licensed activities, the portion of the shared
overhead that relates to the non-licensed activities would not be an acceptable expense
against the bingo revenues.
Summary
As the objective oflicensed gaming is to raise funds for charitable purposes, the financial
model requires the distribution to licensees of specified minimum percentages of gross
bingo revenues at each level of revenue.
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The increasing minimum distribution to licensees at each higher level of incremental
income is designed to. make this model legal under the Criminal Code of Canada. This is
achieved because for-profit operators are not sharing in the proceeds of bingo. This
method also addresses the fact that there are fixed and variable costs in the operation of a
bingo hall.
The model allows sufficient flexibility for arrangements to provide funds for facilities
development which are an essential aspect of bingo operations.
Associations must structure and organize their facilities arrangements, hall rental leases,
bingo gaming services agreements and own responsibilities so that they comply with this
financial model. Costs and expenses that pertain to non-licensed activities must not be
charged against bingo revenue. The association must maintain satisfactory accounting
systems and financial records which will be subject to regular audits by Commission
staff.
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Bingo Hall Financial Procedures
Definitions
"British Columbia Lottery Corporation" (BCLC) is the agent of the Crown
responsible for conducting and managing electronic gaming.
"BC Society for the Distribution of Gaming Revenue to Charities" is the Trustee for a
fund established to distribute contributions from the British Columbia Gaming
Commission to charitable and religious organizations.
"Charitable Trust" means the fund for which the BC Society for the Distribution of
Gaming Revenue to Charities is the trustee.
"EFT" (Electronic Funds Transfer) is a method to move payment and remittance
instructions in an electronic environment to a financial institution. Upon receipt, the
financial institution electronically reads, interprets and acts on these incoming
instructions.
"Expenses" are the costs of conducting and managing and operating the licensed gaming
events at a bingo hall including payments made under hall rental leases and operation
services agreements.
"Financial Services" is the section of the headquarters of the British Columbia Gaming
Commission that reviews, processes and approves the Summary of Net Distribution to
Licensees Reports and processes EFTs from the Charitable Trust.
"Net proceeds" is the revenue from paper, linked and electronic bingo that is distributed
to the licensees after prizes and allowable expenses. This does not include the operator's
commission from linked and electronic bingo.
"Trust account" is a non-discretionary trust account established to facilitate the
distribution of payments of the guarantee (top-ups), electronic/linked revenue, and direct
charitable access to gaming revenue.
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Introduction
The British Columbia government developed a gaming framework that provides a legal
foundation for gaming. Under the framework, charities will retain all net proceeds from
paper bingo and bonus games and they will receive from the charitable trust the net
proceeds from electronic and/or linked bingo earned in their facility and top-up (if
eligible).
The BC Society for the Distribution of Gaming Revenue to Charities has been established
to ensure charities receive a minimum of$125.4 million in 1999100 through a
combination of direct and licensed charitable access and linked and electronic bingo
revenue.
The Bingo Guarantee
A guarantee has been determined for each bingo hall in operation prior to April 1998.
The bingo hall guarantee is based on the higher of the net proceeds for fiscal years
1995196 and 1996/97 plus 5 per cent. For fiscal year 1999/2000, this has been increased
by a further 0.3 per cent representing the 1998 Consumer Price Index Increase for
Vancouver.
This annual guarantee is then pro-rated into a guarantee for each month based on the
number of days in each month.
Calculation of 'Top Up'
If the guarantee is greater than the total net proceeds, the licensees will receive a 'top up'
of funds to the guarantee. In other words, the amount of the 'top up' is the guarantee
minus the total net proceeds.
If the total net proceeds are greater than the guarantee, the licensees in the bingo hall will
receive the actual net proceeds.
Banking Procedures
1.

Each charitable bingo association or bingo gaming services company (if contracted
by the association to perform this function) will establish a bank account
exclusively for pooled revenue at each bingo hall. This bank account will be called
the "Pooled Revenue Account" and will be of the type that returns cancelled
cheques. Cheques will need two signatures.

2.

Net proceeds from linked/electronic bingo plus the top-up when applicable will be
deposited to the bingo hall's Pooled Revenue Account by EFT on a monthly basis.

3.

When Financial Services has approved distribution the funds will be directly
deposited by EFT from the charitable trust to the Pooled Revenue Account.
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4.

A payment report from the charitable trust will be faxed to the bingo hall, informing
the association or bingo gaming services company of the date and amount of
deposit.

S.

Financial Services must be notified immediately of any bank account changes in
order to avoid delays in payment (a minimum of two weeks is required to change
the EFT information).

Licensed Bingo Revenue

1.

Net proceeds from licensed bingo events (including bonus games) are to be
accumulated in the Pooled Revenue Account.

2.

An Income Statement, Balance Sheet and Summary of Net Distribution to
Licensees Report (example attached) are to be faxed or E-mailed to Financial
Services by the 20th of the following month. Financial Services does not guarantee
payment by the end of the month for any reports received after the 20th ofthe
month. Reports will be reviewed in the order in which they are received.

Distribution of Revenue:
1.

The Financial Model section of this manual provides details of the minimum
distributions required to licensees from licensed bingo revenue.

2.

The association or bingo gaming services company will complete the following on
the Summary of Net Distribution to Licensees Report (see example):

3.

4.

a)

Name of licensee

b)

File number

c)

Licence number

d)

Number of events

e)

GST (if applicable)

f)

Net revenue from paper bingo

Financial Services will complete the remaining portions of the Summary of Net
Distributions to Licensees Report by entering:
a)

Amount of revenue from linked bingo

b)

Amount of revenue from electronic bingo

c)

Top-up portion (if eligible)

d)

Total distribution

Financial Services will review the Summary of Net Distribution to Licensees
Report within four working days of receipt. Please note, distribution reports will
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not be approved before the 15th of each month regardless of when they are
received.
5.

Financial Services will fax or E-mail approved Summary of Net Distribution to
Licensees Report to the association or bingo gaming services company.

6.

The funds from the Charitable Trust will be electronically deposited by EFT to the
Pooled Revenue Account after the distribution report has been approved.

7.

The association or bingo gaming services company must distribute the net proceeds
to the licensees by the end of the reporting month.

8.

The association or bingo gaming services company must provide copy of the
Summary of Net Distribution Report to each licensee with the distribution cheque
or notice of funds transfer.

Electronic Transmission of Files:

Financial Services has the capability of receiving financial and distribution reports
electronically using E-mail. Charitable bingo associations (or their bingo gaming
services company) that wish to remit and/or receive their reports electronically are asked
to contact Financial Services at (250) 387-2412 or (250) 356-2987.
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Bingo Gaming Services Agreement and Hall Rental Lease
Guidelines
These guidelines are intended to assist charitable bingo associations, individual licensees,
landlords, and bingo gaming services companies in developing bingo gaming services
agreements and hall rental leases (or sub-lease) that comply with the requirements of the
British Columbia Gaming Commission.. Hall rental lease (or sub-lease) and bingo
gaming services agreement must be separate documents that commence and terminate on
the same date. The general principles that must be embodied in both these agreements
include:
1.

a "charitable bingo managers licence" is issued to the charitable bingo association
"to conduct and manage" the bingo program on behalf of the charitable bingo
participant licensees;

2.

a "charitable bingo participant licence" is issued solely for the benefit of the
licensed charitable or religious organization, and the licensed organization must be
the principal beneficiary;

3.

the licensed organizations are, at all times, responsible for the conduct and
management of the bingo program and each bingo event; and,

4.

the licensed charitable bingo association may delegate certain responsibilities for
the bingo program, providing that those responsibilities meet the requirements of
the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue,
the Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls and the Charitable Bingo Association
Governance Manual.

General Points
Hall Rental Lease and Sub-lease
Prior to execution, all hall rental leases (or sub-leases) must be submitted to the
British Columbia Gaming Commission for review.
The hall rental lease (or sub-lease) must be a document setting out the terms and
conditions of the lease ofthe facility (and equipment, if any). It cannot contain clauses or
provisions that touch on the conduct or management of the bingo event itself.
All charges for equipment, services or expenses (other than taxes, repair and maintenance
and utilities), whether or not the costs are included in the rent, must be set out in a
schedule to the hall rental lease (or sub-lease) with details ofthe service, equipment or
expenses, and the individual charges made to the lessee by the lessor.
The landlord or leaseholder is free to offer a bingo gaming services agreement to the
charitable bingo association, but such agreement cannot form part of the hall rental lease
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the overall responsibility and accountability for the bingo program, bingo events(s) with
the charitable bingo association and the licensed charities.
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Bingo Halls - Rent
Policy

Bingo hall rents must reflect the fact that under law, bingo is primarily a means for
charitable and religious organizations to fundraise through the conduct and management
of a bingo program with bingo events.
The hall rental lease (or sub-lease) must be based on the following tenets:
1.

the charitable bingo associations and the charitable or religious organizations are
licensed to conduct and manage the bingo program and events(s) and cannot
delegate those responsibilities;

2.

the licensed charitable or religious organization must be the principal beneficiary
from bingo;

3.

the landlord or leaseholder of a facility used for bingo is entitled to receive a
reasonable rent for supplying the premises and a reasonable return on his or her
investment;

4.

the landlord or leaseholder of a facility used for bingo should not receive an income
or return on hislher investment which is greater than could be realized from any
other similar use of the facility; and,

5.· no one other than the licensees may participate in the profits realized from
charitable gaming.
Current Guidelines

1.

the rental structure may be a percentage of gross or a flat charge per person in
attendance, but must have a ceiling (future rental leases will no longer require this);

2.

the ceiling must be a specific dollar amount which reflects the market value of the
facility (future rental leases will no longer require this);

3.

the landlord or leaseholder must provide a rationale for the established market
value; and,

4.

the lease can be up to one year in the case of an individual charity licensee and up to
10 years in the case of a charitable bingo association.

Future Guidelines

Mr. Justice Dermod D. Owen-Flood was specific in stating that landlords and operators
may not share charitable profits (Nanaimo Community Bingo v. Attorney General ofBC,
Judgement 14 November 1998). Bingo hall rental leases based on a percentage of the
gross bingo revenue (or the prize board) may in fact be sharing in charity profits.
On expiration of current bingo hall rental leases (or sub-leases), all new hall rental leases
must be based on the true market rental value of the facility and services provided with
the rent and not on a percentage of gross bingo revenue or the prize board.
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The hall rental lease (or sub-lease) shall be in the same style and contain the same
infonnation currently used for the rental of any commercial property. The charitable
bingo association shall make the rental payment on a weekly, bi-monthly or monthly
basis as agreed in the contract.
Review Procedures

The rent structure must be submitted to the Commission for review.
If the Commission is not satisfied that the market value rationale submitted is the result
of a prudent commercial transaction between landlord and charitable tenants(s), it may
require that:
1.

the rental lease or sub-lease be restricted to one year;

2.

a neutral third party be requested to detennine a market value for the building; and,

3.

the hall rental lease (or sub-lease) remain on a month-to-month basis until the
ceiling is adjusted to reflect the revised market value.

With current leases where rents collected exceed the ceiling, the landlord/leaseholder will
return the excess to the licensees (or association, as applicable). This must occur
annually, within two months of each anniversary date of the lease. Each licensee's
reimbursement of excess rental payment will be calculated as follows (future rental leases
will no longer require this):
Total Bingo Sales of Licensee During Year X Total Excess Rental
Total Bingo Sales of RaIl During Year
Where the landlord sells the bingo facility, the charitable bingo association has the right
to negotiate a hall rental lease with the new landlord or to relocate to a new bingo facility.
This does not apply to hall rental sub-leases.
Bingo Facilities Development

Every bingo hall requires a facilities development plan. The charitable bingo association
working with the landlord and/or hired operator or bingo gaming services company
should produce a facilities development plan which includes long-tenn (five to ten years)
and short-tenn (one to five years) objectives. This plan must be reviewed by the
Commission prior to approval.
A fonnula for financing the facilities development plan must be approved by the
charitable bingo association and reviewed by the Commission.
The Facilities Development Plan and funding fonnula must be included in the Hall Rental
Lease (or sub-lease).
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Example
Hall Rental Lease or Sub-lease
Hall Rental Lease (or Sub-lease) should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
following:
Term

1.

The following provision must be included on hall rental lease (or sub-lease) with
individual charitable licensee:
"The term of this agreement is for one year, from
to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _, (coinciding with the term ofthe charities' bingo licence)."

2.

The following provision must be included on hall rental lease (or sub-lease) with
charitable bingo associations:
"The term of this agreement is for ___ years (not to exceed ten years), from
"
-------~

3.

A statement with respect to renewal (if desired).

Legal Description

4.

The legal description, number of square feet, and a description of the area(s) being
leased or sub leased.

Schedule of Charges

5.

A schedule which details all charges for equipment, services or expenses, together
with a description of the service or equipment provided (i.e., janitorial, garbage,
staffmg)

Rental Rate

6.

Most rental fees currently are a percentage of gross or a flat charge per person in
attendance and must have an annual rental ceiling. As well, agreements with
individual licensees must have an event ceiling. The ceiling must be a specific
dollar value that reflects the market value of the facility.
On expiration of the current bingo rental lease or sub-lease agreements, new
hall rental leases must be based on the true market rental value of the facility
and services provided with the rent (the fair commercial market value for the
facility, at that location). New bingo rental lease will not require a ceiling or
any method for repayment with respect to monies collected and repayment of
money above ceiling.

Rental Ceiling

7.

A minimum specific dollar amount may be included.
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Rents in Excess of Ceiling

8.

Where rents collected exceed the ceiling established, the landlord/leaseholder will
return the excess to the charitable bingo association for distribution to charitable
licensees on an annual basis within two months of each anniversary date of the hall
rental lease (or sub-lease). (This will no longer be required with new bingo rental
lease.)

Dissolution of Licensees

9.

A dissolution clause must be included for hall rental leases (or sub-leases),
individual licensees, (independent bingos) which states:
"This hall rental lease (or sub-lease) shall terminate, without compensation to or by
either party hereto, and all obligations contained herein shall immediately cease,
upon canc~llation or revocation of any licence that a Tenant requires in order to
conduct a bingo gaming event on the rental premises."

Dissolution of Association

1O.

A dissolution clause must be included for hall rental lease (or sub-lease) with
charitable bingo associations that states:
"This hall rental lease (or sub-lease) shall terminate, without compensation to or by
either party hereto, and all obligations contained herein shall immediately cease,
upon the dissolution of the charitable bingo association."

Sales of Bingo Facility

11.

It is understood that where the bingo facility is sold, the charitable bingo association
and/or individual charity licensee (independent bingos) has the right to negotiate a
new hall rental lease with the new landlord and/or relocate to a new bingo facility.
This does not apply to sub-leases.

Facilities Development

12.

The hall rental lease (or sub-lease) must include the Facilities Development Plan
and funding formula.

Revocation of Licence

13.

It is also understood that where a charitable bingo association and/or individual
charity licensee has, as a body, had their licence cancelled, revoked, or suspended,
the dissolution clause shall apply.

Right to Control

14.

The hall rental lease (or sub-lease) must not include any clauses which constrain the
absolute right and obligation of licensees "to conduct and manage" their bingo
program and event(s).
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Premises Unavailable

15.

In the event that the premises become unavailable, a provision should be included to
indicate disposition of rent obligations, the length of time to restore, and the
provisions by which the charitable bingo association my temporally relocate.

Termination

16.

A termination clause that should include a statement that the same right should
accrue to both parties.

Once signed, the hall rental lease (or sub-lease) is a legally binding document.
The hall rental lease (or sub-lease) and the bingo gaming services agreement (if one
exists) may not be transferred without the approval of the charitable bingo association or
individual licensee in the case of independent bingos.
The British Columbia Gaming Commission will consider applications for relocation only
where the terms of the proposed relocation are consistent with the provisions of the hall
rental lease (or sub-lease).
General Points
Bingo Gaming Service Agreement

Prior to execution, all bingo gaming services agreements must be submitted to the
British Columbia Gaming Commission for review.
Submission of Proposal

A charitable licensee (single licensee such as an independent bingo) and a charitable
bingo association (multiple licensees) will be required to advise the manager of the local
regional office of the Commission and provide the following information prior to signing
any agreement:
1.

2.

Copies of the association (or a single licensee) meeting minutes dealing with the
following:
a)

cost of salaries and wages;

b)

additional services that may be provided, and the applicable costs;

c)

role responsibilities of the bingo gaming services company; and,

d)

endorsement for the proposal by the whole membership.

Copy of the proposal identifying:
a)

a breakdown of all services to be provided;

b)

a breakdown of the cost of each service to be provided; and,

c)

areas of responsibility and reporting procedures.
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3.

Copy of the proposed contract between licensee/association and the bingo gaming
servIces company.

4.

Copy of the letter requesting permission from the Commission to proceed with the
contract.

5.

The charitable licensee, the charitable bingo association, and the bingo gaming
services company may request the Commission to observe and advise on the
contract negotiations. A mediator (selected by mutual agreement) should be
contracted to adjudicate any negotiation issues that can not be resolved.

6.

The charitable bingo licences permit the bingo game to occur legally under the
Criminal Code of Canada. Without the licences there would be no bingo, hence no
patrons. The charitable bingo association must approve all other forms of
commercial activities occurring in the bingo hall during their licensed hours of
operation, including:
a)

the operation of concession stand(s);

b)

the operation of gift shopes); and,

c)

the sales of other gaming produces, i.e., 6/49, BC/49, Pull tabs, Scratch &
Win, KENO, linked bingo, electronic bingo, hand-held machine bingo, etc.

The charitable bingo association can negotiate for a share of the operator profits or
commissions on any commercial activity occurring in the bingo hall during their
hours of operation.
The following are general guidelines:
1.

services must be provided on a contractual basis;

2.

hall rent will not be included in the bingo gaming services agreement;

3.

fees for services must be specified in the contracts, identifying a dollar maximum;

4.

the contract will not exceed one year duration for individual licensees or ten years
for a charitable bingo association;

5.

the contract must be reviewed for accountability by the Commission prior to being
finalized;

6.

the bingo gaming services company will provide the association a monthly
summary of all income and expenses relating to each bingo event for services
provided;

7.

the bingo gaming services company will make a full disclosure to the Commission
of gross income, expenses, and net income in the form of an annual audited
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8.

the bingo gaming services company will be registered with the Gaming Audit and
Investigation Office (GAIO) of the Ministry of Attorney General and will ensure
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that all its employees who have access to cash generated from gaming are GAIO
registered;
9.

once signed, the agreements (bingo gaming services agreement and hall rental lease
(or sub-lease) are binding; and,

10.

the agreements, hall rental lease, and bingo gaming services agreement, may not be
transferred without the approval of the charitable bingo association.

Commission Staff Review

The Commission's Regional Manager will review the proposed background material to
verify:
1.

all pertinent information has been submitted; and,

2.

the contract does not breach Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and
Access to Gaming Revenue, Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls, the Charitable
Bingo Association Governance Manual or Commission policy.

On completion of the review, the Commission's Regional Manager will:
1.

advise the charitable bingo association and the bingo gaming services company of
any areas of concern and identify amendments that may be necessary before the
proposal can be forwarded to the Commission headquarters;

2.

submit a written report to the Commission's Manager, Compliance and Field
Operations, with the pertinent background material provided by the charitable bingo
association and make a recommendation with respect to approval;

3.

the Manager, Compliance and Field Operations, will review and discuss the
proposal with the Commission's Executive Director (and Management Team or
Board of Commissioners, as deemed necessary);

4.

the Executive Director will respond to the charitable bingo association and bingo
gaming services company or landlord with respect to the acceptability of proposed
contracts; and,

5.

once signed, the bingo gaming services agreement is a legally binding document.

Guidelines
Bingo Gaming Services Agreement

The Bingo Gaming Service Agreements should include, but not necessarily be limited to,
the following:
Term

1.

A term thai. coincides with the licensing cycle for the bingo premises and the bingo
hall rental lease (or sub-lease):
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a)

not to exceed 12 months duration, or the duration of the licence for individual
licensees;

b)

not to exceed ten years for a charitable bingo association; and,

c)

a renewal option (if desired).

Fee Ceiling

2.

The fee must have a maximum annual ceiling, which is stated as a specific dollar
amount. A minimum specific dollar amount may also be included.

Right to Control

3.

The agreement must not include any clauses that constrain the absolute right and
obligation of licensed organizations to conduct and manage charitable bingo events.
Therefore, the agreement must be sensitive to those control issues that will require
approval of the charitable bingo association.

Duties and Responsibilities

4.

Duties and responsibilities must be clearly specified in the agreement. The type of
responsibilities that may be delegated by the charitable bingo association to the
bingo operator include:
a)

employment andlor supervision of staff (such as caller, cashier, program or
event manager);

b)

provision of financial services, including the distribution of charitable bingo
revenue;

c)

provision of payroll services to the charitable bingo association;

d)

maintenance and accountability of bingo paper inventories;

e)

maintenance of event records;

f)

recommendation of bingo programs, advertising, marketing, and promotions,
and internal operating procedures; and,

g)

acquisition and maintenance of gaming equipment.

Sales

5.

This bingo gaming services agreement may not be transferred without the approval
of the charitable bingo association.

Monthly Summaries

6.

The bingo gaming services company must provide the aSSOCIatIOn with a monthly
summary of all income and expenses relating to each bingo program and event for
services provided.
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Audited Statements

7.

The bingo gaming services company will make a full disclosure to the British
Columbia Gaming Commission of its operations in the form of an annual audited
financial statement.

Termination

8.

This agreement may be terminated by either party for demonstrated nonperformance of the terms and conditions as set forth in this agreement and Terms
and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue and
Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls, or the Charitable Bingo Association
Governance Manual, provided the notice of non-performance is properly given and
corrective actions are not initiated within seven days of verified receipt of notice.

Dispute Resolution

9.

The bingo gaming services company shall appoint two people and the association
shall appoint two people to act as a committee to resolve disputes between the bingo
gaming services company and the association or its members. The committee shall
meet as required. Any complaints or concerns shall be reported to the committee at
the next following meeting. Disputes are to be resolved by negotiation amongst the
committee members, who are to use their best efforts to reach consensus. If
reasonable consensus cannot be reached, the parties shall seek the assistance of a
mutually agreed mediator and shall use mediation to resolve the dispute within a
period of four weeks from the appointment of the mediator. Should mediation fail
to produce a resolution of the dispute, the parties will submit the dispute to a
mutually agreed mediator for binding arbitration.

Registration

10.

Owners, principals and key employees of the bingo gaming services company (all
persons that handle money and financial systems) must be registered with the
Gaming Audit and Investigation Office (GAIO) of the Ministry of Attorney
General. Key employees and all persons that handle money and fmancial systems
in a self-managed charitable bingo association also must be registered with GAIO.

Minutes of Meeting

11.

An bingo gaming services agreement must be supported by minutes of a meeting of
the charitable bingo association which has addressed acceptable costs of salaries
and wages, services that may be provided together with the applicable costs, the role
and responsibilities of the bingo gaming services company.

Volunteer Duties

12.
volunteer(s) (i.e., verification of opening and closing cash counts; verification of
opening and closing paper counts; review of reconciliations of paper to sales; prize
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payout, review of the final deposit record, and other duties specified by the
charitable bingo association).
Additional Revenues

13.

The agreement may contain provisions that provide for fixed monthly revenue or
percentage revenue from profits for other commercial activities (including gaming)
that occur in the bingo hall during the licensed hours of operation, (e.g., Pull tabs,
6/49, Scratch & Win, KENO, linked and electronic bingo, concessions, gift shops).
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Example
Bingo Gaming Services Agreement
BETWEEN:
,herein called "Operator" and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, herein called the "Association" which "manages and
conducts" the bingo program and represents groups holding or desiring to hold bingos
which "manage and conduct" bingo event(s) at herein called "Licensees."
SCOPE: This agreement establishes the framework in which the Operator will run the
bingo events for the Association in [Name of bingo hall}, [Location). Nothing in this
agreement shall contravene the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access
to Gaming Revenue, Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls, the Charitable Bingo
Association Governance Manual or any other directives and operating procedures issued
by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
Contravention will result in the agreement being void.
Term

This contract shall be in effect as ofthe [day} of [month}, [year} to [day} of [month},
[year} (maximum ten years). The bingo gaming services company agrees to annual
peiformance reviews to be held within
days of each anniversary.
This contract will be deemed to be renewed for a further term of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
unless either party receives a notice oftermination in writing not less than
_ _ _ _ _ _ days prior to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The Operator Covenants To:
1.

Ensure that all paper supplies will be purchased in the manner hereto:
Bingo paper shall be ordered in accordance with the British Columbia Gaming
Commission direction by the operator through the association account. The
operator pays for the order and maintains inventory for the association
representative to audit at the end of each month.
(Note: if the association contracts for this service.)

2.

Supply the float for each session.

3.

Provide and pay all remuneration for a staff to run the bingo, including, but not
limited to, a caller, a coordinator and sufficient floorworkers to adequately service
all patrons.

4.

Have available to the licensee for signing verification, not less than one hour (or as
agreed between the licensees and the bingo hall operator) before the scheduled start
of paper sales, all the paper that is to be used in that session.

S.

Keep all the paper to be used in that session completely clear and separate from any
other paper supply until the charity representative verifies by their signature the
amount of paper left over from the event.
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6.

Supply to the association a detailed breakdown of the session's Gross Revenue,
reconciling it to the paper usage determined by the beginning and ending inventory
amounts.

7.

Provide to the association at the end of each session, a statement, which shall
disclose full amount of Gross Revenue derived from sales, less prizes paid at the
licensee's event.
i)

Cash shortages and overages are to be absorbed by the operator; and, the
per session, as negotiated.
operator fee shall be

The Association Covenants To:

1.

Establish a schedule of volunteers required to "conduct and manage" each bingo
event. This schedule is to identify for the licensees the number of volunteers
needed at each event.

2.

Act as the sole representative ofthe licensees on matters concerning the operator's
involvement with their bingo, including the control of staff working at a bingo
event.

The Operator and the Association Covenant To:

1.

In addition to a caller, the operator will supply the floor workers as required to work
at each bingo event. Both volunteers and paid worker may work together selling
paper and clearing tables at each session to ensure the event runs smoothly.

2.

Both the operator/coordinator and volunteer will work together in the operation of
each bingo event.

3.

Any dispute arising out ofthis agreement will have representatives from both the
Operator and association. (This should contain very specific detail).

4.

This agreement may be subject to termination after seven days notice for cause
(failure to perform) has been delivered and ifno actions have been initiated10
resolve the situation. (This should contain very specific detail).

Signed on Behalf of the Operator

----------------------------------------------- Date: -------Signed on Behalf of the Charitable Bingo Association

_______________________________________________ Date: ________
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Other Agreement Provisions

Other provisions may include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:
Separate Contracts

1.

The hall rental lease and bingo gaming services agreements must be separate
contracts, though they will be linked as follows:
a)

the agreements will run concurrently; and

b)

the agreements will be predicated on both the hall rental lease and bingo
gaming services agreements being mutually in force.

Arbitration

2.

A method of arbitration to resolve disputes should be included as a provision in the
agreements.

Insurance

3.

Insurance provisions for public liability, theft and burglary, robbery, and business
interruption insurance should form part of either or both agreements.

Renewal

4.

An option to renew may be included in the agreements. Review of the original
agreements by the British Columbia Gaming Commission, however, does not
constitute a review of the renewal period, unless otherwise specified in writing. The
agreements will be reevaluated at the time of renewal.

Additional Revenues

5.

The charitable bingo association, ifnot the organization in the contract with the
British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC), may include provisions for a
percentage of the operator commission or flat rate monthly payment on the operator
commission for BCLC products, such as: 6/49, Scratch & Win, KENO, Pull tabs,
etc. Provisions may also provide for a percentage of revenue of flat rate monthly
payment on the operator profits from concessions and gift shops.

Facilities Development

6.

A facilities development plan and funding formula must be included in the hall
rental lease (or sub-lease).
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Existing Sample
Hall Rental Lease
THIS LEASE is dated this [day] day of [month], [year]
BETWEEN:
LANDLORD
[Name]
[Address]
(hereinafter referred to as the "Landlord")
AND:
CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
[Name]
[Address]
(hereinafter referred to as the "Tenant")

1.

Premises to be Rented
This rental lease covers the building and lands situated at [Street Address] in the
Municipality of [Municipality/City Name], Province of British Columbia, referred to
hereinafter as the demised premises, encompassing +1-2,400 square feet (more or less) of
improved building including the common area identified below but excluding the area
occupied by the concession and +1-20,400 square feet.

2.

Common Area
The common area for the purpose of this agreement shall be the concession and bingo
storage areas, office, service area, janitor storage areas, the garbage dumpster and any
other areas deemed to be used by both the Tenant and the Landlord in the provision of
their respective services to their patrons.
The Tenant agrees to permit the Landlord, its agents, and employees to enter upon all
parts of the building and lands for the purpose of carrying on the business of the
concession and the Tenant further agrees to supply keys to the Landlord for the pmpose
of entering the premises as and when required for the operation ofthe concession and/or
maintenance of the building and lands.

3.

Use of the Premises
The Tenant covenants to use and occupy the demised premises for the sole purpose of
conducting and carrying on within, on and from the demised premises the game known as
bingo.

4.

Term
The term of this lease shall be (number) years commencing the[date} day of [month},
[year], and ending on the [date] day of [month], [year].
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Rent
a)

Rental Amount
The Tenant covenants and agrees to pay the Landlord, or as the Landlord may in
writing direct, in lawful money of Canada, without any deductions, abatement or
set-off whatsoever on the days and the times hereinafter specified, and without prior
demand therefore, rent which shall be rent based upon the rate of five and threequarter per cent of the monthly gross sales of bingo hard cards and/or bingo paper
cards and/or electronic (computer) bingo cards sold within the demised premises to
an annual maximum of two hundred and fifty eight thousand dollars ($258,000).
(Future hall rental leases will not be leased on a percentage ofgross bingo
revenue.)

b)

c)

The rent paid shall be subject to the following:
1.

The Tenant shall pay not less than fourteen thousand dollars ($14,000) to the
Landlord on the first day of each and every month until or unless the
maximum annual fee has been paid. This payment being an advance on the
rent to be earned by the Landlord in that calendar month.

11.

The Tenant shall pay the balance of the monthly fee not later than the last day
of the next ensuing month.

111.

For the purposes ofthe calculation ofthe monthly rental value, gross bingo
sales shall be that value determined by the accountant for the Tenant through
the audit process.

iv.

Should the Tenant not be able to pay the rent as required by 5(a), the amount
ofthe rent outstanding shall be carried forward and added to the rent payable
in subsequent months until the rent deficit is paid in full.

Rental Deposit
The Tenant shall pay to the Landlord the sum of fourteen thousand dollars
($14,000) as a deposit. Said deposit to be placed in an interest bearing account with
interest to accrue to the benefit of the Tenant. lfthe Tenant is not in default under
the terms of this Lease and/or has not invoked its rights under the Dissolution clause
contained herein, the deposit plus any accrued interest shall be offset against the
rent paid in the last month of the agreement.

d)

Default
Should the Tenant fail to meet its rent commitments as required by 5 (a) above for
four consecutive months, then the Landlord shall have the option to terminate this
lease after giving not less than one hundred and twenty (120) days notice in writing
to the Tenant, said notice to be made by registered mail to the office of the
accountant for the Tenant. Upon termination of this lease by the Landlord, the
funds heid as a deposit as identified in 5 (b) herein shall be returned iess any
outstanding rent.
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Demand
All rent to be paid by the Tenant without prior demand thereof to the Landlord at
[Address], British Columbia, or at such other place as the Landlord may from time
to time designate.

f)

The rent identified above includes all costs of leasehold improvements, the
provision of bingo equipment, and the cost and operation of services required in the
provision of bingo entertainment excluding the staff of the Tenant, office supplies
for the Tenant, bingo paper or electronic (computer) bingo fees, accounting fees of
the Tenant, goods and services tax, advertising, and operator fees.
Rent includes but is not limited to the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Heat
Water
Hydro
Janitorial
Telephone
Cellular telephone
Garbage collection
Pager rentals
Signs

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.

Plant lease & maintenance
Security system lease and
monitoring
Free beverages and discount
food for volunteers &
employees
Free beverages for customers
Storage of bingo records
Janitorial, maintenance, and
washroom products
Travel Expenses and Vehicle
maintenance
Provision of bingo and office
equipment
'Property taxes
Building insurance
Parking fees

Repair & maintenance of:
•
Building/parking
•
Air conditioning/Air
replacement system
•
ComputerslPrinters
•
Photocopier
•
Bingo equipment

Insurance
The Landlord shall obtain, and maintain insurance on the Facility naming the Tenant as
additionally insured, excluding chattels of the Tenant against any loss or damage by fire
and extended coverage perils. Such insurance shall contain a waiver of subrogation by
insurers against the Tenant. The Landlord agrees to obtain and maintain Public Liability
Insurance naming the Tenant as co-insured for an amount not less than two million
dollars ($2,000,000) per occurrence, the cost of which shall be paid by the Landlord and
included in the rent.

7.

Dissolution Clause
This lease shall terminate, and all obligations contained herein shall immediately cease,
upon dissolution of the Tenant and provided further that in the event of dissolution the
Tenant forfeits any claim on the deposit. In the event that the Tenant seeks dissolution
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reach agreement with the Landlord to lease the demised premises under the same terms
and conditions as herein contained the deposit plus accrued interest shall be returned by
the Landlord to the Tenant, less any outstanding rent.
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Damage
It is hereby expressly agreed between the Landlord and the Tenant that if during the tenn
or any renewal thereof the building, or demised premises or any part thereof shall be
destroyed or damaged by fire, lightning, tempest, impact of aircraft, act of God, riots,
explosions or other casualty, the Landlord shall with reasonable promptitude proceed to
repair all damage and restore the demised premises including fixtures, equipment and
improvements, to their condition just prior to such destruction or damage, subject,
however, to the following:

9.

a)

If the damage or destruction to the demised premises exceeds 50 per cent or more of
the full insurable value of the demised premises, as detennined by the insurer or
insurers indemnifying the Landlord against such hazards, or if the damage or
destruction to the building exceeds 50 per cent or more of its full insurable value
detennined as aforesaid or if the demised premises or the building is destroyed or
damaged by a peril against which the Landlord is not insured the Landlord or the
Tenant may at its option tenninate this lease by notice in writing to the Tenant, or
the Landlord, wi~hin sixty (60) days after the date of such destruction or damage.

b)

If the building in which the demised premises or any portion thereof is situate, or
the demised premises shall be incapable of being rebuilt or repaired or restored with
reasonable diligence within 180 calendar days after the date of the happening ofthe
destruction or damage due to any of the above enumerated casualties, then either the
Landlord or the Tenant may at its option tenninate this lease by notice in writing
given to the Tenant or the Landlord within sixty (60) days after the date of such
destruction or damage.

Assignment
The rights of the Tenant under this rental agreement shall not be transferred, assigned,
sold or mortgaged and the Tenant shall not sublet the whole or any part of the demised
premises nor grant any concession or licence within or with respect to the demised
premises to any party nor permit any business to be operated from within the demised
premises by any concessionaire or licence save and except for the same operated by the
Landlord unless approved in writing by the Landlord.
The Tenant has the right to tenninate this agreement or re-negotiate this agreement or
relocate from these premises if the bingo hall is sold.

11.

Alterations by Tenant
The Tenant shall not make any structural alterations, improvements or additions in or to
the demised premises or lands without the prior written consent of the Landlord.

12.

Service and Utilities
In no event, shall the Landlord be liable to the Tenant for any damages arising from the
interruption or failure of any utility or service supplied to or used in connection with the
premises, and the Tenant shall save harmless the Landlord from any such liability or
damages.
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13.

Comply with the Laws
The Tenant covenants that it shall conduct all business from time to time carried upon the
demised premises in such a manner as to comply with the Terms and Conditions for
Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo
in the Province of British Columbia or such other enacted legislation governing gaming
in the Province of British Columbia.

14

Holding Over
If the Tenant holds over or remains in possession of the demised premises after the
expiration ofthis lease and no written agreement otherwise provides, the Tenant shall be
deemed a Tenant from month to month at a monthly rental equal to six and one quarter
per cent of monthly gross bingo hard card sales and/or bingo paper sales and/or electronic
(computer) bingo cards and subject to the same terms and conditions and provisions of
this lease insofar as the same are applicable.

15.

16.

Right to Show Demised Premises
a)

The Landlord, its servants or agents or any person lawfully authorized by it or them,
shall have the right to enter upon the demised premises at any and all reasonable
times to inspect the same, or to show them to prospective purchasers,
encumbrances, and tenants.

b)

The Landlord shall also have the right, at any time within the six calendar months
next preceding the termination ofthis lease, to place upon the demised premises the
usual type of notices, which notices shall not exceed the size of 1200mm by
1200mm to the effect that the demised premises are for rent or sale, which notices
shall not be removed by the Tenant.

No Partnership
Nothing contained herein shall be deemed or construed as creating the relationship of
principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the parties hereto, it
being understood and agreed that neither the method of computation of rent nor any other
provision contained herein, nor any acts of the parties herein shall be deemed to create
any relationship between the parties other than the relationship of Landlord and Tenant.

17.

Surrender
At the expiration or sooner termination of this lease the Tenant shall surrender and deliver
up the demised premises with all equipment, erections, structures or works thereon in
place at the commencement of the term, to the sole benefit, ownership, occupation and
use by the Landlord and shall surrender to the landlord all keys to the demised premises.

18.

Amendments
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until accepted by both parties hereto.
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Goods and Services Except the Sales of Bingo Hard Cards and/or Bingo
Paper Cards and/or Electronic (Computer) Bingo Cards
The Tenant agrees that the Landlord shall have the exclusive right to operate the
concession and to control and/or approve all sales of goods and services within the
building or from the lands identified herein except the sales of bingo hard cards and/or
bingo paper cards and/or electronic (computer) bingo cards which shall be the exclusive
right of the Tenant.
Provided further that the Landlord covenants not to assign, sell, sublet, or otherwise
dispose of his interest in the concession during the term of this lease.
The sale of gaming products other than the sale of bingo hard cards and/or bingo paper
cards and/or electronic (computer) bingo cards shall be open to negotiation between the
Landlord and the Tenant and any agreement to sell additional gaming products must have
the unanimous agreement of the Landlord and the Tenant.

20.

Priority
The rent identified in 5(a) shall take priority over the amounts payable under any
management or other service contracts entered into by the Tenant.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have set their hands, attested by the hands oftheir
proper officers, as the case may be, the day and the year first above written.
LANDLORD
Per: Authorized Signatory

Witness

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIA TION
Per: Authorized Signatory

Witness

Per: Authorized Signatory

Witness
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Existing Sample
Hall Rental Lease
THIS AGREEMENT is dated this [day} day of [month}, [year}
BETWEEN:

LANDLORD OR LESSOR
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Lessor")
OF THE FIRST PART
AND:

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association")
OF THE SECOND PART
WHEREAS:
1.

The "Association" wishes to conduct programs of bingo games, hereinafter called
"Events," in order to raise funds.

2.

The "Association" wishes to lease the "Premises" for the conduct of "Events."

3.

The "Lessor" has the exclusive right to possession of certain "Premises" purchased
or leased, suitable for the conduct of the "Events."

Article 1 - Definitions
The Charitable Bingo Association

The Association is an incorporated society composed of a number of non-profit andlor
charitable organizations and licensed by the British Columbia Gaming Commission with
a Charitable Bingo Manager Licence.
Members

"Members" or "Member" is an incorporated non-profit andlor charitable organization
who is a 'member in good standing' of the "Association."
Events

"Events" or "Event" means a program of bingo games conducted by an Association
"Member."
Licence

"Licence" means a bingo licence issued by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
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Operating Costs

"Operating Costs" means any cost of operating the Premises related to the occupation by
the Association that are borne by the Lessor and included in the rent, as per attached
Schedule C.
Gross Revenue

"Gross Revenue" means the total revenue generated from bingo games at each Event and
as defined in the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming
Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls.
Article 2 - Premises
NOW THEREFORE IN CONSIDERATION of the rents, covenants and agreements
hereinafter reserved and contained on the part of the Association and its Members to be
paid, observed and performed, the Lessor does hereby grant to the Association the use of
the Premises described in Schedule A and Appendix A-I, Appendix A-I (a), and
Appendix A-I (b) attached hereto (the Premises) for the Association's use as a bingo hall
during the hours of operation set forth in Schedule D attached hereto and for the purpose
of conducting Association business at such times as the Premises are not otherwise
occupied as a bingo hall.
Article 3 - Term
The Term ofthis Lease will be _ _ years, _ _ months, and _ _ days
commencmg:
on the [date} day of [month}, [year}, and ending
on the [date} day of [month}, [year} ("Term").
Article 4 - Rent
4.01

"Rent" shall be paid by the Association in accordance with the terms as described
in Schedule B, 1.

4.02

The Lessor may reduce the Rent from time to time as required to ensure that the
Member retains the Charitable percentage of Gross Revenue required by the terms
and conditions established by the British Columbia Gaming Commission (the
"Commission") .

4.03

If a Member is unable to occupy the Premises due to damage by peril or weather
conditions, it is herewith mutually agreed between the Association and the Lessor
that, there shall be no Rent charged to the Member or to the Association.

4.04

If the Lessor is unable to provide the Premises due to damage by peril no action
shall lie against the Lessor by the Association provided that any damage caused as
l'l
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Notwithstanding anything contained in the Agreement, nor in the Bingo Gaming
Services Agreement, of even date hereof, in no case, and regardless of any
expense, costs, charge, regardless ofto whomever or by whomever the same is to
be paid, shall the net revenue to Members be less than 25 per cent (or the
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prescribed percentage established by the Commission) of the pooled monthly
Gross Revenue.
Article 5 - Equipment And Services Provided By The Lessor

The Lessor will provide the following equipment and services for each and every Event.
5.01

Electronic bingo equipment.

5.02

Public address system.

5.03

Electronic cash registers (IBM Compatible).

5.04

Video monitor system and bingo monitors.

5.05

Safe.

5.06

Tables and padded chairs.

5.07

Adequate parking.

5.08

Heat and air conditioning and smoke removal systems.

5.09

Sales area for bingo paper.

5.10

Security system.

5.11

First Aid Kits.

5.12

Pay phones and taxi phones.

5.13

Paper and break-open storage rooms.

5.14

Photocopier and fax.

5.15

Phone - business.

5.16

Manager on hand during Events.

5.17

Intercom system.

5.18

Mailbox.

5.19

Signage.

5.20

Other Equipment and services as required.

Article 6 - The Lessor Covenants

During the Term, the Lessor covenants:
6.01

To provide quiet enjoyment of the Premises.

6.02

To maintain the Premises in a neat and clean manner.

6.03

To operate a concession, including a mobile canteen, separate and apart from this
Lease, for the use and enjoyment of guests attending Events, and to be opened
during Event times, staffed by properly trained and qualified PersonneL The
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concession will have a wall sign stating the following: "This concession operated
by [Name} Company."
6.04

To ensure that repairs to the equipment and the Premises will be carried out in a
timely manner.

6.05

To maintain and provide for repairs for all equipment as set forth under Article 5.

6.06

To hold discussions with the Association regarding any new gaming or lottery
business which will be mutually agreed upon and be of mutual benefit to both the
Association and the Lessor. The Lessor recognizes the fact that the Association
has the sole right to operate all lottery and gaming activities on the Premises.

Article 7 - The Association Covenants

During the Term, the Association covenants:
7.01

That each Member will obtain and hold a current licence.

7.02

That each Member will operate under the terms and conditions (the Terms and
Conditions) set down by the Commission regarding the conduct and management
of the licensed gaming Event [Terms and Conditions of Licence - Part 2General- 2.1 Conduct and Management];and, regarding volunteer orientation
[Terms and Conditions of Licence - Part 2 - General- 2.14 Volunteer
Orientation];and, regarding the role of the volunteer [Bingo Standard Procedures
- Part 1. General Requirements of Licence - 1.1 (2)].

7.03

That it is the responsibility ofthe Charitable Bingo Association to pay the Rent.

7.04

To use the Premises for the exclusive purpose of operating Events and to conduct
Association business; that any other uses of the Premises by the Association or an
Association Member will be by prior consultation with the Lessor.

7.05

To not sublet the Premises to any organization or group which does not have the
legal authority to carry out the proposed activity on the Premises.

Article 8 - Right Of Renewal

Renewal is subject to approval by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
The Association will have the right to enter into a renewal Lease of the Premises
provided the Lessor has renewed its Lease for a term equal to or not less than the length
of this Lease, following the expiration of this Lease provided that:
8.01
i)

The Association provides the Lessor with not less than one hundred and
twenty (120) days written notice prior to the end of the Term of its desire to
renew this Lease as written; or provided that;

ii)

Satisfactory terms of the renewal Lease can be negotiated between the parties
hereto not less than sixty (60) days prior to the end of the Term; and,

iii)

The Association is at all material times not in breach of any of the Terms of
this Lease.
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8.02

Unless renewed, the Tenn granted shall expire by effluxion oftime without
further notice from either party to the other, provided that in the event the
Association shall continue to occupy the Premises after the expiration of the Tenn
and if the Lessor shall accept Rent without any further written agreement the
occupancy shall continue at the Rent mentioned and on the Tenns and Conditions
set out herein except as to the length of the occupancy.

8.03

The Lessor shall provide the Association with not less than one hundred and
eighty (180) days written notice prior to the end of the Lease ofthe Premises ifthe
Lessor does not intend to renew the Lease of the Premises.

Article 9 - Access
The Association and their respective servants, agents, employees, licensees, Members and
invitees shall have the right in conunon with other occupants of the Premises to pass,
repass and utilize all common areas including corridors, lobbies, washrooms, stairways
and passages and over the lands of the Premises for the purpose of egress, egress and full
enjoyment of the Premises, parking and other facilities and amenities available at the
Premises.
Article 10 - Security
The Lessor and the Association agree to occupy and use the Premises in a safe and
secure manner and agree to indemnify each other against all claims, actions, causes of
actions, loss, damage, expense and costs whatsoever made by any person arising out of or
resulting directly or indirectly and whether by reason of negligence or otherwise, from the
performance, default of perfonnance, or remedying of any default by any party hereto of
its covenants and obligations under this Agreement, unless otherwise provided and as set
out herein in this Agreement.
Article 11 - Notices
Any notices required pursuant to the Tenns ofthis Lease shall be in writing and may be
delivered personally or sent by certified, registered or prepaid mail, to the address set
forth in Article 12.10 herein, and if so mailed shall be deemed to have been given three
(3) days following the date that it was mailed.
Article 12 - General Provisions
12.01 The Lessor agrees to obtain and maintain Public Liability insurance naming the
Association as an insured for an amount not less than FIVE MILLION
DOLLARS per occurrence, the cost of which shall be paid by the Lessor.
12.02 This Lease and everything contained herein will extend to, bind and enure to the
benefit ofthe Lessor and the Association and their respective successors and
pennitted assigns.
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periodic elections held by its Members.
12.04 This Lease will be construed in accordance with the laws of British Columbia.
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12.05 This Hall Rental Lease is predicated on both the Lease and Bingo Gaming
Services Agreement being mutually in force.
12.06 Time will be of the essence of this Agreement.
12.07 This Rental Lease Agreement shall terminate, without compensation to or by
either party hereto, and all obligations contained herein shall immediately cease,
upon the dissolution of the Association in accordance with the British Columbia
Society Act; and, the reasons for dissolution ofthe Association may also be the
cancellation or revocation of any licence issued to the Association or a majority of
its Members by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
12.08 The Charitable Bingo Association has the right to terminate this Agreement or renegotiate this Agreement or relocate from these premises if the bingo hall is sold.
12.09 If either party to this Agreement violate any ofthe Terms outlined in this
Agreement, a meeting of a Joint Mediation Committee comprised of two
representatives from each the Lessor and the Association shall be convened within
five calendar days of the violation(s) in order to quickly remedy the violations(s).
The British Columbia Gaming Commission shall be notified that a meeting of the
Joint Mediation Committee was held.
12.10 Any notice provided for or contemplated herein will be sufficiently given only if
delivered to the party for whom such notice was intended, effective the date of
delivery.
in the case of the Lessor to:

[Address}

in the case of the Association to:

[Address}

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Lease to be executed by
Signatories duly authorized in that behalf as of the day and year first above written.
CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIA TlON [Name]

[Only two signatories required for the Association]
President

Vice-President

Treasurer

Secretary

LANDLORD OR LESSOR [Name]
Authorized Signatory
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Schedule A

The "premises" currently situated at [Address] which include both the upper and lower
bingo halls [Appendix A-I, K (a), (b)] or such other place or "premises" as the parties
shall mutually agree.
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Schedule B
"Rent" for "Events" will be scheduled as follows for the Term of this Lease Agreement:
1.

Eight per cent of the monthly pooled "Gross Revenue," payable monthly, by the
"Association" on invoice, GST is an addition to the rental charge.
Total "Rent" payable for the Term of this Agreement shall not exceed
$X,XXX,XXX ($X.X Million). GST is in addition to the rental charge.

(This formula using a percentage ofgross bingo revenue will·not be used in
future bingo hall rental leases.)
2.

Total annual rent will be eight per cent of the monthly "Gross Revenue" up to
$XXX,XXX.XX - GST is in addition to the rental charge.

3.

Should the annual rent collected by the "Lessor" exceed $XXX,XXX.XX the excess
funds shall be divided between the "Lessor" and the "Association" as set forth
herein below:
i)

From between $XXX,XXX.XX and up to $XXX,XXX.XX plus interests
accrued and refund of GST paid on the rental charge the "Lessor" shall retain
25 per cent of these excess funds, and the "Association" shall retain
75 per cent of these excess funds, respectively;

ii)

From between $XXX,XXX.XX and up to $XXX,XXX.XX plus interests
accrued and refund of GST paid on the rental charge the "Lessor" shall retain
50 per cent of these excess funds, and the "Association shall retain 50 per cent
of these excess funds, respectively; and,

iii)

From any amount over $XXX,XXX.XX plus interests accrued and refund of
GST paid on the rental charge the "Lessor" shall retain 90 per cent of these
excess funds, and the "Association shall retain 10 per cent of these excess
funds, respectively.

4.

Excess funds shall be distributed to the "Association's" "Members" in equal shares,
or pro rata shares as instructed by the "Association."

5.

The method of distributing excess funds, in any, back to "Association" "Members"
shall be as follows:
At the conclusion of each year, the "Lessor" will do an accounting of the rental
charges paid by "Association" "Members," and verified by the "Association." If an
excess appears, the amount, includirig interests accrued, shall be distributed each
year by the "Lessor" to the "Association" "Members" in accordance with the terms
and conditions as set forth in Schedule B herein, within thirty (30) days of the
anniversary date of this Rental Lease Agreement.
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Schedule C
The "OPERATING COSTS" to be paid by the "Lessor":
1.

Heating

2.

Water and Sewage

3.

Electricity

4.

Preventative servicing and repairs to HVAC system

5.

Garbage removal

6.

Snow removal

7.

Window cleaning interior/exterior

8.

Parking

9.

Janitorial service and supplies

10.

Equipment repairs as set forth in this "Agreement" including, but not limited to the
following:
sound system
bingo blower
display boards
video monitors
cash registers and cash drawers
tables and padded chairs

11.

Ash trays

12.

Cleaning of washrooms and common areas

13.

Property maintenance

14.

Safe

15.

Telephones

16.

Photocopier and fax

17.

Alarm system

18.

Property taxes
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Schedule 0

Hours Of Operation
9:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M.
364 days per year
Excluding December 25
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Existing Sample
Hall Rental Lease
THIS AGREEMENT is dated this [day} day of [month}, [year}

BETWEEN:
LANDLORD OR LESSOR
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Lessor")
OF THE FIRST PART

AND:
CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
. [Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association")
OF THE SECOND PART
WHEREAS:

1.

A.

The Association is a charitable bingo association composed of a number of nonprofit and/or charitable organizations ("Members") and licensed by the British
Columbia Gaming Commission with a Charitable Bingo Manager Licence.

B.

The Members wish to conduct programs of bingo games ("Event") in order to raise
charitable funds.

C.

The Members wish to occupy premises for the conduct of bingo games.

D.

The Members have appointed the Charitable Bingo Association as their agent for
the purpose of entering into this Agreement.

E.

Landlord [Name} has the exclusive right to possession of certain premises suitable
for the conduct of bingo games.

F.

The Association has entered into an Bingo Gaming Services Agreement with
[Name} ("Operator") for the provision of bingo gaming services for the Events.

Premises
NOW THEREFORE IN CONSIDERATION ofthe premises, covenants and agreements
hereinafter contained the parties hereto covenant and agree each with the other as follows:
The Association shall be given access to and use of the premises described in Schedule A
(the "Premises") to conduct bingo games on those days that an Event is being conducted.

2.

Term
2.1

The term ofthis Agreement shall be five years commencing on the [day} of
[month}, [year} and ending on the [day} of [month}, [year].
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Rent
3.1

The Bingo Gaming Services Company, on behalf ofthe Charitable Bingo
Association and its Members, shall pay rent ("Rent") to the Landlord as set forth in
Schedule B attached hereto.
The Rent shall comply with the terms and conditions set from time to time by the
British Columbia Gaming Commission.

4.

5.

Equipment And Services Provided By The Landlord
4.1

The Landlord shall provide the following fully serviceable equipment and services
for each and every Event.
electronic bingo equipment
a)
public address system
b)
cash registers
c)
video monitor system
d)
safe
e)
tables and chairs
f)
g) janitorial services
garbage collection
h)
utilities
i)
HVAC system
j)
general lighting
k)
parking facilities
1)
m) property taxes
public telephones
n)
0) repairs and maintenance of building
fire and comprehensive general liability insurance against claims for personal
p)
injury, death or property damage occurring upon or in or about the Premises
in an amount not less than two million dollars ($2,000,000.00). Such
insurance policy will contain a waiver of subrogation clause in favour of the
Association and will include the Association, and any persons, firms or
corporations designated by the Association, as an additional insured with
cross-liability clause
security personnel
q)

4.2

It is the intention of both parties that no further cost related to the operation of the
Premises shall be incurred beyond the cost outlined in this agreement. Changes to
the rent set forth in Schedule B shall only be adjusted when mutually agreed upon
by both parties. These changes shall form part of the lease through an approved
addendum which shall be supplied to the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

Landlord's Covenants
5.1

During the Term, the Landlord covenants to:
a)

maintain the Premises in a neat and clean manner,

b)

operate, or cause to have operated, a concession separate and apart from this
Lease, for the use and enjoyment of guests attending an Event, at which
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concession the Landlord shall have the right to sell various items and products
normally associated with a bingo concession.
5.2

6.

The Landlord shall give one years notice of a pending sale ofthe Premises and, in
the event the purchasers of the Premises is not willing to comply with the terms of
this Agreement, the Landlord shall use its best efforts to locate an alternative
location for the Association.

Association's Covenants
During the Term, the Association covenants to:

7.

a)

supply volunteer staffing for each and every Event in accordance with the
terms oflicensing set by the British Columbia Gaming Commission regarding
volunteers ("Volunteers");

b)

ensure that each and every Member has obtained the proper licence required
form the Province of British Columbia to permit the operation of an Event at
the Premises;

c)

obtain and keep in force throughout the Term comprehensive general liability
insurance against claims for personal injury, death or property damage
occurring upon or in or about the Premises in an amount not less than two
million dollars ($2,000,000.00). Such insurance policy shall contain a waiver
of subrogation clause in favour of the Landlord and will include the Landlord
and the Operations Services Company and any persons, firms or corporations
designated by the Landlord, as an additional insured with a cross-liability
clause:

d)

ensure that the Landlord is paid Rent.

Right Of Renewal
7.1

The Landlord shall advise the Association of the approaching expiry of the term of
this Agreement by providing notice of same in writing to the Association at least
one hundred and twenty (120) days prior to the expiration of the Term. This
Agreement will renew unless sixty (60) days prior to expiration, written notice of
intent not to renew is received by either the Association from the Landlord by the
Landlord from the Association. If neither party notifies the other of its intent not to
renew, this Agreement shall be renewed on the same terms and conditions as herein
provided except as to rent and except for any further fight of renewal.

7.2

The amount of rent for the renewal term shall be as mutually agreed upon by the
Landlord and the Association, provided however that the rent shall not be less than
the rent in the last year of the term of this Agreement. If a satisfactory agreement
on rent cannot be reached the parties shall seek the assistance of a mediator and
shall use mediation to come to a consensus. Should mediation fail to reach a
mediator, the parties shall submit the issue to a single arbitrator whom the parties
shall appoint by agreement, and failing agreement on the arbitration shall submit the
dispute to binding arbitration in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration«Act,
SBC 1986, c. 3 and amendments thereto.
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7.3

8.

The parties hereto acknowledge and agree that Schedule C is to fonn part of any
such renewal agreement.

General Provisions
8.1

The Landlord shall not be responsible for any theft or loss of any money or articles
from or by the Association, its servants, agents or invitees before, during or after
any Event.

8.2

The Association shall not be responsible for any' theft or loss of any money or
articles from or by the Landlord, its servants, agents or invitees before, during or
after any Event.

8.3

The Landlord shall not be responsible in any way for any injury to any person or for
any loss of or damage to any property belonging to the Association, its servants,
agents, customers or invitees while such person or property is in, on or about the
Premises except in the case where the Landlord or its agents have been negligent.

8.4

The Association shall not be responsible in any way for any injury to any person or
for any loss of or damage to any property belonging to the Landlord, its servants,
agents, customers or invitees while such person or property is in, on or about the
Premises except in the case where the Association or its agents have been negligent.

8.5

This Agreement and everything contained herein shall extend to, bind and enure to
the benefit of the Landlord and the Association and their respective successors and
pennitted assigns.

8.6

The Landlord acknowledges and agrees that an individual Member shall not be
responsible for the liability of any other individual Member to the Landlord
pursuant to this Agreement or otherwise.

8.7

The Landlord shall indemnify the Association from actions which may arise from
its concession business or by employees or agents the Landlord operating the
concession business.

8.8

In the event that changes to the rules, regulations or policies of the British Columbia
Gaming Commission or any other governmental body having jurisdiction over
gaming in British Columbia or circumstances beyond the control of the Landlord
adversely affect the ability ofthe facility to service its operational and financial
obligations, the Landlord may upon ninety (90) days written notice cancel this
Agreement without compensation to the Association or the Members. In the event
of such an occurrence, at the Association's request, the Landlord agrees to negotiate
a business arrangement with the Association to provide the Premises fully equipped
upon tenns and for fair market value rent, which shall be detennined by mutual
agreement. If tenns and the rent cannot be mutually agreed upon, the Association
and the Landlord agree to initiate the process set forth in paragraph 8.13 to resolve
the issue.

8.9

This Agreement shall be binding upon the Association and shall not be affected by
periodic elections held by its Members or the Association.

8.10 This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of British
Columbia.
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8.11 Time shall be of the essence of this Agreement.
8.12 This Agreement shall tenninate without compensation to, andlor by either party
hereto and all obligations contained herein shall immediately cease upon dissolution
of the Association, the Landlord or in the case of cancellation, revocation or
suspension of licences.
8.13 The Landlord shall appoint two people and the Association shall appoint two people
which shall act as a committee to solve disputes between the Landlord and the
Association or its Members. The committee shall meet as required, but not more
than once per month unless mutually agreed to by the members of the committee.
Any issues or concerns shall be reported to the committee at the next following
meeting. Disputes are to be resolved by negotiation amongst the committee
members who are to use their best efforts to reach consensus. If reasonable
consensus cannot be reached, the parties shall seek the assistance of a mediator, and
shall use mediation to resolve the dispute. Should mediation fail to resolve the
dispute within a period of four weeks from the appointment of the mediator, the
parties agree to submit the dispute of a single arbitrator whom the parties shall
appoint by agreement, and failing agreement on the arbitrator, shall submit the
dispute to binding arbitration in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Act,
SBC 1986, c. 3 and amendments thereto.
8.14 Any notice provided for or contemplated herein shall be sufficiently given if in
writing and delivered by hand or by registered mail to the party for whom such
notice was intended.
in the case ofthe Landlord, to:
[Address}
with a copy to:
Barristers & Solicitors
[Address}
in the case of the Association, to:
[Address}
Any notice mailed in the foregoing manner shall be deemed to have been given
three business days after the day on which the notice is mailed.
8.15 This Agreement constitutes a licence for the use and occupation ofthe Premises by
the Association during those times when Events are being held.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Lease to be executed by
signatories duly authorized in that behalf as of the day and year first above written.
LANDLORD
Authorized Signatory

Witness

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIA TION
President

Witness

Vice-President

Witness

Secretary

Witness

Treasurer

Witness
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Schedule A

The portion ofthe premises located at [Address} (being approximately 18,000 sq. ft.) less
the concession and office areas, together with parking at [Address} and additional parking
at property having a legal description [Name} District Plan [Number).
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Schedule B
Note: this sample is from all old agreemellt.
The Landlord and Bingo Gaming Services Company shall collect from bingo revenues of
an Event ("Gross Gaming Revenue") an amount equal to 18 per cent of the Gross
Gaming Revenue ("Gross Rent") for the payment of Rent and the payment of bingo
gaming operation fees ("Service Fees") pursuant to the Bingo Gaming Services
Agreement. The allocation of the Gross Rent between Rent and Bingo Gaming Services
Fees shall be at the sole discretion ofthe Landlord and the Bingo Gaming Services
Company. The Bingo Gaming Services Company shall pay the Rent to the Landlord
from the Gross Rent.

(Note: A Billgo Hall Relltal Lease based on a percentage of bingo revenue will not be
permitted under future leases.)
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Rent shall be no more than $100,000.00 per month
("Rent Cap") including all operating costs set forth in paragraph 4.1 of this Agreement,
provided, however, that the Rent Cap shall be increased by five per cent in each year of
this Agreement.
Pursuant to British Columbia Gaming Commission policy, reconciliation of total yearly
fees charged shall be completed annually and adjustments or refunds paid to the
appropriate party within 60 days thereof
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Schedule C
Note: this sample is from an old agreement.
This Agreement may be cancelled by the Landlord in the event that changes to the
industry beyond the control of the Landlord or the Association result in a decline in
business such that rent in an amount equal to 10 per cent of the Gross Gaming Revenue
(regardless of the amount of Gross Rent allocated to Rent by the Landlord and the Bingo
Gaming Services Company) does not provide a return to the Landlord equal to an annual
triple net rent of $XXX,XXX.XX.
If such a situation should occur, the Landlord shall, provided the Association is not in
arrears in its payment of Rent, provide the Premises for the duration of the current term
on a triple net basis at a basic rent of $XXX,XXX.XX per year with the Association
being responsible for all of the costs of the operation, maintenance, repair, replacement
and preservation of the Premises including, but not limited to, those costs set forth in
paragraph 4.1 and the Association shall be granted access to and use of the Premises to
conduct bingo games upon payment of Rent as specified in this Schedule C. In such
event, the Landlord shall only be responsible for providing the Premises fully equipped as
a bingo hall and the Association shall execute an agreement acceptable to the Bingo
Gaming Services Company setting forth the obligations and rights of the Bingo Gaming
Services Company and the Association.
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Existing Sample
Hall Rental Sublease
THIS AGREEMENT is dated this [day} day of [month}, [year}
BETWEEN:

LANDLORD
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Landlord")
AND:

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association" (Tenant))
WHEREAS:

1.

A.

The Charitable Bingo Association is composed of a number of non-profit and/or
charitable organizations (the "Members") and is licensed by the British Columbia
Gaming Commission with a Charitable Bingo Manager Licence.

B.

The Members wish to conduct programs of bingo games ("Event") in order to raise
funds.

C.

The Members wish to lease premises for the conduct of bingo games.

D.

The Members have appointed the Association as their agent for the purpose of
entering into this Lease. (Note: This will not be required under the new dual
licensing modeL)

E.

The Landlord has the exclusive right to possession of certain premises suitable for
the conduct of bingo ~ames.

Premises
NOW THEREFORE IN CONSIDERATION of the rents, covenants and agreements
hereinafter reserved and contained on the part of the Tenant to be paid, observed and
performed, the Landlord does hereby demise and lease unto the Tenant, for its use as a
bingo hall, the premises described in Schedule A attached hereto (the "Premises").
The Tenant will have access to' and use of the Premises to conduct bingo games on those
days that a Gaming Event is being conducted.
The Tenant has the right to terminate this agreement, or re-negotiate this agreement or
relocate from this premises if the bingo facility is sold.

2.

Term
The term of this Lease will be five (5) years commencing on the [day} of [month}, [year}
and ending on the [day} of [month}, [year} ("Term").
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Rent
The Charitable Bingo Association and/or Members will pay rent (the "Rent") to the
Landlord as set forth in Schedule B attached hereto.

4.

Equipment and Services Provided by the Landlord
The landlord will provide the following equipment and ensure its proper maintenance and
services for each and every Event:
a)

bingo equipment, flashboards, etc.

b)

electronic bingo equipment as authorized by British Columbia Lottery
Corporation and/or the British Columbia Gaming Commission,

c)

public address system,

d)

cash registers,

e)

video .monitor system,

f)

safe,

g)

tables and chairs,

h)

janitorial services,

i)

garbage collection,

j)

utilities (payment of),

k)

HVAC system,

1)

general lighting,

m)

parking facilities,

n)

property taxes (payment of),

0)

public telephones,

p)

repairs and maintenance of building, and

q)

Insurance - to obtain and keep in force throughout the Term comprehensive
general liability insurance against claims for personal injury, death or property
damage occurring upon or in or about the Premises in an amount not less than
five million dollars ($5,000,000.00). Such insurance policy will contain a
waiver of subrogation clause in favour of the Association and will include the
Association, and any persons, firms or corporations designated by the
Association, as an additional insured with a cross-liability clause.

During the Term, the Landlord covenants to:
a)

maintain the Premises in a neat and clean manner,
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b)

operate, or cause to have operated, concessions separate and apart from this
Lease, for the use and enjoyment of guests attending an Event, at which
concessions the Landlord shall have the right to sell various items and
products including lottery devices. Expansion of other products such as but
not limited to electronic bingo, keno, etc. may be included upon consent of the
Association, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld,

c)

provide an amount to the Association for advertising as indicated in
Schedule B.

Association's Covenants
During the Term, the Charitable Bingo Association covenants to:

7.

a)

in accordance with the terms oflicensing set by the British Columbia Gaming
Commission regarding volunteers, supply volunteer staffing for each and
every Event,

b)

ensure that each and every Member has obtained the proper license required
from the Province of British Columbia to permit the operation of an Event at
the Premises,

c)

to obtain and keep in force throughout the Term comprehensive general
liability insurance against claims for personal injury, death or property
damage occurring upon or in or about the Premises in an amount not less than
five million dollars ($5,000,000.00). Such an insurance policy will contain a
waiver of subrogation clause in favour of the Landlord and will include the
Landlord, and any persons, firms or corporations designated by the Landlord,
as an additional insured with a cross-liability clause, and

d)

ensure the association and/or its members pay the rent as herein set out in
Schedule B.

Termination
This Agreement may be terminated by either party for demonstrated non-performance of the terms and conditions as set forth in this Agreement, provided the notice of nonperformance is properly given and corrective actions are not initiated within seven days
of receipt of notice as specified in 9 (k) of this Agreement.

8.

Renewal
Subject to the approval of the British Columbia Gaming Commission, and provided the
landlord has the right to grant renewals, and subject to items a) and b) below, this
Sublease will automatically renew for a five year period unless at least one hundred and
twenty (120) days prior to expiration written notice of intent not to renew for the second 5
year term is received by either the Licensee from the Landlord or by the Landlord from
the Licensee. Provided notice has not been served, this Sublease will be renewed for five
(5) years commencing on the [day} of [month}, [year} and ending on the [day} of
[month}, [year}.
The same terms and conditions shall apply to the renewal period as herein provided
except as to Fees and Expenses and except for any further right of renewaL The amount
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ofthe Fees and Expenses for the renewal term shall be as mutually agreed upon by the
Landlord and the Licensee, but in any event shall not be less than the Fees and Expenses
in the final year of the original term of this Sublease.
a)

the Tenant is at all material times not in breach of any of the terms ofthis
Lease, and

b)

the head Lessor exercises their option with their Landlord to renew their head
lease.

Upon the expiration or cancellation ofthis Lease, the Landlord may, at its discretion,
contract to lease the Premises to other parties for any purpose, including bingo, in the
event the Charitable Bingo Association has failed to comply with the provisions ofthis
paragraph.

9.

General Provisions
a)

Either party to this Agreement will not be responsible for any theft or loss of
any money or articles from or by the Association, its servants, agents or
invitees, before, during or after any Event.

b)

Either Party to this Agreement will not be responsible in any way for any
injury to any person or for any loss of or damage to any property belonging to
the Association, its servants, agents or invitees while such person or property
is in, on or about the Premises.

c)

The Landlord shall indemnify the Association from actions which may arise
from its concession business or by its employees, agents or invitees of the
Landlord.

d)

This Lease and everything contained herein will extend to, bind and enure to
the benefit of the Landlord and the Association and their respective successors
and permitted assigns.

e)

This Lease will be binding upon the Association and shall not be affected by
periodic elections held by its Members or the Association.
.

f)

This Lease may be cancelled by the Landlord without compensation to the
Association or its Members in the event of change of regulations, market
conditions and/or circumstances beyond its control that adversely effect the
financial viability of this operation.

g)

In the event the Landlord elects to cease operations the Landlord shall give the
Charitable Bingo Association the right of first refusal to continue on provided
the Association enters into an amendment to this Sublease and pays the costs
on a monthly basis ofthe operational expenses as specified in the amendment.

h)

This Lease will be construed in accordance with the laws of British Columbia.

i)

Time will be of the essence of this Lease.

j)

This Lease shall terminate without compensation to or by either party hereto
and all obligations contained herein shall immediately cease upon dissolution
of the Association.
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k)

Dispute resolution. The Landlord shall appoint two people and the Charitable
Bingo Association shall appoint two people which shall act as a committee to
resolve disputes between the Landlord and the Association or its Members.
The committee shall meet as required, but not more than once per month
unless mutually agreed to. Any complaints or concerns shall be reported to
the committee at the next following meeting. Disputes are to be resolved by
negotiation amongst the committee members, who are to use their best efforts
to reach consensus. Ifreasonable consensus cannot be reached, the parties
shall seek the assistance of a mediator, and shall use mediation to resolve the
dispute within a period of four weeks from the appointment of the mediator.
Should mediation fail to produce a resolution of the disp~ute, the parties agree
to submit the dispute to a single arbitrator whom the parties shall appoint by
agreement, and in the event of failure to agree on the selection of the
arbitrator, shall submit the dispute to binding arbitration in accordance with
the Commercial Arbitration Act, SBC 1986, c. 3 and amendments thereto.

1)

Any notice provided for or contemplated herein will be sufficiently given only
if delivered to the party for whom such notice was intended, effective the date
of delivery, in the case ofthe Landlord to:
[Address]
with a copy to:
Barristers & Solicitors
[Address]
in the case of the Association, to:
[Address]

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Lease to be executed by
signatories duly authorized in that behalf as of the day and year first above written.

LANDLORD
Authorized Signatory

Witness

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
President

Witness

Vice-President

Witness

Secretary

Witness

Treasurer

Witness
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Schedule A
The premises, at [Address).
Approximately 10,000 - 12,000 square feet, a portion of which is reserved for the use of
the landlord for office, storage and the operation of a concession, and access and use of
the usable parking area.
Developed space for the purpose of fund raising and equipped as listed on Page 2, #4.
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Schedule B
Calculation in determining rent inclusive of all facility costs shall be a percentage of
allocation of total fees received from the Charitable Bingo Association. The percentage
allocation for the facility shall be 50 per cent of the fees received through application of
the following formula "A" which is to be applied to bingo paper sales only. It is
acknowledged that commissions paid to the operator for other BCLC products are not to
be included in determining fees due through this Agreement.
Formula "A":
19.0% on all bingo paper sales up to $550,000 per month
18.5% on all bingo paper sales up to $600,000 per month
18.0% on all bingo paper sales up to $650,000 per month
17.5% on all bingo paper sales up to $700,000 per month
17.0% on all bingo paper sales up to $750,000 per month
16.5% on all bingo paper sales up to $800,000 per month
16.0% on all bingo paper sales beyond $800,000 per month
Reconciliation of fees collected compared to fees due when applied to this reducing scale
shall be completed annually. Necessary adjustments, if any, shall be implemented in the
first month ofthe following year.
In the event a percentage rent is determined unacceptable due to government policy, or in
the event the Association and the Landlord agree, the following formula "B" shall be
applied:
Formula "B":
Program 1.
Program 2.
Program 3.
Program 4.
Program 5.

Earlybird
Afternoon
In-Between
Evening
Late Night

$100.
$250.
$200.
$400.
$250.

+
+
+
+
+

$ 1. 75/player
$1.75/player
$1.75/player
$ 1. 75/player
$ 1. 75/player

An accumulative total of all association rental cost; direct operation costs (A plus B)
below is to be no greater than $75,000 per month plus GST (the ceiling), which is
comprised of the following:
a)

The estimated cost of operating the facility of $60,000 per month (GST
exclusive).

b)

A facility management fee of 15 per cent of expenses associated with the
operation ofthe premises.

c)

As per British Columbia Gaming Commission policy, rental cost
reconciliation will be completed annually (at licensing date) with adjustments
or refunds paid within 60 days.

d)

Adjustments to the ceiling shall be automatically calculated in each of the
years from two through ten to increase the ceiling by an amount equal to the
annual inflation rate as published by Statistics Canada.

The Landlord shall provide $1,000 (one thousand dollars) per month for advertising to be
dispersed as per instructions provided by the [Name of Charitable Bingo Association).
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The Charitable Bingo Association and the Landlord mutually agree to revisit the fee
structure in the event that the government guarantee is diminished, or in the event that the
fee structure is deemed incompatible with any regulations or gaming laws. In the event
that the fee structure must be re-negotiated (revisit/redevelop) both parties shall work
diligently to preserve the vested interest ofthe other party.
The Landlord undertakes to complete renovations as per the following schedule:
a)
(i)

Major redevelopment with installation of electronic bingo.

(ii)

Extensive refurbishing at the end of the fifth year.

(i)

Additional refurbishing approximately halfway between years one and
five.

(ii)

Additional refurbishing approximately halfway between years five and
ten.

b)
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Schedule C
1.

2.

The parties to the Agreement(s) will meet jointly at least once per year to review the
following criteria of the facility and operational process of the [Bingo Hall Name}:
a)

The facility improvement plan.

b)

The obligations of the parties involved as outlined within the Rental Lease
Agreement.

c)

The obligations of the parties involved in the Bingo Gaming Services
Agreement.

d)

The overall scope of activities conducted at the [Bingo Hall Name}.

e)

The performance of the [Name} facility as compared to the provincial average.

The parties are agreed that amendments to the Agreement may be made by mutual
consent at any point within the specified 10 year period.
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EXisting Sample
Bingo Gaming Services Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT is dated this [day} day of [month}, [year}
BETWEEN:

BINGO GAMING SERVICES COMPANY
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Operator")
AND:

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association")

1.

Term
The tenn of this agreement is concurrent with the tenn of the Hall Rental Lease
Agreement between the Landlord [Name} and the [Name} Charitable Bingo Association
and shall remain in effect so long as the said Lease remains in effect and provided further
that the Lease shall remain in effect so long as this agreement remains in effect.

2.

Bingo Gaming Services
In this agreement it is understood that [Name of Operator} will be primarily responsible
for providing the services of Operator. The services of the Operator will not be assigned
without the express written approval of the Association.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing the duties of the Operator will be
provided at the premises situate at [Address}. The duties are as follows:
i)

Manage personnel within the guidelines and policy set by the Association including
but not limited to the detennination of employee remuneration, hiring, training and
tennination of employees, and scheduling of employees to ensure adequate staffing
levels;

ii)

Develop and implement, as approved by the Association, hours of operation prize
payout levels, bingo game program fonnats, special events, promotions and product
pricing within the guidelines established by the British Columbia Gaming
Commission and published in the Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming
and Access to Gaming Revenue, Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls and the
Charitable Bingo Association Governance Manual in the Province of British
Columbia;

iii)

Deveiop and implement advertising strategies as approved by the Association;

iv)

Consult and meet with representatives of the British Columbia Gaming
Commission and the Association auditor as requested by the Commission or
Association auditor and/or at the request of the Association;
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v)

Report to general and executive meetings of the Association as required by the
Board of Directors of the Association;

vi)

Order office supplies and bingo paper supplies on behalf of the Association with
said products to be paid for by the Association;

vii) Make bank deposits on behalf of the Association at the approved financial
institution;
viii) Develop and implement, with Association approval and within the policy and
guidelines established by the British Columbia Gaming Commission, house rules,
operational policies, bingo paper control procedures, bingo paper control documents
and/or bingo paper control computer program and operate in a manner consistent
with Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls as they relate to Volunteer duties and
requirements;

3.

ix)

Prepare sales records, expense documents and payroll data for the auditor of the
Association and prepare and distribute payroll cheques and cheques to suppliers of
services and products;

x)

Communicate with the approved financial institution of the Association in matters
relating to bank deposits, investments of Association funds and other matters as
requested from time to time by the Association; and,

xi)

Recommend and implement, with Association approval, investment strategies for
the Association so as to maximize the return derived from funds on deposit with the
approved financial institution.

Compensation And Expenses
a)

Compensation:
i)

The Association shall pay a monthly fee equal to three per cent of the monthly
gross sales of bingo hard cards and/or bingo paper sales and/or electronic
(computer) bingo cards sold at the premises to annual maximum of$110,000;

ii)

The Association shall pay not less than five thousand dollars ($5,000) to the
Operator on the first day of each and every month, this payment being an
advance on the fee earned by the Manager in that calendar month. The
balance of the monthly fee due shall be paid not later than the last day of the
next ensuing month.

iii)

For the purposes of the calculation of the monthly Operator fee, gross bingo
sales shall be that value determined by the accountant for the Association
through the audit process.

iv)

The Association must earn a minimum of25 per cent (or the percentage as
prescribed by the British Columbia Gaming Commission) of the gross sales of
bingo paper and/or bingo hard cards and/or electronic (Coluputer) bingo cards
sold within the rented premises for the benefit of the member charitable
groups plus the percentage of gross sales required to pay the licence fee (no
longer required) as required by the Terms and Conditions for Charitable
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Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue and Standard Procedures for Bingo
Halls; and,
v)

4.

Due to the earnings requirement as set out in 3(a)(iv) should the Association
not be able to pay the Operator fee as herein contained, the amount ofthe fee
shall be carried forward and added to the fee payable in subsequent months
until the fee deficit is paid in full.

Ownership
Operator systems, bingo game program formats, bingo paper control procedures, bingo
paper control documents and/or bingo paper control computer programs previously
developed or developed during the course of this agreement by the Operator remain the
property of said Operator and upon the termination of this agreement said items shall
cease to be used by the Association unless the Operator agrees to a licensing agreement
with the Association for the use of said proprietary products and systems. The records of
the bingo events remain the property of the Association.

5.

Termination
Termination of this Agreement can be made by either party with at least one hundred and
twenty (120) days written notice. Upon termination of this Agreement by the
Association, without just cause, severance pay of six months is payable immediately to
the Operator. If there is a dispute as to just cause this Agreement will be subject to
binding arbitration.

6.

This Agreement May Not Be Sold.

7.

Entire Agreement
This letter contains the entire Agreement of the parties. It may not be changed orally but
only by an Agreement signed by the party against whom enforcement of any waiver,
change, modification, extension or discharge is sought.
Charitable Bingo Association
President

Witness

Vice-President

Witness

Bingo Gaming Services Company
Authorized Signatory
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Existing Sample
Bingo Gaming Services Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT is dated this [day] day of [month], [year]
BETWEEN:

BINGO GAMING SERVICES COMPANY
[Name]
[Address]
(hereinafter referred to as the "Operator")
OF THE FIRST PART
AND:

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
[Name]
[Address]
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association")
OF THE SECOND PART
WHEREAS:
A.

This Agreement is drafted and is to be interpreted to comply with the following
Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue and
Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls.
The licensees are is responsible, through its volunteers, for the conduct and
management of the licensed gaming event in accordance with the licence and the
licence terms and conditions.

B.

The Licensees are non-profit or charitable organizations incorporated as a society
("the Association") and licensed by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

C.

The Licensees are conducting a program of bingo games on a particular days
("Event(s)") in order to access charitable gaming funds.

n:

The Association wishes to enter into an Agreement for the provision of bingo
gaming services for the operation of its bingo programs.

E.

The Operator is in the business of providing bingo gaming services of the type
required by the Association.

THEREFORE in consideration of the payments, mutual covenants and conditions as set
forth in Schedule 1, the parties hereto covenant and agree each with the other as follows:

1.

The Operator will:
a)

provide all bingo related personnel ("Personnel") for the purpose of
organizing and operating the Licensees' Events. The services provided by the
Personnel will include, but are not limited to, the following:
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(i)

ordering bingo paper from the supplier through the Charitable Bingo
Association;

(ii)

maintaining inventory records for monthly audit;

(iii) establish prize board payouts in conjunction and with the approval ofthe
Board of Directors of the Charitable Bingo Association;
(iv) establish promotions in conjunction with the advertising committee of
the Charitable Bingo Association and with the approval of the Board of
Directors of the Charitable Bingo Association; and,
(v)
b)

supervise the operation of the event.

Administer a payroll system for the Personnel. The payroll system will
include:
(i)

calculation and deduction ofthe appropriate amounts for Unemployment
Insurance, Canada Pension Plan and Income Tax ("the Deductions") for
each member of the Personnel;

(ii)

payments of Wages, less deductions, to the Personnel on a bi-weekly
basis;

(iii) remittance of the Deductions to the Receiver General of Canada;
(iv) maintenance of payroll records and issuance of Employment forms to
the Personnel; and,
(v)

provision of monthly summaries of Wages and Deductions.

c)

Provide each Licensee with cash floats for each Event which will be sufficient
to cover pre-event ·incidentals and the provision of change. The float will be
available to the Licensee for signing verification 30 minutes before the
scheduled start of sales.

d)

Have available paper that is planned to be used for the Event and keep all
paper planned to be used in that Event completely clear and separate from any
other paper supply until the Volunteer(s) verifies by their signature and the
amount left over from the Event.

e)

Make the Charitable Bingo Association's deposits on a daily basis.

f)

Recognize the Charitable Bingo Association as the sole representative of all
licensees holding bingo events at [name of bingo hall} and work in close
cooperation with the Association and the British Columbia Gaming
Commission in all respects. Any complaints against licensees must be made
to the Charitable Bingo Association in writing.

g)

Be responsible for all cash shortages incurred by the personnel.

h)

Will guarantee-the licensee a minimum net profit of the prescribed British
Columbia Gaming Commission percentage.

i)

Follow the Terms and Conditions for Licensed Charitable Access to Gaming
Revenue, the Standard Procedures for Bingo Halls, and the Charitable Bingo
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Association Governance Manual guidelines issued by the British Columbia
Gaming Commission; .

2.

j)

Work in conjunction with the Charitable Bingo Association's Certified
General Accountants and make sure all paperwork is completed on a monthly
basis.

k)

Complete all paper work required for the operation of bingo events.

The Licensee will:
a)

Provide a volunteer(s) for each event to:
(i)

check and verify the opening paper inventory and cash floats prior to the
commencement of the Event;

(ii)

supervise cash transactions;

(iii) make board prize payouts during the event;
(iv) check and verify the closing reconciliation of paper inventory, cash
floats and bank deposit for the event;
(v)

verify reports as required by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
The number of volunteer worker(s) for each event will depend on the
size of the event and will be consistent with any applicable terms and
conditions as set out by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

3.

Renewal:
This Agreement will renew for one renewal term ofthe same length as the term shown in
paragraph 4, unless one hundred and twenty (120) days prior to expiration, written notice
of intent not to renew is received by either Party. If neither Party notifies the other of its
intent not to renew, this Agreement will be renewed on the same terms and conditions as
herein provided except as to fees and expenses (as shown on Schedule 1) and except for
any further right of renewal. The amount ofthe fees and expenses for the renewal term
shall be mutually agreed upon by the Bingo Gaming Services Company and the
Charitable Bingo Association but in any event shall not be less than the fees and expenses
in the final year of the original term ofthis Agreement. The Charitable Bingo
Association grants [Name O/Bingo Gaming Services Company} the right to match any
proposals for an Bingo Gaming Services Agreement that may be offered by another party.

4.

Term:
The Term of this Agreement shall be for X years commencing on the [date} of [month},
[year} and ending on the [date} of [month}, [year).
This Agreement shall terminate without compensation to or by either party hereto, and all
obligations contained herein shall immediately cease, upon dissolution of the Charitable
Bingo Association.
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This Agreement may not be sold.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by
Signatories duly authorized in that behalf as of the day and year first above written.
CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION [Name]

[Only two signatories required for the Association]
President

Vice-President

Treasurer

Secretary

BINGO GAMING SERVICES COMPANY [Name]
General Manager

Witness to all Signatures
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Schedule 1
Fees to be Paid by the Association to
[Name of Bingo Gaming Services Company]
The members shall pay a fee equal to two per cent of gross revenues per event. The
maximum fee per event shall be $XXX.XX ..
As stated in the British Columbia Gaming Commission Bingo Standard Procedures Section 1.4 - Service Company - Page 4 (Revised April 1, 1992).
•

Provide accounting system and inventory for all bingo paper and issue such paper
for each bingo event

•

Provide cash floats for each bingo event

•

Provide personnel to operate each bingo event

•

Responsible for hiring/firing and payroll for such personnel

•

Provide a bingo management computer system to track all bingo paper and compile
bingo records

•

Provide a computer printer and be responsible for upkeep and supplies for such
printer

•

File all bingo records in chronological order and keep on file for three years

•

Have charity representatives sign in and verify start and end counts of paper and
cash

•

Verify end cash and deposits to Association's account and provide armoured car
pick-up

•

Be responsible for ordering of bingo programs

•

Provide door prizes for the purpose of enhancing bingo revenues

•

Advertise on behalf ofthe Association in local papers and in-house flyers

•
•

Print and check all month end bingo summaries
Verify paper stock with Association and/or Associations Certified Accountant

•

Complete and reconcile monthly paper reconciliation

•

Complete and verify month and year end reports and submit to Association's
Certified Accountant

•

Compare wages collected vs. wages paid and prepare statement for the
Association's Certified Accountant

•

Distribute charity cheques when completed

•
•

Provide a Synoptic
Provide a Year-end statement

•

Collect and Pay all Association Bills

And other duties as required.
Timelines

Complete month-end reports on a timely basis as required by the Association and
Accountants.
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Wages
The wages and benefits for the positions shall be established annually or when deemed
necessary with the Executive of the Association.
All wage costs shall be calculated at the conclusion of the Members events. Wages are to
be paid in full by cheque to [Name} on receipt of invoice at the end of each month after
verification by the Association's Certified Accountants.
[Name} can request a bi-monthly draw.
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Existing Sample
Bingo Gaming Services Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT is dated this [day} day of [month}, [year}
BETWEEN:

BINGO GAMING SERVICES COMPANY
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Operator")
AND:

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association")
This Agreement is drafted and is to be interpreted to comply with the following terms and
conditions of bingo licence:
The licensee is responsible, through its volunteers, for the conduct ofthe licensed
gaming event in accordance with the gaming regulations of British Columbia.
The Association is a non-profit and/or charitable organization or is an
incorporated society composed of a number of non-profit and/or charitable
organizations (the "Licensees") and licensed by the British Columbia Gaming
Commission with a Charitable Bingo Managers Licence.
The implementation of the terms of this Agreement shall comply with the following
provision of the Terms and Conditionsfor Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming
Revenue, Standard Procedures for Bingo Hall, and the Charitable Bingo Association
Governance Manual issued by the British Columbia Gaming Commission:
There shall be licensee volunteer workers in compliance with regulations present at every
event, for the entire event.
It is the responsibility of the volunteer worker to verify the following:

1.

Opening and closing cash float and bingo paper inventory;

2.

Bingo sales;

3.

Prize payouts;

4.

Closing reconciliation of bingo paper and cash; and,

5.

The bank deposit (Licensee proceeds). (if applicable)
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WHEREAS:
A.

The Licensees are conducting programs of bingo games on particular days
("Events") in order to raise funds.

B.

The Licensees have the right to occupy premises (the "Premises") for conducting
the Events pursuant to an Agreement between the Association and Landlord.

C.

The Association wishes to enter into an Agreement with the Bingo Gaming Services
Company for the provision of gaming Bingo Gaming Services for the Licensees'
Events.

D.

The Bingo Gaming Services Company is in the business of providing bingo gaming
services ofthe type required by the Association.

NOW THEREFORE in consideration ofthe premises, covenants and conditions as set
forth herein, the parties hereto covenant and agree each with the other as follows:
1.

The Bingo Gaming Services Company shall:
a)

administer an accounting system which collects and pays, on behalf of the
Association, the expenses as specified herein;

b)

provide personnel (the "Personnel") for the purpose of assisting the Licensees
to organize and conduct their Events. The services provided by the Personnel
shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
(i)

organizing and recording the inventory and sale of bingo paper and all
monetary transactions related to the Events;

(ii)

establishing prize board payouts and promotions in consultation with the
Association; and,

(iii) supervising the conduct of the Events.
c)

provide Bingo Gaming Services Company employees as bingo callers,
coordinators, cashiers and floor sales personnel ("Hired Staff'). The wages
("Wages") paid to the Hired Staff shall be the Bingo Gaming Services
Company's expense and shall be based on Provincial wage averages for
similar employment;

d)

provide and administer an accounting system for the Licensee or, in the case
of an Association, for each of the Association's Members. Such accounting
systems shall provide a report of gross sales and expenses of the Events
conducted by a Licensee;

e)

provide an administrative services to ensure that Licensees receive the
licensees' proceeds by cheque rather than cash;

f)

provide and administer a payroll system ("Payroll System") for the Hired
Staff. The Payroll System shall include:
(i)

calculation and deduction of the appropriate amounts for Unemployment
Insurance, Canada Pension Plan and Income Tax (the "Deductions:) for
each member of the Hired Staff;
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(ii)

payment of wages less deductions to the Hired Staff on a bi-weekly pay
period;

(iii) remittance of the Deductions to the Receiver-General for Canada; and,
(iv) maintenance of payroll records and issuance of Form T4s to the Hired
Staff;
g)

provide each Licensee with a cash float for each Event which shall be
sufficient to cover pre-bingo incidentals and the provision of change; and,

h)

provide an itemized summary of the expenses for each Event.

2.

The Licensees shall provide volunteer workers ("Volunteers") for each Event to
perform tasks as outlined in the terms and conditions specified by the British
Columbia Gaming Commission.

3.

The Bingo Gaming Services Company shall be paid the bingo gaming services fee
(the "Operator Fees") set forth and in the manner provided in Schedule A.

4.

The term of this Agreement shall be for five years commencing on the [day] of
[month], [year] and ending on the [day] of [month], [year}.

5.

This Agreement may be terminated by either party for demonstrated nonperformance of the terms and condition set forth in this Agreement, provided that
notice of non-performance is given to the party at fault pursuant to paragraph 7 and
corrective action is not implemented within seven days of verified receipt of notice.

6.

The Bingo Gaming Services Company shall advise the Association of the
approaching expiry of the term of this Agreement by providing notice of same in
writing to the Association not less than one hundred and twenty (120) days prior to
the expiration ofthe term. This Agreement shall renew unless sixty (60) days prior
to expiration, written notice of intent not to renew is received by either the
Association from the Bingo Gaming Services Company or by the Bingo Gaming
Services Company from the Association. If neither party notifies the other of its
intent not to renew, this Agreement shall be renewed on the same terms and
conditions as herein provided except as to Bingo Gaming Services fees and
expenses and except for any further right of renewal. The amount of the Bingo
Gaming Services Fees and expenses for the renewal term shall not be less than as
stipulated in this Agreement and shall be mutually agreed upon by the Bingo
Gaming Services Company and the Association. If a satisfactory Agreement on
such fees and expenses cannot be reached the parties shall seek the assistance of a
mediator and shall use mediation to come to a consensus. Should mediation fail to
reach a reasonable consensus on the fees and expenses within 30 days from the
appointment of the mediator, the parties agree to submit the question to a single
arbitrator whom the parties shall appoint by agreement, and failing agreement on
the arbitrator, shall submit the dispute to binding arbitration in accordance with the
Commercial Arbitration Act, SBC 1986, c.3 and amendments thereto.

7.

This Agreement may not be sold.

8.

Any notice provided for or contemplated herein shall be sufficiently given in
writing and delivered by hand or by registered mail to the party for whom such
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notice was intended as follows:
in the case of the Bingo Gaming Services Company to:
[Address}
with a copy to:
Barristers & Solicitors
[Address}
in the case of the Association, to:
[Address}
with a copy to:
the Registered Office of the Association, as detennined by a search at the Registrar
of Companies Office.
Any notice mailed in the foregoing manner shall be deemed to have been given
three business days after the day on which the notice is mailed.
9.

The Recitals ofthis Agreement and Schedules A and B are expressly incorporated
into and fonn part of this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by
signatories authorized in that behalf as of the day and year first above written.

BINGO GAMING SERVICES COMPANY
Authorized Signatory

Witness

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
President

Witness

Vice-President

Witness

Secretary

Witness

Treasurer

Witness
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Schedule A
The Bingo Gaming Services Company shall collect the gross bingo revenues of an Event
("Gross Gaming Revenue") and shall pay the following from the Gross Gaming Revenue:
1.

The prize payout. Prize payout shall be no less than 52 per cent of Gross Gaming
Revenue except when restricted by the provincial limit (which is currently
$X,XXX.XX per program ("Limit"). In the event the Limit is reached, any
amounts in excess, other than stipulated herein, shall be paid to the Association. If
there is a decline in the Gross Gaming Revenue from that achieved at the date of
this Agreement and if such decline continues for 3 consecutive months, the Bingo
Gaming 8.ervices Company shall, subject to compliance with the Limit, increase the
percentage of gross sales paid out for prizes over the amount set forth in this
paragraph unless the Bingo Gaming Services Company can demonstrate that the
decline in Gross Gaming Revenue is the result of circumstances other than the
amount of the prize payout.

2.

The Charitable Return of a minimum of 25 per cent (or the prescribed percentage by
the British Columbia Gaming Commission) of the Gross Gaming Revenue (issued
to the Licensee by cheque).

3.

The License Fee of two per cent of the Gross Gaming Revenue (issued to the
Licensee by cheque). (This requirement has been cancelled.)

4.

Association Fee of one per cent of the Gross Gaming Revenue (to be paid to the
Association semi-monthly).

5.

Costs of the Event's bingo paper usage (to be paid to the Association semi
monthly).
(The items referred to in 1-5 above are, collectively, the "Expenses")

The Bingo Gaming Services Company shall remit funds (GST inclusive) from Gross
Gaming Revenue on behalf of the Association for rent (the "Rent") of the Premises and
Operator Fees. Rent and Operator Fees shall be the residual after payment of Expenses
and will be a varying amount monthly, due to the fluctuation in Gross Gaming Revenue
from month to month.
Operator Fees and Rent shall be 18 per cent ofthe Gross Gaming Revenue. Such
amounts shall be allocated between Rent and Bingo Gaming Services Fees at the sole
discretion ofthe Bingo Gaming Services Company. (Rent based on a percentage of gross
bingo revenue will not be permitted under future agreements.)
Operator Fees shall not exceed $XX,XXX.XX per month (GST inclusive) (the "Fee
Cap"). The Fee Cap shall be increased by five per cent in each year ofthis Agreement.
As per British Columbia Gaming Commission Policy, reconciliation of fees shall be
completed annually (at licensing date) with adjustments or refunds paid within 60 days.
The Association and the Bingo Gaming Services Company acknowledge that items or
matters beyond their control (such as the Expenses as stipulated above at the time of
signing this Agreement) may change throughout the term of this Agreement. If such
changes occur or changes to the industry beyond the control of the Association or the
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Bingo Gaming Services Company result in a shortfall of funds to adequately cover
expenses, both parties hereby undertake to review and adjust costs and the distribution of
funds from the Gross Gaming Revenue.
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Schedule B
This Bingo Gaming Services Agreement may be cancelled upon ninety (90) days written
notice by either the Association or the Bingo Gaming Services Company in the event that
changes to the industry beyond the control ofthe Bingo Gaming Services Company or
the Association result in a decline in business which results in insufficient volume to
service reasonable operational costs of the Bingo Gaming Services Company and
Landlord.
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Existing Sample
Bingo Gaming Services Agreement
THIS AGREEMENT is dated this [day} day of [month}, [year}

BETWEEN:
BINGO GAMING SERVICES COMPANY
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Operator")
OF THE FIRST PART

AND:
CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIATION
[Name}
[Address}
(hereinafter referred to as the "Association")
OF THE SECOND PART
This Agreement is drafted and is to be interpreted to comply with the following term and
condition of licence:
The licensees are responsible, through its volunteers, for the conduct and
management ofthe licensed gaming event in accordance with the licence and the
terms and conditions of the licence established by the British Columbia Gaming
Commission and this agreement.
The implementation ofthe . terms of this Agreement shall comply with the provision of
Terms and Conditions for Charitable Gaming and Access to Gaming Revenue, Standard
Procedures issued by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.
There shall be at least one volunteer worker from the licensee present at every event, for
the entire event, whose responsibilities are detailed in item 2(a) ofthis Agreement.
WHEREAS:
A.

The Licensees are non-profit and/or charitable organizations incorporated as a
society ("Association") and licensed by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

B.

The Association has been empowered by the Licensees to act as their agent for the
purpose of entering into this Service Agreement. (Note: this will not be required
with the dual licensing model.)

C.

The Licensees are conducting a program of bingo games on particular days
("Event") in order to raise charitable funds.

D.

The Association wishes to enter into this Agreement for the provision of bingo
gaming services for the operation of its bingo program.

E.

The Bingo Gaming Services Company is in the business of providing bingo gaming
services of the type required by the Association.
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NOW THEREFORE in consideration ofthe payments, mutual covenants and conditions
as set forth in Schedule A, the parties hereto covenant and agree each with the other as
follows:
1.

The Bingo Gaming Services Company will:
a)

provide personnel (the "Personnel") for the purpose of assisting the Licensee
to organize and operate their Event. The services provided by the Personnel
will include, but not be limited to, the following:
(i)

organizing and recording the sale from inventories of bingo paper and
organizing and recording all monetary transactions related to the Event,

(ii)

establishing prize board payouts and promotions on behalf of, and in
conjunction with, the Licensee,

(iii) supervising the operation of the Event, and
(iv) accommodate installation of electronic bingo or other British Columbia
Lottery Corporation gaming devices;

2.

b)

provide callers, coordinators, cashiers and sales staff ("Hired Staff'). The
wages ("Wages") paid to the Hired Staff are the Bingo Gaming Services
Company's expenses and will be based on provincial wage averages for
similar employment;

c)

provide and administer an accounting system. Such accounting system will
provide a report of gross sales and expenses ofthe events conducted by the
Licensee;

d)

provide a monthly summary ofthese reports to the Charitable Bingo
Association and licensed charities;

e)

provide a reconciliation on trust account on a monthly basis;

f)

provide each Licensee with a cash float for each Event which will be sufficient
to cover pre-bingo incidentals and the provision of change;

g)

as per British Columbia Gaming Commission policy, service cost
reconciliation will be completed annually (at licensing date) with adjustments
or refunds paid within 60 days; and,

h)

the Charitable Bingo Association has the right to audit receipts for monthly
fees paid.

The Licensee will:
a)

provide volunteer worker(s) ("Volunteer(s)") for each Event to perform tasks
as outlined in the terms and conditions specified by the British Columbia
Gaming Commission and will include the following:
(i)

verify opening and closing cash floats,

(ii)

verify opening and closing bingo paper,

(iii) verify bingo sales and prize payouts,
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(iv) verify closing reconciliation of bingo paper and cash, and
(v)

verify the bank deposit.

3.

The tenn of this Agreement shall be for five years commencing on the[day} of
[month}, [year} and ending on the [day} of [month}, [year}.

4.

This Agreement may not be sold without the approval ofthe Charitable Bingo
Association.

5.

This Agreement may be tenninated by either party for demonstrated nonperfonnance of the tenns and conditions as set forth in this Agreement, provided the
notice of non-perfonnance is properly given and corrective actions are not initiated
within seven days of verified receipt of notice.

6.

Dispute resolution. The Bingo Gaming Services Company shall appoint two people
and the Association shall appoint two people, which four people shall act as a
committee to resolve disputes between the Bingo Gaming Services Company and
the Association or its Members. The committee shall meet as required, but not
more than once per month unless mutually agreed to. Any complaints or concerns
shall be reported to the committee at the next following meeting. Disputes are to be
resolved by negotiation amongst the committee members, who are to use their best
efforts to reach consensus. If reasonable consensus cannot be reached, the parties
shall seek the assistance of a mediator, and shall use mediation to resolve the
dispute within a period of four weeks from the appointment of the mediator.
Should mediation fail to produce a resolution of the dispute, the parties agree to
submit the dispute to a single arbitrator whom the parties shall appoint by
agreement, and in the event of failure to agree on the selection of the arbitrator,
shall submit the dispute to binding arbitration in accordance with the Commercial
Arbitration Act, SBC 1986, c. 3 and amendments thereto.

7.

This Bingo Gaming Services Agreement will automatically renew for a five-year
period unless not less than one hundred and twenty (120) days prior to expiration
written notice of intent not to renew for the second five-year tenn is received by
either the Association from the Bingo Gaming Services Company or by the Bingo
Gaming Services Company from the Association. Provided notice has not been
served, this Bingo Gaming Services Agreement will be renewed for five years
commencing on the[day} of [month}, [year} and ending on the [day} of [month},
[year}.
The same tenns and conditions shall apply to the renewal period as herein provided
except as to Fees and Expenses and except for any further right of renewaL The
amount of the Fees and Expenses for the renewal term shall be as mutually agreed
upon by the Bingo Gaming Services Company and the Licensee, but in any event
shall not be less than the Fees and Expenses in the final year of the original tenn of
this Agreement.
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8.

Any notice provided for or contemplated herein will be sufficiently given if
delivered to the party for whom such notice was intended by registered mail or
courier. Notice shall be effective the date of delivery, in the case of the Bingo
Gaming Services Company to:
[Address}
with a copy to:
Barristers & Solicitors
[Address}
In the case of the Charitable Bingo Association, to:
[Address}

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by
signatories authorized in that behalf as of the day and year first above written.
BINGO GAMING SERVICES COMPANY
Authorized Signatory

Witness

CHARITABLE BINGO ASSOCIA TION
President

Witness

Vice-President

Witness

Secretary

Witness

Treasurer

Witness
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Schedule A
Note: this sample is from an old agreement
Calculation in determining management fees inclusive of all costs shall be a percentage
of allocation of total fees received from the Association. The percentage allocation for
the bingo gaming services shall be 50 per cent of the fees received through application of
the following formula "A" which is to be applied to bingo paper sales only. It is
acknowledged that commissions paid to the Bingo Gaming Services Company for other
British Columbia Lottery Corporation products are not to be included in determining fees
due to through this Agreement.
Formula "A":
19.0% on all bingo paper sales up to $550,000 per month
18.5% on all bingo paper sales up to $600,000 per month
18.0% on all bingo paper sales up to $650,000 per month
17.5% on all bingo paper sales up to $700,000 per month
17.0% on all bingo paper sales up to $750,000 per month
16.5% on all bingo paper sales up to $800,000 per month
16.0% on all bingo paper sales beyond $800,000 per month
Reconciliation of fees collected compared to fees due when applied to this reducing scale
shall be completed annually. Necessary adjustments, if any, shall be implemented in the
first month of the following year.

In the event a percentage fee is determined unacceptable due to government policy, or in
the event the Association and the Bingo Gaming Services Company agree, the following
Formula "B" shall be applied:
Formula "B" - A fee of$3.85 per player visit.
An accumulative total of all association bingo gaming services costs; direct operation
costs is to be no greater than $75,000.00 per month plus GST (the ceiling).
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The Charitable Bingo Hall
Facility Standards Regulation
Within the boundaries of the province, there are 144 municipalities and 28 regional
districts. These bodies are generally referred to as "local governments." The vast
majority of the area of the province where development occurs have building and zoning
regulations.
The undeveloped areas of the province are not subject to building controls by local
government, but any activity must comply with the province-wide provisions governing
buildings used for public assembly purposes.
In addition to local government controls concerning building activity and province-wide
controls regarding fire safety there are province-wide regulations related to electrical
installations and health requirements. Electrical and health matters are administered by
the provincial government except for portions of the major urban areas where local
governments administer the function.
Control of land-use activities is carried out by means of zoning bylaws. Enabling
legislation permits local governments to enact zoning bylaws, the purpose of which is to
regulate the use ofland, buildings and structures. All ofthe developed areas of the
province have some form of land use controls.
All applicable Federal, provincial, municipal and regional district laws and bylaws shall
be observed.
The following regulatory activities are present within the province:
1.

Building Inspection/Occupancy Permit

Within the province, the National Building Code of Canada has been designated
the mandatory code. It is referred to as the "Provincial Building Code."
All of the developed areas of the province have the building inspection function
enforced by local government, either municipal or regional district. It may be
assumed, after discussions with officials of both the Ministry of Municipal Affairs
and the Union ofBC Municipalities (UBCM) that all municipalities have building
bylaws in effect but an actual survey has not been carried out.
A local government will require, of an applicant who wishes to construct or alter a
building, an adequate set of plans showing the work contemplated. lfthe building
is to be used for public purposes, such as gaming, both an engineer and architect
must provide verification, by means of their professional seal, that the building
complies with all of the Provincial Building Code requirements. Approval of the
plans by the Fire Cornmissioner is required ifthe building is to be used for public
assemblv nurnoses. When the work i~ comnleted. and all nece~~arv reauirement~
have been satisfied, an "occupancy permit" is issued.
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2.

Fire Regulation

The Fire Services Act applies to the entire province including areas administered
by a local government.
The Fire Commissioner function, located within the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs, is responsible for the enactment and enforcement of municipal bylaws for
fire protection and to protect life and property from fire. Fire Commissioner's
offices are located in regional centres throughout the province.
It appears there are many "gray areas" where provisions of the Fire Services Act
and the Provincial Building Code overlap. The one specific area where the Fire
Services Act has defmite authority is in the case of buildings used for public
assembly purposes.
3.

Health and Electrical Regulations

Except for some of the major urban areas of the province, the administration of
Health R.egulations and Electrical Code requirements are carried out by provincial
government ministries; health matters by the district offices of the Ministry of
Health and Regional District Health Officer; and electrical requirements by the
area offices of the Safety Engineering Services Branch of the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs.
4.

Business Licences

Municipalities may adopt business licensing bylaws and most do. A business
licence is required for the carrying on of a commercial or industrial undertaking of
any kind or nature. The procedure enables a municipality to have a listing oflocal
economic activity to ensure compliance with all local regulations.
All bingo hall operators must apply to the municipality for a business licence.
5.

Smoking Regulations

The Workers' Compensation Board (WCB) direction on smoking in public places
and exposing staff to "second hand" smoke comes into effect across the province
on 1 January 2000.
6.

Land Use Regulations

The actual control of land-use activities is carried out by means of zoning bylaws.
Enabling legislation, contained in the Municipal Act, permits local governments to
enact zoning bylaws the purpose of which is to regulate the use ofland, buildings
and structures. All of the developed areas ofthe province have some form ofland
use controls in effect in the form of either regional district or municipal zoning
bylaws.
All of the regulations, requirements and legislation previously outlined contain
standards for the construction, alteration and use of buildings within the province.
The Municipal Act, Fire Services Act, Health Act and similar pieces oflegislation
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were enacted to provide both local governments, and provincial government
ministries, with powers to regulate activities related to public safety.
Charitable Bingo Hall - Relocations or New Locations

All Charitable Bingo Hall relocations or new locations in British Columbia are the
responsibility ofthe British Columbia Gaming Commission.
Relocations may be considered where sufficient player demand and community
acceptance can be demonstrated to exist within a community.
A Charitable Bingo Association, Bingo Gaming Services Company (in consultation with
the Charitable Bingo Association) or the Landlord (in consultation with the Charitable
Bingo Association) may propose a relocation for one ofthe following reasons:
a)

loss of premises due to accident or act of God;

b)

termination of lease;

c)

up-grading the premises;

d)

as a result of concerns expressed by local government;

e)

concerns with economic viability of that particular bingo operation; or,

f)

any other reasons approved by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

New locations are recognized as an expansion in gaming. Where government policy
allows expansion, applications will be considered.
New locations may be considered where sufficient player demand and community
acceptance is demonstrated to exist within a community.
In the case of a new charitable bingo hall, only an association of charitable organizations
(a Charitable Bingo Association) may submit a proposal for a new charitable bingo
location.
Relocation Procedures
Stage One - Preliminary Review

a)

The British Columbia Gaming Commission receives a proposal for a
relocation or a new location. A non-refundable application fee of $2,000.00
made payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations is required
prior to convening the review panel of Commissioners.

b)

The British Columbia Gaming Commission will refer the proposal to
Commission staff for assessment as to whether the proposal merits further
com:ilieration
the
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c)

The local municipal government and the local municipal police force will be
notified, in writing, by the British Columbia Gaming Commission concerning
the proposal and given an opportunity to identify any concerns prior to any
further review of the proposal by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

d)

The Gaming Audit and Investigation Office (GAIO), Ministry of Attorney
General, will be provided a copy of the proposal and will provide the review
panel with a report containing the direct or indirect involvement in gaming
operations of new corporations or individuals through financing or leasing
arrangements as well as any other relevant information prior to any further
review of the proposal by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

e)

A three-member review panel of Commissioners will be convened by the
Chair to determine whether or not the proposal will proceed to the next stage
of evaluation. A review panel consisting of a minimum of two
Commissioners may be convened with the written agreement of the Applicant
in exceptional circumstances.

£)

Ifthe review panel decides that the proposal does not have merit it will be
denied at this stage.

g)

If the review panel determines that the proposal has merit it will proceed to
stage two. Where a proposal merits further consideration, the Commission
staff reviews the proposal, conducts such enquiries as may be warranted in the
circumstances, including requesting additional information from the applicant.
The staff shall submit a report to the panel on the substance of the proposal
and its relation to British Columbia Gaming Commission policy, including
recommendations.

Stage Two - Evaluation of Proposal

a)

The review panel shall evaluate the proposal based on:
(i)

response from local municipal government and local police force;

(ii)

the GAIO report;

(iii) the updated British Columbia Gaming Commission staff report; and,
(iv) any other relevant information.
If the proposal is approved, the review panel may recommend that conditions
be attached to that approval.
b)

The review panel may direct that a hearing be conducted, on such terms as the
panel may determine, as part of the evaluation process.

c)

The review panel shall require notice of any hearing to be given to interested
the hearing.
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d)

The staff shall tender its report at the hearing, together with any other relevant
infonnation received as a part of the preliminary review ofthe proposal.

e)

The staff may provide a recommendation to the review panel at any time
during the evaluation process. Any recommendation made after a hearing
shall be communicated to the applicant and such other parties as the relocation
panel may consider appropriate. The applicant and other parties shall be given
an opportunity to respond to the recommendation.

£)

The decision ofthe review panel will be communicated to the applicant and
this decision will constitute the final decision of the British Columbia Gaming
Commission.

Stage Three - "Approval to Proceed" and Final Inspection

a)

If a proposal is approved, the Board of Commissioners shall issue to the
successful applicant, a written "Approval to Proceed" allowing for the
preparation of the premises as identified in the proposal. The written
"Approval to Proceed" will include notification to the successful applicant
that a maximum start date ofthree weeks beyond the date of final approval of
the premises will be in effect.

b)

Prior to the issuance of any licences, the staff shall conduct an on-site
inspection of the premises.

c)

The staff shall ensure that Municipal and Fire Marshall approvals as well as a
Building Occupancy pennit have been issued prior to recommending final
approval. As soon as these approvals have been received by the staff, a
recommendation will be forwarded to the British Columbia Gaming
Commission. The Commission shall provide the applicant, in writing, with
final approval and authority for licensees to use the premises within a three
week period from the date of final approval.

d)

The applicant must initiate proceedings for the opening of the new premises
within 90 days ofthe date ofthe British Columbia Gaming Commission's
"Approval to Proceed", or notify the British Columbia Gaming Commission
accordingly.

Charitable Bingo Hall - Public Hearing

The British Columbia Gaming Commission may use a fonnal public hearing when
considering a relocation or a new location for a Charitable Bingo Association. Such a
public hearing held prior to a decision by the Commission allows any and all parties
involved to present their positions to a panel of Commissioners. The decision reached as
a result of the public hearing constitutes the final decision of the British Columbia
Gaming Commission and is not subject to a further review.
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Procedure
The process to be used to gather information through a public hearing is as follows:
Note: the process may vary somewhat depending on the specific circumstances of the
original application or issue.

Notification is given to the applicant, local government and interested parties that a
public hearing will take place.
a)

A hearing date is established within the community where the application
originated.

b)

Media are notified in the specific communities, with an outline of public
hearing dates and times and requesting comments in writing (which will be
shared with all intervenors) and indication from those wanting to give a verbal
presentation.

c)

Terms of Reference which outline the substance of the enquiry will be
forwarded to all intervenors.

d)

All submissions will be made available to all parties who have submitted
presentations.

e)

Procedural guidelines, a list of all written submissions, and the order of
presentations with time limitations will be forwarded to all presenters.

f)

At the outset of the hearing, copies of opening remarks outlining the
framework of the public hearing will be made available to all those in
attendance.

g)

At the discretion of the panel of Commissioners, individuals who have not
been given an opportunity to provide a presentation on the original agenda
may be given an opportunity to speak.

h)

Throughout the process the only persons permitted to address questions to
parties appearing will be the Commissioners and their counsel, and the
applicant or its counsel.

i)

After final summations have been completed the panel of Commissioners will
consider all relevant information presented and communicate the final
decision to the applicant within 30 days.

Charitable Bingo Hall - Expansion
In recognition of public concern over the level of licensed gaming and to ensure that the
capacity of the existing system provides a stable economic environment and reflects
piayer demand and community acceptance, the British Columbia Gaming Commission
will only authorize additional locations for bingo halls based on these review procedures
and a public hearing.
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Proposals regarding extending hours of operation, increasing seating capacity or
otherwise increasing the volume of bingo will be considered matters related to the level
oflicensed bingo, and shall be subject to review and approval by the British Columbia
Gaming Commission.
Charitable Bingo Hall - Temporary Closure

A Charitable Bingo Association or Landlord (in consultation with the Charitable Bingo
Association) shall immediately notifY the British Columbia Gaming Commission if a
gaming premises is temporarily not available for the purpose of holding bingo events.
Non-compliance may mean loss of Commission approval for that location.
The Commission Chair will convene a three-member panel of Commissioners who may
approve temporary closure for one or more of the following reasons:
a)

accident or act of God;

b)

renovation for the purposes of upgrading;

c)

labour action;

d)

seasonal variation in player demand;

e)

legal proceedings related to landlord/tenant matters; and,

f)

any other reasons approved by the British Columbia Gaming Commission.

Under these circumstances:
1.

The Commission will not consider any proposals for interim replacement operations
for the period of the closure.

2.

The length of the closure shall not exceed 90 days in duration. An extension can be
requested.

3.

A temporary closure is deemed to become permanent once the closure has reached
90 days unless an extension has been approved by the Commission.

The decision of the three-member panel of Commissioners is the final decision of the
British Columbia Gaming Commission.
Charitable Bingo Hall - Permanent Closure

Where a premises is closed permanently:
a)

Notification of permanent closure does not entitle the Charitable Bingo
Association, Bingo Gaming Services Company or Landlord for special
standing in any future application.

b)

In the case of a permanent closure of an existing premises, a "vacancy" mayor
may not be deemed to exist within the municipality. The British Columbia
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Gaming Commission may consider proposals for a replacement premises as
specified under Additional Locations, Policy.
c)

A temporary closure is deemed to become permanent once the closure has
reached 90 days unless an extension has been approved by the British
Columbia Gaming Commission.
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